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The round one of the
Rajasthan political crisis

went to Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot on Monday after he
mobilised nearly 106-7 MLAs,
including those from
Independents, but the threat to
his Government remained real
with no sign of any climb
down by Deputy Chief
Minister Sachin Pilot.

The party has called anoth-
er round of meeting of legisla-
tors on Tuesday in its last
effort, hoping that some of the
supporters of Pilot would this
time attend the CLP meeting.
As of now, all the Gehlot sup-
porters MLAs are residing at a
resort at the outskirts of Jaipur
where they were taken soon
after the CLP meeting.

Congress General Secretary
Priyanka Gandhi is likely to
reach Jaipur to solve the dispute
between Gehlot and Pilot. 

Pilot has been camping in
Delhi with 16-17 MLAs and is
reported to be also in touch
with BJP leaders, though the
saffron party has denied such
speculation. Congress leaders
have claimed that party chief
Sonia Gandhi, senior leader
Rahul Gandhi, Priyanka
Gandhi, Ahmed Patel, and P
Chidambaram have spoken to
Pilot several times over the last
48 hours, but so far  he has not
given any indication of a thaw.

Congress chief spokesper-
son and AICC nominee
Randeep Surjewala said 109
MLAs of the Congress led
Government in Rajasthan
under Gehlot have given their
letter of support.

However, sources said
smaller parties and a couple of
Independents who have sup-
ported the Gehlot Government
so far may abstain in case
there is a floor test. 

Surjewala in a late night
media briefing at Jaipur said

MLAs gave their support letter
and thus they have failed BJP’s
attempts to topple the Congress
Government.

He said another Congress
Legislative Party (CLP) meet
will be at 10 am on Tuesday to
discuss the political situation
and that party had again
requested Pilot and all MLAs
with him camping in Delhi to
attend the meeting at Jaipur. 

“They (MLAs) are request-
ed to come and discuss how to
strengthen Rajasthan and serve

the eight crore people togeth-
er. If there are some differences
with someone, then they should
say that with an open mind.
Sonia and Rahul are ready to
listen to everyone and find
solution,” Surjewala said.

Rajya Sabha member and
a close aide of Rahul, Rajeev
Satav, has also been deputed to
initiate talks between the two
factions even as Ajay Maken
and Surjewala are already mak-
ing attempts.

Continued on Page 6
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Adopting a  “wait & watch”
approach towards the

Rajasthan political crisis trig-
gered by rebellion by Deputy-
Chief Minster  Sachin Pilot, the
BJP on Monday said the
Congress has completely failed
to set its house in order in the
State and blaming others for
the instability of its
Government would not do any
good to it. 

The BJP has demanded
that the Gehlot Government
prove its majority in the
Assembly at the earliest.

Pilot, who has not been
able to muster enough support
of MLAs to count on the BJP
to topple the Gehlot
Government, has maintained
that he will not be joining the
saffron party in a fashion done
by Jyotiraditya Scindia, who
facilitated ouster of the
Congress Government in
Madhya Pradesh in March
and crossed over to the BJP.

According to sources, BJP
leaders are in touch with Pilot
but awaiting the full unfolding
of the numbers game. 

Union Minister

Dharmendra Pradhan has held
consultations with Union
Home Minister Amit Shah on
the Rajasthan crisis a day before
Pilot moved to Delhi making
public his opposition to the
State Chief Minister.

Sources, however, denied
that Pilot met BJP Central
leaders saying “rumours were
spread by the Gehlot camp” to
discredit the Deputy CM.

Asked about the BJP’s
move on the developing situa-
tion in the State, sources said,
“Situation is not ripe for the BJP
to step in directly.” As about
Pilot doing a Scindia , they said,
“In Rajasthan rebel numbers
need to swell up to 50 or more
before opposition party  takes
the challenge of forming an
alternative.”

The BJP is hopeful that
sooner or later it can replicate
its MP template in Rajasthan
too, given the “unbridgeable
differences” within the
Congress and trusts that a
“bigger split” in the Congress
is expected any day soon.

Responding to the charges
that the BJP was engaged in the
toppling game, BJP’s Rajya
Sabha MP and senior leader
from Rajasthan Om Prakash
Mathur said, “Congress should
look within as what it has
done with the mandate given
by the people.” 

Continued on Page 6
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Amid the crisis in
Rajasthan over power

tussle between Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot and his deputy
Sachin Pilot, two of the CM’s
aides were raided on Monday
morning by the Income Tax
Department in a signature
measure of the Central agen-
cies alleged meddling in such
political turbulence.

Similar moves by the
Central probe agencies were
initiated during the recent cri-
sis in Manipur and in the run
up to the toppling of the
Congress Government in
Madhya Pradesh. The probe
agencies were similarly active
in Karnataka before the polit-
ical crisis that led to the fall
of Congress-JD(S) alliance
Government last year. 

“The BJP has three front
agencies and two of them,
Income Tax and ED, have
swung into action and it’s a
matter of time when the third
one, the CBI, will also come
into play. It’s nothing but
murder of democracy,” said
senior Congress leader
Randeep Surjewala.

Rajasthan Government
chief whip Mahesh Joshi con-
demned the Income Tax raids
on premises linked to two
Congress leaders. Joshi was

speaking to reporters outside
the residence of the Chief
Minister where a meeting of
the Congress Legislature
Party has been convened.

“I condemn this. The
raids are uncalled for and
intended at threatening but
we are not going to be dis-
tracted or scared by this,” he
said. “Entire country is watch-
ing this,” Joshi added.

The IT Department raid-
ed Rajiv Arora, vice president
of the party’s Rajasthan unit,
and Dharmendra Rathore
and the searches yielded cash,
jewellery, property docu-
ments and lockers. The
searches were also extended
to Bhilwara and Jhalawad
besides Delhi.

In Delhi, the searches
were conducted on the
premises of Kothari brothers
who were allegedly awarded
a mega irrigation project in
Rajasthan and faced com-
plaints of irregularities in the
dam construction. The
searches were also conducted
on the premises of Om Metals
Infra Projects Ltd in Saket
and Sainik Farms area here.

The ED teams carried
out searches at Hotel
Fairmount in Jaipur promot-
ed by Ratan Kant, close to
Gehlot’s son Vaibhav.

Continued on Page 6
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In yet another case of an
Opposition leader dying a

mysterious death, a BJP MLA
from Hemtabad constituency
in North Dinajpur district was
found hanging in the small
hours of Monday.

Even as the local police
suspected “a prima facie case of
suicide”, the saffron outfit called
it “a cold-blooded murder”
ahead of the next year’s
Assembly elections and
demanded a CBI probe into the
alleged assassination. The saf-
fron outfit has also called
“North Bengal bandh” on
Tuesday.

Debendranath Roy, a for-
mer CPI(M) MLA from
Hemtabad who had in 2019
joined the BJP, was found
hanging from a wooden bar at
the verandah of a shop about a
km from his house, his relative
Kshitish Roy said, adding “he
was called out from his house
about 1 am post midnight…

when he did not return for sev-
eral hours a search was
launched and he was found
hanging from a bar outside a
shop about a mile away with his
one hand tied to the rope.”

Roy’s wife said that “my
husband seems to have been
killed first and then hanged or
why should his hands be tied.”

It was a clear case of mur-
der, Roy’s other family mem-
bers alleged adding he had a
long unblemished political
career. However, police claimed
a suicide note was found inside
his pocket. Inside sources said
Roy’s death could be linked to
his financial dealings with two
persons named in the suicide
note. He had recently sold 6-7
bighas of land due to financial
crisis.

Superintendant of Police
Sumit Kumar said, “The police
found the hanging body of Roy
the local MLA who prima facie
seemed to have committed
suicide,” 

Continued on Page 6
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Google will invest �75,000
crore ($10 billion) in India

to boost the digital economy
over the next five to seven
years. The investment will be
done through a mix of equity
investments, partnerships, and
operational, infrastructure and
ecosystem investments. 

The development comes
after a virtual meeting between
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Google CEO Sundar Pichai
on Monday. According to
Google, this investment will
help realise PM’s vision of a
Digital India.

“Today at #GoogleForIndia
we announced a new $10B dig-
itization fund to help acceler-
ate India’s digital economy.”
We’re proud to support PM
@narendramodi’s vision for
Digital India — many thanks to
Minister @rsprasad & Minister
@DrRPNishank for joining us,”
Pichai, the 48-year-old Indian-
American Google CEO, wrote
in a tweet.

Calling India’s digital jour-
ney far from complete, Google

CEO Sundar Pichai announced
the Google for India
Digitization Fund that will
invest nearly $10 billion in
India over the next five to seven
years. “We’ll do this through a
mix of equity investments,
partnerships, and operational,
infrastructure and ecosystem
investments. This is a reflection
of our confidence in the future
of India and its digital econo-
my,” wrote Pichai.

“This is a reflection of our
confidence in the future of
India and its digital economy,”
Pichai said on a webcast dur-
ing the annual ‘Google for
India’ event. “Investments will

focus on four areas important
to India’s digitization,” Google
said in a statement.

“First, enabling affordable
access and information for
every Indian in their own lan-
guage, whether it’s Hindi,
Tamil, Punjabi or any other.
Second, building new products
and services that are deeply rel-
evant to India’s unique needs.
Third, empowering businesses
as they continue or embark on
their digital transformation.
Fourth, leveraging technology
and AI for social good, in
areas like health, education,
and agriculture,” it said.

Earlier in the day, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi  tweet-
ed that he had “an extremely
fruitful interaction” with
Google CEO Sundar Pichai.
“We spoke on a wide range of
subjects, particularly leveraging
the power of technology to
transform the lives of India’s
farmers, youngsters and entre-
preneurs,” the Prime Minister
wrote on Twitter. The Prime
Minister also shared pictures of
the virtual interaction.

Continued on Page 6
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New Delhi: India saw yet
another record single-day jump
of over 28,000 Covid-19 cases,
pushing its tally to over 9 lakh
on Monday, while the death toll
climbed to 23,727.

This was the fourth con-
secutive day that Covid-19
cases in the country have
increased by more than 26,000.

According to the ICMR,
1,18,06,256 samples had been
tested for COVID-19 till July
12, of these 2,19,103 samples
were tested on Sunday.
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London: Scientists have demonstrated
that two small, stable antibody variants
derived from South American mam-
mals llamas can neutralise the novel
coronavirus in lab-cultured cells, an
advance which may lead to the devel-
opment of new cure against Covid-19.  

The study, published in the journal
Nature Structural & Molecular Biology,
noted that the “nanobodies” can prevent
infection with the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2 by blocking its interaction
with the protein ACE2, which it uses as
a gateway to enter body and infect cells.

Moscow: Russia has become the first nation to
complete clinical trials of Covid-19 vaccine on
humans, and the results have proven the med-
ication’s effectiveness. Chief researcher Elena
Smolyarchuk, who heads the Centre for Clinical
Research on Medications at Sechenov University,
told Russian news agency TASS that the human
trials for the vaccine have been completed. 
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The Supreme Court on
Monday upheld the rights

of the Travancore royal family
in the administration of historic
Sree Padmanabhaswamy
Temple in Kerala, considered to
be one of the richest temples in
the country.

It set aside the Kerala High
Court’s 2011 verdict which
had directed the State
Government to set up a trust to
take control of management
and assets of the temple.

A bench headed by Justice
UU Lalit said as an interim
measure, the District Judge of
Thiruvananthapuram will head
an administrative committee to

manage the temple’s affairs.
The top court delivered the

verdict on a batch of appeals,
including the one filed by legal
representatives of the
Travancore royal family, chal-
lenging the January 31, 2011
verdict of the high court.

Former chairman of the
Supreme Court Committee on
Sree Padmanabhaswamy
Temple treasures, CV Ananda
Bose, said on Monday told PTI
the verdict is “landmark”, and
“A game changer which will
value faith and religion, rituals
and will respect heritage”.

The sprawling temple, an

architectural splendour in
granite, was rebuilt in its pre-
sent form in the 18th century
by the Travancore Royal House
which had ruled southern
Kerala and some adjoining
parts of Tamil Nadu before
integration of the princely state
with the Indian Union in 1947.

While pronouncing the
judgment, the apex court held
that the death of earlier ruler of
Travancore royal family does
not affect the right of
‘Shebaitship’ (the right to man-
age the deity and the temple as
a priest) of Marthanda Varma,
the brother of last ruler of the
royal family, and his legal heirs.

The SC said death of the
last ruler does not entitle the
State Government to take over
the management of committee
as law of escheat does not
apply in this case and the man-
agement of the temple contin-
ues to vest in trust of the ruler
of Travancore.

Continued on Page 6
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The condition of Bollywood
superstar Amitabh

Bachchan and his actor-son
Abhishek Bachchan, who were
admitted to Nanavati Super
Specialty Hospital at Vile Parle
in north-west Mumbai on
Saturday night after they test-
ed positive for Covid-19, is
“better” and “stable” 

Quoting the doctors
attending on the father-son
duo, informed sources at the
hospital said that the two actors
did not need any “aggressive
treatment” for now. “Both
Amitabh and Abhishek are bet-
ter and clinically stable. They do
not need any aggressive treat-
ment,” the sources said.

“Get well soon” message
continued to flood various
social media platforms from
the Bachchan fans and well-
wishers for the third consecu-
tive day on Monday.

Earlier in the day, an over-
whelmed Amitabh tweeted: “It
shall not be possible for me to
acknowledge and respond to all
the prayers and wishes

expressed by them that have
shown concern towards
Abhishek, Aishwarya,
Aaradhya and me .. I put my
hands together and say ..Thank
you for your eternal love and
affection.”

Later in the evening, Big B
put out one more tweet, this
time in Hindi, thanking his fans
and well-wishers for their mes-
sages wishing him, his son
Abhishek, daughter-in-law
Aishwarya and granddaughter
Aaradhya.

While Amitabh and
Abhishek were admitted to the
Nanavati Hospital on Saturday,
Aishwarya and Aaradhya,  who
tested positive for coronavirus
on Sunday, are under quaran-

tine at their home.
Confirming that his wife

and daughter had tested posi-
tive for Covid-19, Abhishek
had tweeted on Sunday
evening: “Aishwarya and
Aaradhya have also tested
Covid-19 positive. They will be
self quarantining at home. The
BMC has been updated of their
situation and are doing the
needful. The rest of the family,
including my mother, have test-
ed negative. Thank you all for
your wishes and prayers”.

“My father and I remain in
hospital till the doctors decide
otherwise. Everyone please
remain cautious and safe. Please
follow all rules!,” Abhishek had
said in another tweet.
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Directing officials to ramp
up Covid testing to 50,000

per day, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath ordered that sam-
ple collection in Varanasi,
Ballia, Ghaziabad and Jhansi be
increased so that the real pic-
ture of the coronavirus infec-
tions could emerge.

“Of the 50,000 tests, at
least 30,000 should be done by
RT-PCR, 18,000 to 20,000 by
rapid antigen method and
2,000 to 2,500 by TrueNat
machines. This distribution
will speed by testing,” Yogi
said while chairing an Unlock
review meeting at his official
residence in Lucknow on
Monday.

The chief minister stressed
on cleanliness and sanitation
drives on every Saturday and
Sunday with the aim to control
COVID-19 as well as other vec-
tor diseases. 

“Nodal officers for dis-
tricts should monitor the
progress in their earmarked

districts from headquarters,” he
said.

Yogi further said that mar-
kets would remain open from
Monday to Friday while week-
ly off would be observed on
Saturdays and Sundays so that
these days could be used for
sanitisation. He directed door-
to-door screening by surveil-
lance teams. 

“People with symptoms of
the infection should be subject-
ed to medical testing and coro-
navirus positive patients should
be sent to proper medical facil-
ities. Senior doctors should
take rounds in hospitals and all
precautions should be taken to
save police personnel from the
infection,” the chief minister
said.

Yogi called for extra cau-
tion in districts of Varanasi,
Jhansi, Kanpur Nagar, Bareilly,
Deoria, Gorakhpur, Ballia and
Azamgarh that have high infec-
tion rates and said that mobile
testing vans be pressed into ser-
vice there.

The chief minister also
laid stress on using masks and
maintaining social distancing
and told officials to create
awareness among people about
this.

Yogi also directed Health
department and Medical
Education department to keep
a tab on works by maintaining
regular communication with
the chief medical officers.  
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After the elimination of
prime accused in Kanpur

carnage, Vikas Dubey, on the
outskirts of the city last Friday,
the Kanpur district administra-
tion set about on a drive to free
land tracts of several villagers
forcibly occupied by the slain
gangster and his aides. 

On Monday, a team of
tehsil officials visited Bikru
village and recorded the state-
ments of the victims and heard
their saga of the unauthorised
possession over their land. The
team also carried out demarca-
tion of land owned by different
people. During interaction,
inhabitants of Bikru village
informed the officials about
illegal occupation of their land
for the last two decades by
Dubey and his henchmen. 

Villager Abdul Jalil said
that Dubey took away his
three-bigha land and gave it to
his servant Gayadin. Several
complaints made to Dubey
and also to officials failed to get
the land freed, he added,

Similarly, Ramji informed
the officials that Dubey forcibly
wrote out a sale deed (bainama)
of his grandfather Sitaram
Kashyap’s land in favour of
Lallu for pittance. 

Jalaluddin said that the
gangster’s nephew Anurag
forcibly got the sale deed of his
10 biswa land in his name. 

Gafoor Khan alleged that
Dubey always benefited his
henchmen at the cost of the
locals. Vishwanath Kushwaha
said that he was forced to grind

wheat of Dubey’s aides free of
cost at his ata chakki (flour mill)
for the last 30 years. Lal
Mohammad said that his one
bigha land was forcibly occupied

by the aides of Bhithi village
gram pradhan Ziledar Yadav
and his brother Lallan’s land too
could not be freed from illegal
possession so far.  Revenue

Inspector Ram Khilwan and
Lekhpal Rishabh studied the dif-
ferent pieces of villagers’ land in
unauthorised possession with
the help of a layout. 

Lucknow (PNS): In a surprise
move, DGP Harish Chandra
Awasthi reportedly stopped IG
(Civil Defence) Amitabh
Thakur and his social activist
wife Nutan Thakur from visit-
ing Bhauti area of Kanpur,
where Bikru village carnage
mastermind Vikas Dubey was
killed in an encounter with the
STF last Friday. 

The Thakurs were on way
to Bhauti and also had plans to
visit Dubey’s native village at
Bikru, where the eight Kanpur
police officers and personnel
were trapped and fatally
ambushed, when they were
asked by the DGP to return to
Lucknow. 

Reacting to the develop-
ment, Nutan Thakur said that
her husband Amitabh, who is
posted as IG (Civil Defence),
was called by the DGP back to

Lucknow, saying that he could
not visit the spot. She said that
they would now soon visit the
two spots together. 

Earlier, Amitabh Thakur
hogged news space after tweet-
ing last Thursday that Vikas
Dubey might probably try to
escape from police custody
and end up being shot dead. 

Thakur’s tweet proved
prophetic as the gangster was
shot dead near Kanpur for
allegedly trying to escape
while being escorted from
Ujjain to Kanpur on Friday
morning. 

Besides Thakur, another
senior IPS officer also raised
doubts over the encounter.
“No doubt it is a big embar-
rassment for UP Police that
Dubey managed to reach
Ujjain and manage his surren-
der. But it would be a bigger

embarrassment if Dubey
reaches Kanpur alive. The
police should eliminate him
once he enters the UP border,”
the officer has said on
Thursday night. 

After Dubey was killed on
the outskirts of Kanpur the next
morning, the officer said,
“Friday morning saved the
police from that big embarrass-
ment.”

Aiming to clear all doubts
over the encounter, the UP gov-
ernment has set up a one-
member judicial commission
chaired by retired judge of
High Court, Justice (Retd)
Shashi Kant Agarwal. The
commission would probe all
issues related to the July 3
ambush of eight policemen in
Bikru village and later the
encounter of wanted Vikas
Dubey. 
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Samajwadi Party brass felt
that the killing of gangster

Vikas Dubey in an encounter
in Kanpur last Friday had the
much-needed window to
launch the party’s campaign for
the 2022 Assembly polls. 

The killing of eight
Kanpur police officers and per-
sonnel followed by the dramat-
ic arrest of Dubey in Ujjain
and his death in an encounter
with the police in Kanpur
caused a churning in
Samajwadi Party and its chief
Akhilesh Yadav identified this
as a window for the party’s poll
campaign.

Akhilesh had been eyeing
a tailor-made opportunity to
hit back at the Yogi Adityanath
government ever since his
party’s abysmal defeat in 2019
Lok Sabha elections.

“Like the first BJP regime
led by Kalyan Singh in 1991,
the BJP’s main plank was ‘Bhai-
mukt Samaj’ (society free of
fear). In 2017 too, the BJP tar-
geted the then SP government
with barbs like ‘jungle raj’.
Now it is the time to pay them
back in the same coin,” said a
SP leader.   

“Besides tearing into the
good governance plank of the
BJP, our campaign will also
help the party to reach out to
the electorally significant

Brahmin community across
the state,” the leader added.

Besides issuing daily state-
ments and his presence on the
social media, the SP chief has
been silent since he lost the
2019 Lok Sabha election. The
SP defended the strategy say-
ing that he did not want to
waste his political energy and
money so much ahead of the
next elections in UP. 

“The present government
has completed more than half
of its term and it would be the
right time for him (Akhilesh)
to become politically articulate
and loud,” the SP leader
said.

Under Akhilesh Yadav’s
stewardship, the Samajwadi
Party has been facing an exis-
tential crisis and is faced with
an identity crisis after three
back-to-back electoral defeats
at the hands of the BJP in 2014,
2017 and 2019.  

“The defeats are behind us.
The SP has finally found a legit-
imate issue to rake up before
the public to shame the BJP.
This is why Akhilesh is insist-
ing on making Dubey’s five-
year call detail records public.
This makes sense politically
and automatically puts him
on a higher pedestal from
where he can try to pitch his
upright image,” said a former
minister in the previous
Akhilesh Yadav government.

Lucknow (PNS): Claiming that the
Ayodhya case was politically motivat-
ed, former chief minister of UP and
accused in Babri mosque demolition
case, Kalyan Singh, accused the then
Congress regime in Delhi of implicat-
ing him in the case.

Appearing before a special CBI
court to record his statement on
Monday, Singh told media persons
that all charges against him were with-

out any basis and were politically moti-
vated. “As a chief minister of UP, we had
made elaborate security arrangement to
protect the structure and had given
orders to strengthen its security from
time to time,” he said.

Singh (88) gave his statement 28
years after the demolition which took
place in Ayodhya on December 6,1992.
Singh was the chief minister of UP
when the structure was brought down.

He had submitted an affidavit to the
Supreme Court for protecting the
mosque and after its demolition he was
sent to one-day imprisonment.

Sources said the court recorded the
statement of Singh, who is also the for-
mer Governor of Rajasthan, under
Section 313 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. 

Singh is among the 32 accused who
have been charged by the CBI for the

demolition of the controversial struc-
ture. The special CBI court of SK
Yadav recorded Singh’s statement in the
presence of lawyers of CBI and the
accused. Most of the accused have
recorded their statements except former
deputy prime minister LK Advani,
senior BJP leader MM Joshi and some
others. The Supreme Court has asked
special CBI court to complete the trial
by August this year.
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Irked at being spurned, a
youth brutally killed his lady

interest and later ended his
own life in Chitrakoot on
Sunday night.

Ajay aka Pattu Verma (22)
of Chipni hamlet of Karvi
(Chitrakoot) was having an
affair with his neighbour
Neelam Katariya. The girl’s
family was opposed to the liai-
son but they kept on meeting
secretly. 

Late on Sunday night,
when the girl went to meet
Verma, the couple had a heat-
ed argument after she refused
to marry him. Irked at her
decision, Verma whipped out
a knife, fatally attacked her and
escaped. 

The injured girl somehow
rushed back home in a critical
condition and was taken to the
district hospital. Before breath-
ing her last, the girl wrote 
the name of her assailant with
her blood on the prescription
pad. 

Later, the parents
informed the police alleging
that Verma had killed their
daughter. 

The police raided Verma’s
house but found him missing
on Sunday evening. However,
on Monday morning, the vil-
lagers saw a body hanging
from a tree barely 100 metres
away from where the girl was
attacked. On closer look, the
deceased was identified as
Verma. 

The police recovered a
five-page letter from his pock-
et in which he narrated his love
story and that she was not
ready to marry him. 

The bodies were sent for
autopsy.

Meanwhile in Ghaziabad,
a middle-aged couple ended
lives possibly over a money-
related dispute. 

As per reports, Mangat
Singh Pal (50) of Arthala area
of Sahibabad used to live with
his wife Sheela (47), his son
Yogesh, daughter and Yogesh’s
wife. After running a dairy for
some time, Mangat suffered
huge losses as a result he had
to close it down. In the mean-
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Terming the two-day week-
ly lockdown in UP a puz-

zle and a ‘baby pack’, Congress
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra charged that
the government was playing
games to hide its failure. 

Attaching a graph of coro-
navirus cases in UP, Priyanka
tweeted on Monday, “Nearly
5,000 cases of coronavirus were
reported in the last three days,
including 1,347 cases on July
10, 1,403 cases on July 11 and
1,388 cases on July 12.”

On the two-day weekend,
the Congress leader said, “The
logic behind weekend lock-
down’s ‘baby pack’ has not been
understood by anybody till
now. Playing games to hide
failure continues.” 

Further, she took to ‘shayari’
to corner the UP Government
and tweeted, “Marz badhta
gaya, jyo jyo dawa ki (Illness
kept on getting worse as the
medication was administered).”

In Uttar Pradesh, the first
5,000 cases were reported about
75 days after the first case came
to light and the pace of infection
has been increasing by the day.
However, the testing for coron-
avirus infection too has been
increased manifold during this

time. 
The Yogi Adityanath gov-

ernment has decided to impose
lockdown on weekends —
Saturdays and Sundays — for
effective control over the viral
infection and sanitisation. 

Meanwhile, UP Congress
chief Ajay Kumar Lallu termed
the UP government’s claim to
provide 1.25 crore jobs as a lie
and alleged that the government
cheated unemployed and
migrant workers. “At the ground
level, the situation is so bad that

migrant workers are commit-
ting suicide,” he said.

Expressing anger over sui-
cides being committed by
migrant workers, Lallu said
that over 15 migrant workers
had committed suicide in Banda
alone after returning from dif-
ferent parts of the country due
to lockdown. 

“Only recently, a migrant
worker took the extreme step for
not being able to deal with
financial hardships arising out
of job loss,” he said. 
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Uttar Pradesh Assembly Speaker, Hriday
Narayan Dikshit rejected the petition of

Congress seeking disqualification of Aditi Singh
and Rakesh Singh from the House.

Both are MLAs from Rae Bareli, the Lok
Sabha constituency of  interim Congress chief
Sonia Gandhi.

In his brief ruling on Monday, the Speaker
said that the petition was rejected due to lack
of evidence of anti-party activities by the two
legislators.

Hearing of the case of Aditi Singh was com-
pleted on June 30 and that of Rakesh Singh later
on. While Aditi, the daughter of former MLA,
late Akhilesh Singh, is an MLA from Rae Bareli
Sadar, Rakesh is a legislator from adjoining
Harchandpur seat.

Supreme Court lawyer KC Kaushik appeared
on behalf of the Congress to press for their dis-
qualification.

Aditi Singh started rebelling against the
Congress from October, 2019 when she defied
party diktat and attended a special Assembly ses-
sion, boycotted by the Congress. The Yogi
Adityanath government had organised a 36-hour
special Assembly session from October 1 to
commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of

Mahatma Gandhi.
Besides, Aditi also periodically issued state-

ments in favour of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath.

The Yogi government recently upgraded her
security and Aditi removed ‘Congress’ from her
social media handles, making it clear that she
did not wish to remain in the party.

Rakesh Singh, along with his elder brother
and MLC Dinesh Pratap Singh, openly revolt-
ed against the Congress brass. Dinesh Singh in
fact contested against Sonia Gandhi on a BJP
ticket in Lok Sabha polls even after being a
Congress MLC. A disqualification petition
against Dinesh Pratap Singh by the Congress is
also pending in the Legislative Council.

The Congress had also moved the Allahabad
High Court demanding the disqualification of
all three legislators and the petition will come
up for hearing on Tuesday.

Congress leader in Legislative Council
Deepak Singh said on Monday that they would
approach the court during the hearing about the
biased verdict of UP Assembly Speaker. He said
that the party would also raise the issue of the
dilly-dallying attitude of Chairman of Legislative
Council in deciding the case of Dinesh Pratap
Singh which has been pending since the last Lok
Sabha polls .
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Kanpur (PNS): Justice
(Retired) Shashi Kant Agarwal
reached Bikru village on
Monday afternoon and visited
the spot of the ambush in
which eight police personnel
were killed in the early hours
of July 3. He also talked to
the villagers living there to
ascertain the facts of the inci-
dent. The Yogi  Adityanath gov-
ernment had on Sunday set up
a judicial commission headed
by retired judge of High Court,
Justice (Retired) Shashi Kant
Agarwal, to look into all the
issues related to the ambush
and later the encounter of
most wanted criminal Vikas
Dubey. The commission would
also suggest measures to avert
any similar incident in future,
particularly due to police-crim-
inal unholy nexus. 

Justice (Retired) Agarwal
was f lanked by District
Magistrate BR Tiwari and SSP
Dinesh Kumar P apart from
other senior officers of the
police and district administra-
tion. Thereafter, he may visit
the spot where gangster Vikas

Dubey was killed in encounter. 
Justice (Retd,) Agarwal

reached the village around
12:30 pm. He visited the spot
and collected detailed informa-
tion about the incident and
demolition of Vikas Dubey’s
house from the DM and the
SSP for about 25 minutes. 

He also heard the com-
plaints of six persons, includ-
ing Dinesh Dubey’s son Manoj
Dubey, and quizzed the vil-
lagers. 

After inspecting the spot
and quizzing villagers for about
a hour, he returned from the
village around 1:30 pm. 

The commission has been
given two months’ time to
complete the investigation. The
commission is empowered to
look into any aspects which
arise during course of investi-
gation along with any further
directions given by the govern-
ment in this regard. 
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time, Yogesh started working as
a guard in a factory. 

On Monday morning,
Yogesh left for his workplace.
When the couple did not come
out of their room till late in the
morning, Yogesh’s wife and his
sister went to enquire. 

On finding the door locked
from inside, they knocked but
no one responded. Suspecting
foul play, they peeped through
a window and were shocked to
find Mangat and Sheela hang-
ing from the ceiling. 

They later broke open the
door with the help of neigh-
bours but by then the couple
had died. 

After investigation, the
police said that Mangat bur-
rowed Rs 12 lakh over a period
of time for the dairy project,
which failed. 

Recently, he sold his 50
square yard plot at Chitrakoot
colony in Arthala for marrying
of his daughter. The purchaser
gave half the money in advance
and promised to pay the rest
after registration of the sale deed
but later reneged on his
promise. As a result, the couple
slipped into a depression which
probably led them to end their
lives. 

The bodies were sent for
autopsy and investigations were
on.
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Lucknow (PNS): A team of
Sarojininagar police, led by
inspector AK Sahi, nabbed a
man for the alleged murderous
assault on a man. The accused
was identified as Saket Gupta.
The police recovered a double-
barrel gun and 32 cartridges
from his possession. Saket and
his family members had alleged-
ly opened fire on Jitendra Yadav
for throwing garbage in a vacant
plot on Sunday morning. The
police said they had launched a
manhunt for others named in
the case.

Meanwhile, thieves broke
into a house in Kudrat Vihar
Colony in Sarojininagar some
time on Sunday night. The
house is owned by Satish
Chandra Yadav, who along with
his family, has gone to his native
house in Azamgarh. The police
said since they had not received
a complaint, no FIR was regis-
tered in this connection so far.
In another case, a police team
arrested a youth who was
accused of eve-teasing on
Monday. He was identified as
Diwakar Mishra of Jankipuram
(Sector-F). Diwakar was accused
of stalking a 22-year-old girl,
passing lewd comments and
attempting to waylay her. The
girl’s family had lodged a case
after which the police conduct-
ed a probe and arrested Diwakar.
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Divyanshi Jain of Navyug
Radiance Senior

Secondary School at Naka
scored a perfect 600/600 in
CBSE Class XII examinations,
results of which were declared
on  Monday. Her scorecard
reads like a dream with 100
marks each in English, Sanskrit,
History, Geography, Insurance
and Economics. Divyanshi met
Deputy CM Dinesh Sharma
after the results were
announced and he felicitated
her for her achievements

Daughter of a shopkeeper
in Aminabad, Divyanshi said
she was surprised and happy.

“I tried to maintain consis-
tency throughout the year and
understand the overall concept.
I practised everyday and tried
to test myself on the subject
matter before going further.
Revising and recalling was my
style of study,” she said.

A student of Humanities,
the topper said she had still not
decided what she wanted to
become, but she was keen on
pursuing History. “I want to go
in the research field. I have not
planned too much because
there are many things which I
will come to know in the com-
ing days, so I have not decid-
ed on a particular goal. I want
to understand the history of the
country and the world. I want
to know my country. I like the
critical thinking aspect of his-
tory and I do not know what I
want to become, but it will have
to do with History as the sub-
ject,” she said, adding that she
wants to join Delhi University.

She admitted that she was
surprised with a perfect 100 in
English. “Even I don’t know
how I managed to score 100 in
English,” she added.

Divyanshi said consistency
was the key to her success but
she did a lot of things other
than studies. “I read books
other than the syllabus and I
participated in co-curricular
activities and did not just get
stuck to academics,” she said.

Sudhir Halwasiya, whose
father founded the school, said
it was the first time that they
have produced an all-India
topper. “Though the board has
not released a merit list this
year, I had tried to confirm
from the board at Prayagraj if
there was any other student
who scored a perfect 600/600
and to the best of my knowl-
edge, there is none,” he said.

He said when a CMS stu-
dent became the topper some
days back, he felt that the per-
centage was very high, but
now his own student had
scored a perfect score.

School principal
Bhupinder Singh said
Divyanshi was very focused
and would go into the depths
of subjects. “She has scored a
perfect hundred even in non-
scoring subjects such as
History and Insurance. She
goes into details while study-
ing English and she is an avid
reader. She has been a consis-
tent topper and we expected no
change. Her sister also studied
from our school and she was
also a good student,” 
Singh said.
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Awoman was found hanging
at a marriage hall in

Bazaarkhala on Monday morn-
ing. Her brother suspected foul
play and demanded a probe into
the case alleging involvement of
her husband and in-laws over
dowry demands.

Police said the woman
ended her life after being sub-
jected to torture by her husband
and in-laws for dowry. They
said further investigation was
underway.

As per reports, Shalini aka
Rose Merry (21) of Aishbagh
was found hanging at Aishbagh
Manoranjan Kendra, close to
her house, on Monday. Her
father-in-law Sanjay Masih
works as a peon at the marriage
hall. Her husband Aman Masih
said Shalini went to the mar-
riage hall to attend nature’s call
in the morning. As she did not
return, Aman went there and
found her hanging from a hinge
fixed on the wall inside a hall.
He called his parents who took
her off the noose. Shalini was
rushed to a private hospital
from where she was referred to
KGMU Trauma Centre.
However, she died on the way.

Aman and other members

in his family took her back to
the house and informed the
police. They later called Shalini’s
brother Shailendra Kumar of
Kanpur and he reached her
house by afternoon. Shailendra
said Shalini married Aman
Masih of Aaishbagh in 2019.

“I was informed over phone
that Shalini hanged herself from
the ceiling,” he said, adding that
his sister could not commit sui-
cide. Shailendra said Shalini was
being harassed for dowry ever
since she got married. “Aman
and his parents did not allow
Shalini to talk to me or my par-
ents. We invited her for
Rakshabandhan but Aman and
his parents did not give her per-
mission,” Shailendra said.

Suspecting foul play,
Shailendra said Aman and other
members in his family hanged
her to death over dowry-relat-
ed issues and demanded a probe
into the incident.

The police agreed to regis-
ter a case after initial hiccups
and the investigation file was
referred to ACP (Bazaarkhala).
A police spokesman said Aman
is a flower decorator. “The body
has been sent for autopsy and
the police are waiting for the
report to proceed further,” he
said.
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Based on his experience gath-
ered in utilising telemedi-

cine facilities for contacting
and treating with hepatitis and
liver cirrhosis patients in
Chandigarh, SGPGI director
Dr RK Dhiman has initiated
telecommunication outreach
programme along with the sup-
port of dean and head of
Endocrine Surgery department
Dr SK Mishra, who is also the
nodal officer of the Institute of
Telemedicine and Biomedical
Informatics.

In this endeavour, they
secured support from the gov-
ernment and Principal
Secretary (Medical Education)
Rajneesh Dube, Special
Secretary (Medical Education)
Markandey Sahai and the
Director-General of  Medical
Education KK Gupta.

“The aim of the programme
is to provide standard-of-care
facilities via telemedicine and
other telecommunication
modalities so that remote clin-
ical decision support may be
administered throughout Uttar
Pradesh from level 1 to level 3
hospitals. The programme
caters to patients suffering from
Covid-19 and other diseases,”
the media spokesperson of
SGPGI said.

She said health support is
being  provided to 15-20 per
cent of patients with coron-
avirus infection who develop
severe illness, Covid-19 patients
with multi-organ failure and
cardiac or respiratory compro-
mise or arrest, requiring an
intensive care and ventilatory
management, symptomatic
patients who are suspected to be
having coronavirus infection,
patients with non-Covid, med-
ical and surgical emergencies
who are not able to come to ter-
tiary care hospitals and patients
with other ailments being man-
aged in peripheral hospitals. 

“The  telecommunication
support is in two forms: The
Electronic Covid Care Support
(eCCS) network is a hub-and-
spoke model in which doctors
as well as patients from prima-
ry health care centres, commu-
nity health centres, district hos-
pitals and medical colleges may
communicate  with doctors in

SGPGI using tele-consultation
services. Four doctors, one each
from Surgical, medical, inten-
sive care and paraclinical spe-
cialty are on duty by rotation,”
she said.

She added that the critical
care management, neonatol-
ogy and maternal and child
health  departments also pro-
vide a 24-hour service with a
mobile phone network.

“The Radiology depart-
ment provides exclusive services
during the hospital hours. Every
Wednesday and Saturday, util-
ising the telemedicine network,
the doctors in SGPGI commu-
nicate with western UP spoke
hospitals to understand their
difficulties and suggest solu-
tions. They also provide short
educational lectures by the staff,”
she said.

The eOPD services include
26 departments of SGPGI pro-
viding telemedicine outreach
services to new as well as follow-
up patients of their respective
departments.

“Patients requiring a
detailed examination, investiga-
tions, or any intervention are
then asked to come to the hos-
pital for further management.
The data from these two
telecommunication services is
being provided to the govern-
ment on a daily basis,” she
pointed out.

Giving details of the data,
she said that  two-and-a-half
months since its inception, a
total of 21,220 patients  have
been benefitted by this telecom-
munication network. 

“This successful endeav-
our would not have been pos-
sible without the sincere contri-
bution by all hub centres, spoke
centres, medical colleges of the
state, divisional hospitals and
primary health centres, the
heads of departments and fac-
ulty members of the institute,
the computer wing of the insti-
tute, the telephone services,
electricity and air conditioning
services,  the nodal officers for
execution of  OPD services, the
medical illustration team and
the telemedicine team. We hope
that this endeavour will contin-
ue to expand and provide
telemedicine services to our
patients even after the Covid-19
pandemic is over,” she added.
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In a daring incident, around
five unidentified miscre-

ants opened a fusillade of
fire on the SUV of a railway
contractor and former zila
panchayat member, Surendra
Kaliya, near a hospital in
Alambagh on Monday
evening. Kaliya’s driver-cum-
private security guard
Roopram of Etah was injured
in firing. He was rushed to
KGMU Trauma Centre where
his condition was said to be
improving.

Later, Kaliya lodged a
complaint, alleging the role of
former mafia-turned-politi-
cian Dhananjay Singh. He
said he had visited the hospi-
tal to see a railway contractor,
Zubair, around 7.28 pm and
and came out of the hospital.
He said he was about to sit in
the SUV when 4-5 persons
opened fire with automatic
assault weapons on him and
his men. He alleged that Singh
had threatened him in the
past as well, asking him to
quit.

Senior police officials
reached the scene to take
stock of the investigation but
sought to avoid media
queries. JCP (Crime) Nilabja
Choudhury said it was an
attempt to murder. “The

investigation is underway and
it would be too early to com-
ment on the motive,” the JCP
said. A police spokesman said
the injured was identified as
Roopram of Etah and he suf-
fered injuries in the leg. “The
incident took place near a
hospital in the evening,” he
said. As per reports, Kaliya,
along with his supporters,
visited the hospital to see his
friend, who is a contractor in
railways. 

The miscreants reached
the scene and opened fire on
the SUV. Sources said Kaliya
was sitting inside the SUV
with a bullet-proof wind
screen which saved his life.
“But Roopram suffered
injuries in his leg and waist,”
they said.

The gunshots sent chill
down the spine of passersby
and others near the hospital
gate. There was a stampede-
like situation. However, no
other person except Roopram
was injured in the firing.

The JCP said the police
were scanning CCTV footage
to identify the attackers. “It
cannot be said at this stage
that the attack was executed
out of rivalry. Only Roopram
suffered injuries in the attack,”
he said. The sources said
Kaliya’s wife is presently a zila
panchayat member in Hardoi

while he himself has served a
term as one in the past. Kaliya
is a big contractor dealing in
construction and other works
in railways. In 2013, Kaliya
and his rival Narendra Rana
had an exchange of fire near
the DRM office in Hazratganj.
He is said to be a close aide of
a mafia-turned-politician of
eastern Uttar Pradesh.

“The firing is said to be
a fallout of a land dispute. It
is also possible that some of
his rival groups orchestrated
the attack on Kaliya,” the
sources said. They said the
attackers had information
about Kaliya’s visit to the hos-
pital and they executed the
plan soon after he reached
near the hospital.

The sources said that
close aides of mafia run busi-
ness in the city. “Only last
year, a railway contractor
was  murdered near
Alambagh metro station,”
they pointed out. They said
the firing incident may trig-
ger a gangwar in time to
come and the police were
apprehensive about the pos-
sibility. “Kaliya is not an
ordinary man as he also has
a good number of supporters
and blessing of several mafia-
turned-politicians. He may
well go for a revenge,” the
sources said.
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In continuation of the spike in
the number of Covid-19

patients, 196 people tested pos-
itive for coronavirus in the city
on Monday while three suc-
cumbed, included one at
KGMU. Once again, Lucknow
ended up with the maximum
number of people testing pos-
itive for coronavirus in the
state. CMO Dr Narendra
Agarwal said one patient died
at private medical college while
another tested positive after his
death in Para. KGMU media
spokesperson Dr Sudhir Singh
said a 69-year-old patient died
on Monday. 

“The man died of acute
respiratory syndrome and he
was suffering from diabetes
too,” he said. He was admitted
to the hospital on July 11. The
CMO said those who tested
positive included 17 from
Cantt, 12 from Indira Nagar,
eight from Gomti Nagar, six
from Mahanagar; three each
from Mohanlalganj &
Bazaarkhala; two each from
Alambagh, Banthra, Maal, Rae
Bareli road, Chinhat, District
Jail, Chowk , Rajajipuram and

Kaiserbagh; and one each from
Ansal, Mall Avenue, Aliganj,
Bangla Bazaar, Hazratganj,
Dubagga, Kursi Road,
Mohnipurwa, Wazirganj,
KGMU, Model House,
Ashiyana, BKT, Aryanagar,
Kakori, Pan Dariba, Omaxe,
Sadar, Krishnanagar, Faizabad
and Sitapur road.

As many as 43 patients
recovered and were discharged
while 64 new containment
zones were made and 12
removed. A total of 1,103 sam-
ples were collected and sent to
KGMU for testing.

In the state, 1,664 people
tested positive for coronavirus,
including 57 from Meerut, 90
from Noida and 120 from
Ghaziabad, taking the tally of
positive cases to 37,922.

There were 21 deaths in the
state, including three each in
Lucknow & Prayagraj, two each
in Varanasi & Etah and one
each in Ferozabad, Saharanpur,
Meerut, Bareilly, Hardoi,
Kannauj, Ballia, Jhansi,
Mirzapur, Kushinagar and
Mahoba, taking the toll to 955.
As many as 869 people recov-
ered in the state, taking the fig-
ure to 24,203. Meanwhile,

Ayurvedic, Unani and homoeo-
pathic doctors will be roped in
at Covid care centres in the city
to help check the increasing
number of deaths, CMO Dr
Narendra Agarwal said on
Monday. They will assist the
team of doctors already taking
care of the patients. The total
number of deaths in the state
capital has climbed to 28.

The CMO said that in this
way, they will strengthen the
team of the doctors by integrat-
ing professionals from other
medical streams. “We have to
ensure that when patients need
oxygen, they should be provid-
ed the same,” he said.

District Surveillance
Officer KP Tripathi pointed out
that the increased number of
deaths was because patients
were arriving late for treatment.

“People should report ear-
lier if they are short of breath
or breathless. There are many
people who do not want to get
admitted to the hospitals
because they do not want
Covid-19 testing done, hence
they do not speak about their
problems and only complain
when it is too late,” the 
CMO said.
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The sudden declaration of
CBSE Class XII results on

Monday took the students by
surprise but soon afterwards,
there were smiles and joy all
around. There were several
who did their schools proud
with high percentage.
However, many of them said
if they were allowed to appear
for the exams which were
cancelled, their results would
have been even better.

Shreea of RLB School (C-
Block), who got 97.8 per cent
marks, was overwhelmed. “I
was so nervous when the
results were announced  and
I was not expecting more
than 95 per cent marks. I am
so happy that I got marks
which one can dream of,” she
said. Daughter of a review offi-
cer at Secretariat, Shreea had
taken up Commerce in Class
12. She said she was undecid-
ed about her future and would
take a call after exploring all
options.

“I won’t settle go for a con-
ventional job. There are so
many new jobs to explore
and I want to go and interact
with people and get their
feedback for the choice which
I want to make,” she said. She
added that she would take
admission to a college in
Lucknow itself because of the
current pandemic and her
family also wants her to be
with them due to the same
reason.

She said she wanted to
work towards eradicating
poverty and casteism. “I would
like to move around the world
and then work towards a solu-
tion for these problems plagu-

ing India,” she said.
Hritik Verma of RLB

(Chinhat branch), who scored
97.6 per cent marks, was also
overjoyed with his result. Son
of a farmer, he said his father
barely studied beyond Class X,
but always encouraged him.
He said he was aspiring to be
a doctor to serve the people.
However, he said he felt bad
that some papers were can-
celled. “If I had appeared for
those papers, I would have
scored 98 per cent,” he said.
About his success mantra, the
kay to success is regular 
studies. 

Muskaan Kumari of SKD
Academy, who scored 96.8 per
cent marks, said she was pan-
icky and nervous when the
results were announced. “It
was only when I was told that
I scored 96.8 per cent marks
that I was relaxed and over-
joyed,” she said.

A resident of Alamnagar
and daughter of an Army
officer, Muskaan said she
wants to become a maths pro-
fessor. “I am not interested in
engineering and want to take
up pure mathematics,” she
said. She said the lockdown
period was helpful because the
entire family came together
and it was a rarity, but the dis-
advantage was that everything
got delayed. She said she
would be studying in the state
capital because her mother
would be left alone as her
father also stays outside of the
city.

Astha Tripathi of RLB,
who scored 97.4 per cent
marks, said she was happy but
if the papers were not can-
celled, her percentage would
have been higher. She said she

wants to become an engineer
from a reputed college. “I am
keen on becoming a comput-
er engineer and want to do
something that would prevent
the students from leaving the
country and stay here to
study,” she said.

Aditya Dubey of SKD,
who scored 92 per cent, said
he wants to take up astro-
physics. “I am aiming to get
into one of the prestigious IITs
and I am preparing with crash
courses,” he said. He added
that success mantra is dedicat-
ing quality time to studies.

As for the school-wise
performance, 84 students
secured above 95 per cent
marks and 360 students above
90 per cent marks at Rani
Laxmi Bai Memorial School.

Thirty-three students of
Red Rose Senior Secondary
School secured above 90 per
cent marks even as the result
of schools was 100 per cent. 

In Science stream at Delhi
Public School (Indira Nagar),
Shriya Kumar topped with
98.6 per cent marks, followed
by Aditya Singh with 95.8 per
cent marks and Manjish Deo
and Shreyanshi Rai with 95.4
per cent each. In Commerce,
Mariyam Ahmad achieved
the highest aggregate of 95.4
per cent, followed by Yashna
Sharma with 94.4  per cent.

At Lucknow Public
Schools and Colleges, a total
of 1,156 students appeared for
the exams. As many as 21 stu-
dents  got 95 per cent or above
marks while 120 students
scored 90 per cent or above
marks. As many as 507 stu-
dents got 75 per cent or above
marks. 

With 97 per cent marks,

Dev Singh Rana topped LPC
(Gomti Nagar).

At SKD Academy too, the
result was 100 per cent. At
school’s Vrindavan branch,
Muskaan Kumari scored 96.8
per cent marks and secured
first position, followed by
Arushi Yadav with 96.4 per
cent and Anubhav Paul with
96 per cent. Sahil Yadav
secured fourth spot with 95.4
per cent marks, followed by
Simpal Verma with 95 per cent
marks.

In Vikrant Khand branch
of the school, Ananya Singh
got 96.8 per cent marks and
secured first position, fol-
lowed by Kajol Agarwal with
96.2 per cent, Priya Jaiswal
95.6 per cent, Priyanka Sarkar
95.2 per cent and Ananya
Dwivedi 95 per cent.

At Amity International
School, a total of 47 students
appeared appeared for the
exams and all  passed with first
division. As many as 42 stu-
dents scored distinction
marks. Anisha Singh and
Saumya Ray secured 97.2 per
cent marks and ended up as
toppers, followed by Ibrahim
Siddiqi and Anushka Singh
with 95.6 per cent. 

At The Lucknow Public
Collegiate, Prerna Ratwani
secured 97.6 percent and
ended up as the topper.

At DPS (Eldeco), Arushi
Gupta from Commerce
stream scored 99 per cent,
Satwik Sinha of Science stream
98.8 per cent and Neha Pal
with 97.4 per cent. Satvik
Sinha from Science stream
secured 100 in Maths while
Arushi Gupta 100 in
Psychology and Lavanya
Yadav 100 in Economics.
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Director of Sanjay Gandhi
PG Institute of Medical

Sciences Dr RK Dhiman on
Monday took additional
charge as Vice-Chancellor of
King George’s Medical
University. Dr Dhiman has
been appointed for a period of
three months or till a full-time
VC is appointed, whichever
happens first. He has taken
over from Dr MLB Bhatt, who
had retired on April 14 but was
given a three-month extension
by Governor Anandiben Patel
in view of the the current 
circumstances.
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After two days of statewide
lockdown when the places

of worship were reopened,
thousands of devotees offered
prayer at one of the dwadas
jyotilingas, Kashi Vishwanath
temple here on the auspicious
occasion of Second Monday in
the month of Shravan amidst
tight security arrangements
and several COVID-19 restric-
tions. Unlike previous Monday
when most of the other Shiva
temples except a few including
Jageshwar Mahadev at
Ishwarganji remained closed,
this time the doors of Till
Bhandeshwar Mahadev were

also reopened and many were
seen offering prayers at some
Shivalingas at various ghats,
especially at Kedar Ghat.

Right from the morning
hours, there were continuous
lines of devotees on both sides
of the temple including
Maidagin and Godowlia but
rush was not the same as gen-
erally seen on the auspicious
occasions as the devotees were
asked by the security personnel
to maintain physical distance.
No devotees were allowed to
enter the temple premises with-
out wearing masks and sanitis-
ing their hands as automatic
sanitising machines were
installed at many places. To

check the rush, the devotees
were allowed to enter the
premises through three routes.
Due to restrictions, it took
more time for the devotees to
reach the sanctum sanctorum
(garbgrih) to offer jalabhishek.
At a time only five persons
were allowed to reach there.
However, no one was allowed
to touch the Shivlinga. The out-
side Kanwarias were not
allowed to come here.

Elaborate security arrange-
ments were made and no vehi-
cles were allowed to move
between Godowlia and
Maidagin throughout the day.
Besides, from time to time, the
devotees were stopped in view

to sanitise the premises and
outside areas. To maintain law
and order situation, the devo-
tees were checked at many
places through metal detectors
and the senior police officers
were present there to keep
watch on the stock of situation
in Gyanvapi premises. All the
activities were also watched
through various CCTV cam-
eras. 

To avoid congregation the
devotees were asked to move
towards Gyanvapi only through
barricading and Rapid Action
Force (RAF), para-military and
PAC jawans were deployed
both inside and outside of the
Gyanvapi premises.
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In the neighbouring district
Kaushambi, district adminis-

tration and Health department
are also in a fix over the
increasing number of patients
infected with the coronavirus.
A total of 145 were tested in
Prayagraj’s lab of them, 19
people were confirmed with
infections. 

Among the infected are
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav
Prasad Maurya’s niece and sis-
ter-in-law of Chail MLA Sanjay
Gupta. After the report, the
team of doctors have admitted
everyone to L-1 Hospital,

Manjhanpur PHC for treat-
ment. The history of people
coming into contact with the
infected is being traced.

CMO Dr PN Chaturvedi
said that in the testing of sam-
ples conducted on Sunday, the
report of six people of the town
including the niece of Deputy
CM Keshav Prasad Maurya
and her husband, mother-in-
law, has come positive. At the
same time, three people have
been infected in Municipal
Council Bharwari. It includes
Chail MLA Sanjay Gupta’s sis-
ter-in-law, servant and a neigh-
bour.

Apart from this, two

patients have been infected
with COVID-19 in
Manjhanpur. All the infected
have been admitted for treat-
ment. Samples of a total of
8,200 people have been tested
so far, of which 179 have been
found infected. Six people have
recovered on Sunday. A sample
of 285 people has been sent
from various places of the dis-
trict for testing. The Health
department team is visiting
villages and towns and making
people aware of the disease.

Meanwhile, District
Magistrate Bhanuchandra
Goswami called a meeting of
the Health department. The

officials of health and other
departments present in the
meeting were asked to make
the public aware of corona
infection. They should also
inform people about precau-
tions to be taken to contain the
spread of deadly virus. 

The District Magistrate
said that among the people
whose samples are being taken
and the reports of those which
are coming negative should be
informed through mobile
phones so that their family can
be cautious. The meeting was
also attended by the CMO,
ADM City and Health depart-
ment officials.
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Business Development Units
have been set up at North

Central Railway Headquarters
besides all three divisions—
Prayagraj, Jhansi, and Agra. 

Indian Railways is working
towards increasing share in
transport of conventional com-
modities and capturing trans-
port of non-bulk items to dou-
ble the freight transport volume
by 2024. With this intent
Railway Board has directed
formation of multidisciplinary
business development units at
Zonal Railway and at Division
level consisting of functionar-
ies from all concerned depart-
ments besides already consti-
tuting a Business Development
Unit at Railway Board consist-
ing of executive directors from
concerned departments.

Accordingly, with approval
of General Manager North
Central and Northern Railway
Rajiv Chaudhry Business
Development Unit have been
constituted at NCR HQ.

Business Development
Unit formed at HQ level will
meet minimum once every
month and as and when
required to discuss new pro-
posals, progress of existing
proposals, issue related to
goods sheds, wagons, freight
customers and any other rele-
vant item.

The HQ level BDU will
also provide guidance and
approval to divisional BDUs
and will seek approval from
Railway Board level BDU in
case of need.

Specific roles assigned to
HQ level BDU includes fre-

quent interaction with trade
and industry to increase freight
loading, looking into all goods
shed/siding and freight related
infrastructure matters, all
freight matters related to wag-
ons, rolling stock to seek, exam-
ine and process approval of
proposals from prospective
customers, to widely publicise
freight incentive schemes and
various transportation schemes
available with Railways and any
other matter related to freight
loading. 

In line with NCR HQ,
BDUs have been formed in
Prayagraj, Jhansi and Agra
divisions with similar mandate
for increasing freight trans-
portation volume. 

RESULT CHALLENGED:
The Allahabad High Court
has asked state government
and UP Secondary Education
Services Selection Board to
file counter-affidavit in a peti-
tion challenging final result of
TGT-2016 physical examina-
tion. 

Justice VK Birla passed
the order in a petition filed by
Vimal Tiwari, a candidate who
participated in the examination
but was declared unsuccessful
in the final result.

Petitioner had challenged
the result on the ground that
the reservation policy was
wrongly implemented by the
authorities as the benefit of
reservation policy was given at
each stage of the recruitment
process to the candidates
belonging to reserved cate-
gories. 

Advocate Pratik Chandra
appearing for petitioner argued
that giving benefit of reserva-

tion during preliminary exam-
ination and then again at the
time of final selection was
against the reservation policy.

‘Candidates belonging to
reserved categories were undu-
ly benefited because of wrong
implementation of policy as
benefit of reservation can not
be given at each stage of
recruitment process’, argued
Advocate Chandra.In the peti-
tion, requests were made to
apply reservation policy afresh
and issue revised results for
TGT, physical examination. It
is to recall that in 2016, adver-
tisement of TGT examination
was issued. Preliminary written
examination was conducted
on March 8, 2019. Later, the
interview was conducted on
February 18, 2020 and on
March 19 final results were
declared for the posts. 

IIIT-A ACHIEVES A
MILESTONE : Indian Institute
of Information Technology,
Allahabad (IIIT-A) has
achieved a milestone in main-
taining its academic activities
despite peer pressure caused by
Covid in the country.

The institute, after suc-
cessfully completion of its end
semester examination and dec-
laration of result on time , has
declared new academic session
starting from July 30.

Dr Manish Goswami,
Associate Dean (Academic,
Assessment and Award ), on
Monday declared the academ-
ic time table for July to
December 2020 session. The
online classes will start from
July 30 as mentioned in the cal-
ender.  The institute has geared
up completely for beginning of

new session.
‘Our institute IIIT-A is one

of the very few institutes in
India who had conducted end
semester examination as per
pre-notified academic calendar,
had published the result on
time and is also presently con-
ducting  the summer semester
as per it’s pre notified schedule’.

‘Such a timely activity and
commitment shown to the pre-
defined dates in academic cal-
endar, had resulted in smooth
finishing of all academic activ-
ity of last semester at IIIT-A.
Due to this, the students are
free from any pressure, are in
comfortable position as com-
pared to their friends studying
in other institutes, have taken
up internship, training etc dur-
ing vacation period and are
accordingly ready and enthusi-
astic for the next session’, he
added.‘In fact, we are one of the
very few institutes in India who
conducted end sem exams as
per the scheduled time-table,
declared results on time, and
now are ready for next semes-
ter as well. Many institutes/
universities including IITs/
NITs have still not conducted
the last semester examinations’.

Prof P Nagabhushan,
Director, IIIT-A has given the
credit to entire IIIT-A fraterni-
ty including faculty, officers
and staff in maintaining the
academic activities. He point-
ed out that the implementation
of continuous learning process
and continuous assessment has
proved a boon for the institute.
As  a result there were no delay
in conduct of examination and
declaration of result on time, he
added.
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The Nodal Officer and
Director, Mandi, Jitendra

Pratap Singh visited Prayagraj
and inspected the garbage dis-
posal plant at Baswar, Naini
and took first-hand informa-
tion regarding its functioning.
The Nodal Officer saw huge
dump of garbage and directed
the concerned officials for its
disposal at the earliest.

He also enquired regarding
the functioning of machines for
weighing of garbage. On being
informed, that one of the
machines is non-functional,
he asked the concerned officials
to get it rectified soon and
make it functional.

He further enquired about
the regarding the quality of bio-
logical wastes produced from
the disposal of garbage and its
uses. He asked the concerned
officers to make the people
aware about the benefits of bio-
logical wastes in farming. 

The Nodal Officer also
visited the Community Health
Centre at Kaurihar for inspec-
tion and saw the Covid Help
Desk and the register used for
the maintaining the records of
Covid patients. He enquired
about the progress of door-to-
door inspection, medical tests
and sampling. Thereafter, he
took round of the community
health centre and directed the
concerned officials for proper
cleanliness and sanitisation in

and outside the premises.
AU ASKS INMATES TO

VACATE HOSTEL ROOMS:
Allahabad University (AU) has
asked inmates who have
returned from other cities dur-
ing the lockdown and been
staying in its hostels without
informing the varsity or the
district administration to
vacate the rooms with imme-
diate effect.

In a letter issued by AU’s
Dean Students’ Welfare (DSW)
KP Singh and countersigned by
Chief Proctor RK Upadhyay,
the varsity has directed warden
and superintendents of all hos-
tels to immediately get the
rooms vacated. If the inmates
fail to vacate the rooms on their
own, they will have to be evict-

ed forcibly.
AU Public Relations

Officer Shailendra Mishra said
there were a number of com-
plaints about students coming
from other cities and living in
their allotted rooms. If they
found that their rooms are
locked by university authorities,
they would enter after breaking
the lock. As per norms, stu-
dents coming from outside
should be quarantined for at
least two weeks. Their disobe-
dience puts the rest of hostel
inmates at risk. As no classes
are scheduled for July and
August, the students would be
informed well in advance when
they can return, be it for exams
or when university reopens,
said the PRO.
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In wake of all the fears prevail-
ing due to increase in coro-

na cases, there was jubilation
among the students of various
schools affiliated to the Central
Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) when the results of
Class XII were announced on
Monday. With this, uncertain-
ty especially among the 12th
students came to a halt when
the results were announced.
About 20,000 students of the
district appeared in the Class
XII examinations this year. It is
expected that the results of
Class X would also be
announced on Wednesday in
which about 24,000 students of
135 CBSE-affiliated schools
appeared. Before the lockdown,
all the examinations of Class X
were completed but for Class
XII, about 20 per cent students
could not appear in the exam-
inations of three papers, while
20 per cent of two papers and
about 30 per cent of one paper.
As the examinations of pend-
ing papers could not be held
from July 1, the students got
marks on the basis of their pre-
board examinations and inter-
nal evaluation basis.

According to Chairman of
Sunbeam Group Deepak

Madhok, Ananya Dey
(Humanities) of Sunbeam
Bhagwanpur topped school
with 99.20% followed by Shriya
Agarwal (Commerce) 98.20%),
Avishi Goyal (PBC) 97.60%)
and Ritwik Singh(PMC)
97.20%). Besides, Aastha Rai
(Humanities) of Sunbeam
Lahartara secured 99% fol-
lowed by Vanshika Agarwal
(PBC) 97.4%, Akash Sinha
(PMC) 97.20%, Saurabh
Kumar Singh (PMC) 97.20%
and Vinayak Agrawal
(Commerce) 96.80%. In
Sunbeam Varuna, Anandita
Awasthi (Humanities) with
98.20% topped school followed
by Arshita Singh  and Tenzin
Oser, both of Humanities with
98.20% each, Mayank Tandon
(Commerce) 98%, Mayank
Shekhar Singh (PMC) 97.80%
and Vatsala Kiran (PBC)
96.80%. In Sunbeam Suncity,
Rishav Khetan (Humanities)
topped with 97.40% followed
by Avni Agrawal (Commerce)
97.20%, Simran Jain (PBC)
96.40% and Rohit Kumar
(PMC) 96.20%.

Academic head of Rohan
Madhok of Sunbeam Academy
group informed that Arpan
Khanna, a student of PCM
stream topped with 98.4 per
cent marks, followed by Harsh

Bhaskar 98%, Swadha Agrawal
96.4%, Ayushya Kumar Singh
96%, Ambresh Singh 96%,
Supriya Ranian 96%, Neha
Kumari 95.6%, Pratyush
Pandey 95.6%, Ritu Rai 95.6%
and Pranshu 95.2%. According
to the Principal of KV BHU Dr
Diwakar Singh, the results of
both the first and second shifts
were 100 per cent. Among
first-shift students, Soumya
Parasher (Arts) topped with
96.8% marks, followed by
Sanjana Shikhar (96%), Tanya
Singh (95.8%) of Commerce
stream and Divyanshi
Upadhyay (94.6%) of Science.
In the second shift, Manya
Pandey (92.8%) of Science
topped, while Gaurav Singh
(89.6%) of Commerce was
placed second. The manager of
Arya Mahila Nagarmal
Murarka Model School Puja
Dikshit informed that Farhiya
Shahjad toppd the school with
96.4% marks followed by
Keshar Tripathi 95.4%,
Priyanka Yadav 95.4%, Anjali
Kushwaha 95.2 %, Shakshi
Yadav, Riya Bhatreja and Jyoti
Keshari all 94% each. The
Principal of Seth MR Jaipuria
Schools, Babatpur, Sudha Singh
informed that Harshika
Choubey (95.8%) topped the
school followed by Vishal

Yadav (94.8%) and Latika Singh
(94.6%). Vice-Chairman of
DPS Kashi Ayush Poddar and
Principal Snil Kumar Rawat
said that Anshika Singh
(Humanities) topped school
with 97.4% marks followed by
Gaurav 95.6% and Ayushi
Singh 95% , both are of Science
stream.

Besides, there was a jubilat-
ing mood among the students
of various other groups includ-
ing Sant Atulanand, Swami
Hardevanand, DPS, CHBS and
CHGS, all KVs, DALIMSS and
many others as all the schools
fared well in the examinations.
Out of three main secondary
education boards, UP Board
took the lead by declaring its all
results much earlier and just a
couple of days, CISCE declared
its both the results of Class X
and XII in which Tanishqa
Gupta and Dipesh Kumar
Singh of St Joseph Convent
School, Shivpur  stood first
with 98.67% and 98.80% marks
respectively. A total of 1754 and
1116 students of local schools
affiliated with CISCE appeared
in Class X and XII examina-
tions respectively because the
maximum number of students
appeared in UP Board exami-
nations followed by CBSE and
CISCE.
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As many as 30 new COVID-
19 cases have been detect-

ed here on Monday, giving
some relief as a day ago there
were double the number of
patients found in the district.
With this, the district has
inched further close to cross
900-mark as the total number
of cases has increased to 888.
During the last five days, the
situation has turned worse as
203 cases were found.
According to Chief Medical
Officer (CMO) Dr VB Singh,
14 patients were discharged
from the hospitals during the
day. With this, the total num-
ber of recovered patients has
increased to 452, leaving 409
active patients and 27 deaths.

Meanwhile, the initiatives
taken by the District Magistrate
(DM) Kaushal Raj Sharma for
starting plasma therapy has
brought a fruitful result as two
recovered COVID-19 patients

reached Blood Bank of Banaras
Hindu University (BHU) here
and got them tested for donat-
ing their plasma which was
done under the supervision of
in-charge of BHU Blood Bank
Dr SK Singh and Dr Sandeep

Kumar. Besides, 12 more recov-
ered patients have shown their
willingness to donate the plas-
ma. The CMO said that plas-
ma therapy is very important in
view to save the lives of serious
COVID-19 patients. He said

that the recovered corona
patents can register their names
for plasma donation at Indian
Red-Cross Society or BHU
Blood Bank and when there
would be need for the same,
they would be contacted.   

Earlier, the members of an
expert health team, Joint
Director (Malaria) Dr Swadesh
Kumar Yadav and Prof
Anupam Bakhalu of King
George Medical University
(KGMU) held a meeting with
all the nodal officers, addition-
al chief medical officers and
incharges of community and
primary health centres at the
office of CMO. The team
reviewed the progress made in
the district in collecting sam-
pling, arrangements in contain-
ment zones, line listing of
patients, discharge process and
others and instructed the med-
ical officers to follow the guide-
lines issued by the govern-
ment regarding COVID-19
from time to time.
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With a total of 45 persons
being infected with coro-

navirus late on Sunday night
and Monday morning, the
Prayagraj city witnessed five
COVID deaths in the last 24
hours. This included a former
IG. 

On the other hand, there
were 45 new positive cases
reported till late Sunday night.
This included two junior doc-
tors of SRN Hospital and two
RPF personnel among these
infected patients. The infected
patients have been admitted for
treatment at COVID-19
Hospital.

As of late Sunday night, of
the 507 samples, 45 reported
positive. It also includes two
junior doctors of SRN. There
is one orthopaedic and other
surgery department. There
have also been positive reports
of two employees living on
SRN campus. Dr Rishi Sahai,
the Nodal Officer for COVID-
19, said that along with four
members of a family living in
Triveni Dam, two RPF person-
nel have also been found

infected.
Other patients included

Old Cantt, Kydganj, Jhansi,
Tagore Town, Mundera,
Darbhanga Colony, Chowk,
Thornhill Road, Shantipuram,
Attarsuiya, Sahason,
Chakgangadas, Rani Phulpur,
Pitambar Nagar Teliarganj,
Jasra, Reserve Police Line,
Leader Road, Manda, Kareli ,
Meja, Old Katra, Naya Purva,
Tularam Bagh etc.

It may be pointed out here,
five people died of corona
also. On July 10, a patient was
tested in a private hospital. He
died before the report came.
His report came positive on
Sunday. Similarly, a middle-
aged resident of Puramufti
was admitted to SRNH on
July 9. He also had many other
complaints. He died on
Sunday.

On the other hand, reports
of 24 corona-infected patients
came negative on Sunday.
Chief Medical Officer Dr GS
Bajpai said that 44 corona
patients have been admitted in
Kotwa Bani COVID Hospital,
70 in L2 Beli COVID Hospital
and 70 in L3 SRN COVID

Hospital. Two corona patients
are placed on a ventilator when
their condition is critical.

Sampling of 19 infected
patients at Kotwa Bani COVID
Hospital was sent to Motilal
Nehru Medical College Lab for
testing. In this, the reports of
15 patients came negative but
the report of four patients has
come positive again. Now they
were not discharged from the
hospital. Samples will be taken
again after two days.

A tremendous outbreak
of coronavirus has spread in
the district. While the number
of infected patients is increas-
ing, the number of deaths is
also increasing continuously.
By Sunday night, two patients
had died, while three more
infected died by Monday after-
noon. Those who died today
include former I.G. Along with
him, the other two infected
patients were undergoing treat-
ment at Swaroop Rani Nehru
(SRN) Hospital.

Three corona virus-infect-
ed people have died at the
COVID-19 Hospital SRN on
Monday. It also includes retired
IG. He was admitted to a pri-

vate hospital in the city. After
testing there, his report came
positive on  July 10. He was
then admitted to COVID-19
Hospital SRNH. He died at
around 3 o’clock on Sunday
night. However, its information
could be found on Monday.

According to the doctor of
SRNH, the former IG was also
infected with diabetes, blood
pressure and heart related
issues. Similarly, the second
death occurred to a 60-year-
old old woman living in
Lalapur police station area.
She came positive on July 11  in
the coronavirus test. She died
at around 4 o’clock on Monday
morning. Elderly woman was
also suffering from COPD dis-
ease.

In this context, the third
death due to coronavirus was
a 72-year-old resident of Barai
village under Kunda in
Pratapgarh district. He was
admitted to COVID-19
Hospital SRN on July 9. He
died at around 11 am on
Monday morning. The death
has been confirmed by
SRN Nodal Officer Dr Sujit
Verma.
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The North Eastern Railway
(NER) is making concert-

ed efforts at various levels to
bring about qualitative
improvement in its function-
ing, which is yielding the
desired results. Punctuality is a
key measure of excellence of
the railway system and an
important factor of passenger
satisfaction. Performing better
in the area of punctuality since
July 12 the NER succeeded in
achieving the ideal target of 100
per cent for operation of pas-
senger trains. Similarly efforts
are being made to increase the
speed of goods trains to attract
industry and business towards
rail transport,  said  Chief
Public Relations Officer Pankaj
Kumar Singh. The average
speed of goods trains on July 12
was around 50 km/hour which
is an achievement in itself.

Out of the 26 trains being
operated by Varanasi division,
20 reached before time, four
ran at the right time while one
train made up for the lost
time. One train was received
late by NER yet it was run on
its system on time. Major trains
operated by Varanasi Division
are 02559/02560 Manduadih-
New Delhi-Manduadih
Shivganga Special Express,
02791/02792 Patna-
Secunderabad-Patna Special
Express and 02565/02566
Darbhanga-New Delhi-
Darbhanga Saptakranti Express.
Out of 23 passenger trains
operated by Lucknow division,
15 were run before time and
one at the right time. Similarly,
two trains made up for the lost
time  while five others were
received late by the NER yet
they were run on its own sys-
tem on time. The major trains
operated by Lucknow Division

are 01015/01016 Saharsa-New
Delhi-Saharsa special train,
02555/02556 Gorakhpur-
Rohtak-Gorakhpur Special
train, 02533/02534 Lucknow-
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
Terminus-Lucknow Special
train and 02557 Muzaffarpur-
Delhi Special Express train etc.
The 01092 Kathgodam-
Dehradun Special Express train
operated by Izzatnagar division
was operated at the right time
while the 02091 Dehradun-
Kathgodam Special Express
reached Kathgodam before
time. The average movement
speed of goods trains was 50
km/hour on July 12 which is a
remarkable achievement.  The
average speed of goods trains in
Izzatnagar division is around 67
km/hour. It may be pointed out
here that the average movement
speed of goods trains in the
month of June 2020 was 35.5
km/hour.
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Ahraura police arrested a
criminal while he was

planning to commit  a crime at
a picnic spot.   On the directive
of the SP to keep a watch over
the picnic spots Ahraura police
was on patrolling at Lakhania
fall on Sunday. During
patrolling the cops saw a sus-
picious person roaming there.
The police intercepted him
and recovered a countrymade
gun and two cartridges. After
registering a case the police
sent the accused, Akash
Maurya of Koiripur village
under Badagaanv police station
in Varanasi to jail. 

Meanwhile the Padari
police arrested Lalbahadur, a
resident of Devapur Pathkhauli,
who was at large since a case
was lodged against him in
February this year. The police
announced a reward of �15,000
for his arrest. On being tipped

off by an informer the police
raided Mohanpur village and
nabbed the accused on Sunday.

Another report said that
during patrolling Jamalpur
police nabbed one person along
with a countrymade gun and
two cartridges. The policemen
during patrolling saw a suspi-
cious-looking person near
Deoria village. On seeing the
police he tried to flee but was
caught. On frisking him the
police recovered a country-
made gun along with two car-
tridges his possession. The
suspicious was identified as
Rajesh Yadav, a resident of
Krishna Nagar Colony, DD
Upadhyaya Nagar, Chandauli.
After registering the case in rel-
evant sections the police sent
him jail. 

MEETING: Nodal officer
Anurag Yadav said that defeat-
ing pandemic like Covid-19
was only possible with the
cooperation of people. At a

meeting held at Ashtabhuja
guest house on Sunday, he said
that the entire machinery was
working with dedication to
combat Covid-19. He said that
on so many occasions sugges-
tions given by people had
proved helpful. On the occa-
sion Amardeep, chairman of a
chain of schools, was praised
for his role during the lock-
down who not only donated
food kits among the needy
throughtout the period but
also extended full support to
the administration. The meet-
ing was attended by the DM,
ADM, CMO, city magistrate
along with some respectable
persons of the society. 

Meanwhile the nodal offi-
cer had directed the DM to
ensure completion of the  solid
waste management plant under
the Nagar Palika Parishad
(NPP) Mirzapur and send a
proposal for Chunar Nagar
Palika. 
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Members, Orphans In Need, Dr Makbool Ali Khan and
Dr Zareena Khan, said its chairman Aneesh Musa was

helping the widows in several ways. Giving details they said
that they were working for the organisation, Orphans In
Need, since 2005.  They added that a sum of �2,000 each
was transferrred into the accounts of 300 widows through
NEFT by chairmain, Orphans In Need, Aneesh Musa, recent-
ly.   Member Dr MA Khan that chairman Aneesh Musa was
helping the widows in several ways by transferring money
into their accounts through NEFT and providing them things
of daily need. Khan said that he had made special arrange-
ments for free treatment of  widows in Banda Para Medical
College. More than 500 widows were being given free treat-
ment and medicines there, he added.  Member, Dr Zareena
Khan said that chairman, Aneesh Musa, was providing best
possible support to the widows of Banda for past many years
and added that he had also visited the district many times. 
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Even during this  difficult
time in view of Covid-19

infection the North Eastern
Railway (NER) is providing
employment to migrant work-
ers under the Garib Kalyan
Rojgar Abhiyan besides accel-
erating construction projects. 

In this sequence under the
doubling of 59 route kilometres
on the Aunrihar-Jaunpur rail
section of Varanasi division the challenging work of blanketing

from Aunrihar to Kerakat has
been completed by engaging 10
migrant labourers, said Public
Relations Officer (PRO),
Varanasi, Ashok Kumar.  

Along with it doubling
work of Aunrihar-Ghazipur
City rail section is being done
at a rapid pace by engaging 26
migrant labourers. At Ghazipur
City a rest room for labourers
engaged in construction is
being built besides a traders’
rest room.
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NTPC Singrauli unit 1, old-
est unit of NTPC has

emerged as the top-performing
unit in the country in the first
quarter of the financial year, as
per the data released by Central
Electricity Authority (CEA).
The first unit of the station
started generating on February
13, 1982, and continues to serve
the country with outstanding
and reliable  performance. NTPC
Singrauli has an installed capac-
ity of 2,000 MW with five units
of 200 MW each and two units
of 500 MW each. Three units (1,
4 & 5) of 200 MW have
achieved Plant Load Factor

(PLF) of 101.96 per cent, 101.85
per cent and 100.35 per cent
respectively in Q1 FY 20-21
among the coal-fired units in

the country. NTPC Singrauli is
the flagship power station of
NTPC Ltd, India’s largest power
generation company. With a

total installed capacity of
62,110 MW, NTPC group has
70 power stations comprising
of 24 coal, seven combined
cycle gas/liquid fuel, one hydro,
13 renewables along with 25
subsidiary and JV power sta-
tions. CGM (S) Debasish
Chattopadhyay congratulated
GM (O&M) SC Naik and all
other employees for their ded-
ication and hard work and
motivated them for maintain-
ing the above record.
Meanwhile Sonbhadra DM S
Rajalingam and Singrauli
Collector Rajeev Ranjan Meena
congratulated team NTPC on
this achievement and appreci-
ated their efforts.
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Agang of unidentified
thieves sneaked into a

locked house situated in Vastu
Vihar Colony under the
Khorabar police station by
breaking open its lock and
took away cash and costly
items from there. The landlord
came to know about the theft
when he reached the house. He
reported the theft to the police

following which they reached
the spot and started investi-
gating the matter. According to
information received here,
Ravindra Mishra, a resident of
Vastu Vihar Colony, Siktaur
Square, works in Bahraich. In
the complaint lodged with the
Khorabar police he said that
locked his house on July 5 and
gone to Bahraich. On reaching
the house he was stunned to see
the lock of the house broken.

He immediately informed the
police about the theft following
which they reached the spot
and after carrying out neces-
sary investigation launched a
search for the for the thieves. In
his complaint lodged with the
police, he said that the thieves
had taken �50,000 in cash
besides jewellery comprising a
necklace, an earring, a ring, a
‘mangalsutra’ etc from his
house.
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Ayoung woman, Aarti (25), daugh-
ter of Rama Shankar Gupta, com-

mitted suicide in Mahuaria locality
under City Kotwali police station. Her
family members were taken aback
when they saw her body hanging in
her room on Sunday morning. They
said that after dinner on Saturday
night she had gone to her room to
sleep. When she did not wake up they
knocked at the door but did not get
any response and were stunned when
they somehow managed to open it.
The police took the body into custody
for taking necessary legal action and
said that no complaint had been
lodged regarding her death.
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Covid nodal officer for
Kanpur Nagar, Anil Garg,

stressed on keeping a check on
coronavirus spread and
COVID-19 death rate in the
district.

Addressing a meeting at
the Circuit House here, the
nodal officer said that identi-
fying problems was certainly
appreciated but the priority
should be on keeping a check
on the Covid death rate and the
coronavirus positive cases
which were increasing alarm-
ingly in Kanpur. 

Garg said it was a matter of
concern that despite the best
efforts of the government, the
Covid death rate continued to
rise alarmingly and this could
not be overlooked. 

He said if there was any
shortage or any problem in
waging the fight against the
pandemic, it should be brought
to the notice of authorities but
every effort was needed to
control the Covid death rate.

The nodal officer said the
death of 4-5 COVID-19
patients and detection of over
60 coronavirus positive cases
every day in the last few days was a cause of concern not only for the government but also for

the people. 
He said it had been

brought to the notice of the
administration that coron-
avirus positive cases were
brought to hospital after much
delay and this was the reason
for the constant rise in the
death figures.

The LLR Hospital doctors
blamed Chief Medical Officer
Dr AK Shukla for this, saying
the delay was from his end and
that the very critical COVID-
19 patients were being referred
to the hospital in ambulances
that did not have life support
system or oxygen facility. They
categorically said that some
deaths were on account of
acute crisis of oxygen.

Garg said this was a grave
charge and directed the CMO
to attended to it at the earliest,
adding that there should be no
complaints in this regard in
future.

The nodal officer pointed
out that the government was
liberal in providing funds for
modern equipment and thus
no laxity would be tolerated at
any level. 

Over two dozen doctors
and health officials took part in
the meeting.
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Panchayati Raj Minister
Bhupendra Singh

Chaudhary  has asked party
members to gear up for the
Assembly elections and start
working at the grassroots level. 

Addressing a virtual meet-
ing of the Bharatiya Janata
Party’s north unit, Chaudhary
said the party workers need to
focus mainly on two things —
the successful handling of bor-
der issue with China and the
successful and excellent han-
dling of the COVID-19 pan-
demic. 

He said it was the joint

efforts of the Centre and the
state government that had kept
the COVID-19 mortality rate
low and this was the biggest
achievement of the BJP gov-
ernment.

Chaudhary asked all party
leaders to hold meetings at the
booth level and work out ways
to reduce shortcomings and
further streamline the func-
tioning at the booth level. 

He said the booth level
workers were the strength of
the party and unless the whole
organisation was successfully
managed, all the efforts made
by the partymen would not be
much effective. 

Chaudhary said at the for-

eign policy level, the Narendra
Modi government had been
brave enough to ignore the
threats of China and continue
its road construction works.

He said everyday there
should be a meeting and booth
and ward levels should be
mainly in focus. He advised the
party workers to focus on peo-
ple’s problem. 

Chaudhary said that bring-
ing millions of labourers back
to their homes and providing
them employment at their
home towns was a major
achievement of the Modi gov-
ernment and it was no exag-
geration to state that no other
party could have managed

things successfully as was done
by the BJP government. 

He said the mood of the
state was upbeat and the peo-
ple were all praise of the Yogi
Adityanath government for
handling the coronavirus epi-
demic so efficiently. 

Chaudhary said on July 16,
a meeting would be held in the
Govindnagar Vidhan Sabha
constituency and it would be
presided over by BJP state
president Swatantra Dev Singh. 

Prominent among those
who took part in the meeting
included Sunil Bajaj,  Santosh
Shukla,  Arun Pathak,  Suresh
Awasthi, Shobha Srivastava
and Viresh Tripathi.
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The Vigilance Department of
Ordnance Factories Board

(OFB) has instituted a probe
into the alleged embezzlement
of funds for purchase of surgi-
cal products at the Ordnance
Equipment Factory (OEF) hos-
pital here, 

In his letter dated July 1,
the Director (Vigilance-North)
has asked the complainant to
furnish evidence in support of
his allegation of misappropri-
ation of funds within 21 days. 

The hospital management
had purchased surgical prod-

ucts and equipment even when
no surgeon was appointed
there. 

State Minister for
Industrial Development Satish
Mahana had also sent a letter
to the Chairman of Ordnance
Factories Board, in this regard.

Republican Mazdoor
Mahasangh’s national presi-
dent Ashish Pandey had also
demanded a probe into the
matter and had sent a letter to
the chief vigilance officer of
OFB, Kolkata, and the general
manager of Ordnance
Equipment Factory on June 11. 

In his complaint, Pandey

had informed the officials that
there was no surgeon in the
hospital.  He had also pointed
out that no surgery was per-
formed in the hospital for the
past several years yet the hos-
pital had purchased surgical
gowns and kits in huge quan-
tity at very higher rates. 

The Republican Mazdoor
Mahasangh leader alleged that
surgical mask available in the
open market at the rate of Rs
180 per piece was purchased by
OEF hospital at Rs 243 per
piece. He also said the hospi-
tal had also purchased surgical
gowns on March 25 despite

having no surgeon.
Pandey alleged that for

making these purchases, the
hospital management did not
invite tender or follow other set
norms. He said this was a clear
indication of misappropria-
tion of government funds.

Pandey said he had again
sent a letter to the OFB chair-
man, urging him to transfer the
chief medical officer of the hos-
pital till the probe was com-
pleted to prevent him from
influencing the investigation. 

An OFB official confirmed
that a probe had been ordered
in the matter. 
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KANPUR (PNS): Kanpur Nagar recorded its highest single-day
spike in coronavirus cases with 87  more people testing positive. 

Chief  Medical Officer Dr AK Shukla said with 87 more peo-
ple testing positive between Sunday evening and Monday evening,
1,836 coronavirus infections had been detected in the district so
far. He said with 23 COVID-19 patients being discharged from
hospitals in the past 24 hours, 1,133 infected persons had been
cured in the city and at present 613 active cases were undergo-
ing treatment in various hospitals. Dr Shukla said with four  more
COVID-19 patients dying in hospital, the death toll stood at 90
on Monday evening.  He said 1,018 samples had been taken —
526 from surveillance and 301 other samples — for testing. 
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Innerwheel Club of Kanpur
Angel extended all possible
help to the district adminis-
tration in planting saplings
and promoting tree plantation
in the city. 

The club members planted
basil ( Tulsi) at Ashok Vatika on
the closing day of the week-
long drive on Monday. 

Innerwheel Club president
Poonam Gupta said in Kanpur
was recognised more as a con-
crete jungle with poor greenry
on account of the apathy of the
citizens who felt tree plantation
was the sole responsibility of
the district administration. 

She said unless a united
effort to plant trees was made,
pollution could not be brought
down.

She said trees controlled
climate by moderating the
effects of tsun, rain and wind.
She said the foliage absorbed
and filtered the sun’s radiant
energy, keeping things cool in
summer. 

Addressing the session, Dr
Sunita Singhal said it was nec-
essary that apart from orna-
mental and fruit bearing trees
one planted trees that heal the
environment and one such
plant was basil or Tulsi. 

She said Tulsi had many
medicinal properties and it
strengthened kidney and was
considered as anti-stress agent
and was a good medicine for
headache. She said Tulsi was
widely used to treat numerous
health as well as beauty prob-
lems. She said it had high
nutritional value and worked as
a great health supplement to
keep body healthy and fit. 

Addressing the gathering
Rekha Agarwal said trees
reduced carbon dioxide. She
said humans breathe oxygen
and exhale carbon dioxide
while trees breathe in carbon
dioxide and exhale oxygen and
this carbon dioxide becomes
sugars that can then be eaten,
burnt for fuel, or simply
enjoyed in its leafy form. 

Seema Agarwal and
Kusum Gupta also addressed
the gathering. 
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Sir Padampat Singhania
Education  Centre Principal

Bhawna Gupta said that the
school once again proved its
mettle by getting 100 per cent
results CBSE exams.

This time the school had
25 students who score 100/100
in various subjects and 125
scored 90 per cent plus. 

She said the school topper
in humanities stream was
Devanshi Jain with 99 per cent
marks in best five, followed by
Vanshika Dubey with 98.2 per
cent marks and Fatima Roomi
with 97.8 per cent marks. 

In commerce stream,
Geshnaa Kalsi secured 98.2
per cent, Ujjwal Mitta 97.6
per cent and Tanishka Shukla
with 97 per cent marks. 

In Science stream
Medhashree Verma secured
97.2 per cent, followed by
Mohammad Ashhar with 96.8
per cent marks and Kashish
Tandon with 96.4 per cent
marks.

WOODBINE GARDE-

NIA:  Woodbine Gardenia
principal Sumita Mukherjee
said that this year also students
of the school had come out
with flying colours both in sci-
ence and commerce stream. 

She said in science stream
Aashita Saxena and in com-
merce stream Vivek Patel

secured the highest
marks to top the school with
both securing 96.17 per cent
marks. 

She said apart from this, in
science stream, Varun
Anshwani, Lovey Dwivedi,
Divyanshi Katiysaar, Eknsh
Thakur, Abhijeet Gautam,

Harshita Srivastava and
Vedanshi Tiwari scored high
marks.

She said 43 students of the
school ranked between 75 per
cent and 90 per cent. 

Chairman of the school,
Shahid Rehman, congratulated
the successful students.
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Noted corporate lawyer Jia
Modi and daughter of

noted ex-Attorney General of
India, Solee Sorabjee, while
addressing a webinar organised
by FICCI Flo, said in the pre-
sent race for survival it was very
essential to strike a perfect
balance betweeen professional
life and domestic life. 

She said if any one of these
was not properly handled it
would lead to stress in life. 

She said people who were
successfully able to maintain a
balance between professional
and home fronts were happy
and prosperous.

She said to enter into the
corporate world was her father’s
ambition but to carve a niche
for herself she had worked
very hard. She said after the
education abroad she returned
to India  and got married  and
started working on both the
fronts. She said her better half
was also successfully striking a
perfect balance between the
two. 

She maintained a balance
between the two was a big chal-
lenge  but she had picked up
the gauntlet and with perfect
planning and time manage-
ment she had successfully
reached at the top rung of suc-
cess ladder.

Modi said she had worked
with corporate giants like Tata
Group,  Reliance Industry,
Vedanta Group and several
others also with a few foreign
firms.  She gave a mantra to
women on how they could
prove their mettle and wrest
their position in the male-
dominated society. She said if
a woman had determination
then she could fulfil her
dreams. 

She said success did not
come easily but it had to be
achieved with hard work and
added that women had all the
qualities to be successful on the
home front and the profes-
sional front. 

Prominent among those
who took part in the webinar
included organisation’s nation-
al president Janhvi Phukan,
Aarti Gupta, and Kanika Ved.
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Atotal number of 4,328 fresh
Covid-19 patients joined

the list of persons afflicted
with the pandemic in Tamil
Nadu on Monday. The State
also saw 66 persons succumb-
ing to the disease in the last 24
hours according to the medical
bulletin issued by the Tamil
Nadu government.

By Monday evening, num-
ber of persons infected with the
coronavirus across the State
reached 48, 196 while the total
number of cases traced till
date  crossed 1.42 lakh.

As part of aggressive test-
ing all  over the State, 105 lab-
oratories tested 43, 548 persons
on Monday while the number
of persons tested till date
crossed 1.58 million.

Taking a cue from the
increase in the number of
patients, Tamil Nadu

Government banned public
transport across the State till
July 31.

Monday also saw 3,035
persons getting discharged
from hospitals across the State
taking the number of recover-
ies till date to 92, 567. Out of
the 66 deaths reported on
Monday, 59 died with comor-
bidities.

Chennai continued to
show a fall in the number of
persons afflicted with Covid-
19. Out of the 4,328 tested pos-
itive on Monday, 1,140 were
from Chennai. 

Though the decrease in
the number of patients in
Chennai was not considerable,
the capital city is showing
trends that the pandemic has
been contained. Experts
attribute this to the fever clin-
ics launched by the Greater
Chennai Municipal
Corporation, according to G

Prakash, Corporation
Commissioner.

“High number of residents
being screened in fever clinics
has led to a declining trend for
the last 12 days in Chennai that
has a population of 87 lakh,”
said the corporation commis-
sioner. But the same could not
be said about the other districts.
The three neighbouring dis-
tricts of Chennai continued to
show high number of cases on
Monday too. 

Chengalpet (219),
Kancheepuram (352) and
Thiruvallur (337)  continued to
show upward movement in
the number of covid patients.
Districts like Madurai (464),
Thoothukudi (122), Ranipet
(126) and many other southern
districts continued to show
increased numbers despite the
efforts of the administration to
bring the pandemic under con-
trol.
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Kolkata: The dreaded virus has
claimed its first victim in State civil
services rank with senior WBCS
officer Debdatta Roy succumbing
to the disease on Monday,
Government sources said adding
Ray was tasked with the handling
of migrant workers.

“After contacting the disease
she was asked to remain in home
isolation. But as her condition
deteriorated she was hospitalised
where she finally succumbed,”
Health Department sources 
said.

33-year-old Ray, who was
posted as a Deputy Magistrate at
Chandannagar in Hooghly district,
died at a private hospital in
Serampore. She was a 2010 batch
WBCS (Executive) officer.

Meanwhile even as corona
situation worsened in Bengal a
dead body of a corona victim was
found lying for hours on the side-
walks of a street in Liluah in
Howrah, sources said adding the
elderly women was taken away by
the municipal staff after about five
hours.

Bengal had recorded about
30,000 positive cases with a recov-
ery rate of about 64 percent. The
State has thus far witnessed 932
deaths. PNS
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Notwithstanding the fact
that 449 persons were

diagnosed with Covid-19 on
Monday,  Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan said that
Kerala has the best coron-
avirus management pro-
gramme in the country. 

“There are attempts by
some sections to portray the
covid-19 management in the
State in poor light. Kerala has
the lowest Case Fatality Rate
which is even better than the
World Average. The Global
case fatality rate is 4.38, while
that of India is 2.67. But
Kerala’s CFR is 0.39 per cent,”
said the Chief Minister in his
interaction with the 
media.

He also said that while the
national average in the num-
ber of deaths per million was
17.1, Kerala’s average is 0.9 per
cent.

“Even in Test Positivity
Rate , Kerala is ahead of all
other States and that of the
world,” claimed Vijayan.

He also disclosed that
144 persons were infected
through social transmission
on Monday. “The day also

saw 713 persons getting
admitted to the hospitals and
this is the highest number to
be recorded on a single day.
As on Monday, there are
4,376 undergoing treatment
in hospitals in the State,” said
the chief minister.

Vijayan said a sense of
ennui has set in among health
workers and volunteers due to
the repetitious nature of the
kind of work. 

“We are in the process of
intensifying People’s Defence
against the pandemic,” he
said. Without naming the
Opposition, the chief minis-
ter repeated the charge that
there are attempts by some
section to derail the
Government’s good work in
containing the covid-19 pre-
ventive measures.

As on Monday, there were
223 hotspots in the State.
Vijayan said that till date 2.44
lakh samples have been sent
for testing.

The Chief Minister also
said that the health depart-
ment was making all arrange-
ments to face any situation
arising out of further surge in
the number of covid-19 
cases.

Jammu: In another successful
operation, the joint teams of
security forces on Monday
gunned down two more ter-
rorists of Pakistan based Jaish-
e-Mohammad (JeM) terror
outfit in Srigufwara area of
Anantnag district. 

This is the second success-
ful operation in the last 48
hours in Kashmir valley. Three
Lashkar-e- Toiba  (LeT) ter-
rorists including two Pakistani
nationals were earlier gunned
down by the security forces in
Rebban area of Sopore in
Baramulla district.

Since July 1, a total num-
ber of 11 terrorists have been
neutralised by the security
forces in six encounters.

According to a police
spokesman, “One of the killed
terrorists has been identified as
Nasir alias Shahbaz alias Baz
Bai,a Pakistan resident. He was
listed as ‘A’ category terrorist,

while the identification of the
other killed terrorist is being
ascertained.

Police spokesman said, the
operation was launched in the
area on  the basis of a specific
input generated by Anantnag
Police regarding presence of
terrorists in Srigufwara area of
Anantnag.

“During the search opera-
tion when the firct contact
was established with the hiding
terrorists they were given the
opportunity to surrender, how-
ever they fired indiscriminate-
ly upon the joint search party,
which was retaliated leading to
an encounter”, police
spokesman said.

“In the indiscriminate fir-
ing by terrorists, one woman
received gunshot injuries. She
was shifted to hospital for
treatment where her condition
is stated to be stable”,police
spokesman said. PNS
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Amid rising incidents of cross
border firing especially in

the Hiranagar sector of Kathua
district, Chief of Army Staff
(COAS), General MM Naravane
on Monday reviewed the current
security situation and opera-
tional readiness of the troops
deployed on ground in Jammu-
Pathankot region during his
visit to the forward areas of the
Rising Star Corps.

During his interaction with
the field formation comman-
ders, Gen Naravane reinstated
the fact of ‘Zero tolerance’
against the ceasefire violations by
Pakistan and infiltration
attempts by terrorists.  

In Jammu, Defence PRO Lt-
Col Devender Anand said,  “the
army chief was separately briefed
by Lt Gen Upendra Dwivedi,
GOC, Rising Star Corps on the
operational preparedness, up-
gradation of security infra-
structure and the internal secu-
rity matters.”

According to official
sources, for the last couple of
days Pakistani rangers have
been regularly targeting  sever-
al border outposts of Border
Security Guards in a bid to divert

their attention while pushing
groups of heavily armed infil-
trators via the Hira Nagar sec-
tor.

This route is considered
the traditional route of infiltra-
tion by the handlers of infiltra-
tors. Kashmir bound truckers
ferry arms consignment and
even terrorists in small batches
via the same route. So far two
such attempts have been foiled
by the alert security personnel
and on both the occasions the
terrorists were neutralized before
they could reach Kashmir valley.

Earlier, on his arrival in
Jammu, the Army Chief was
received by Lt Gen RP Singh,
GOC-in-C Western Command,
Lt Gen Upendra Dwivedi, GOC
Rising Star Corps, Maj Gen VB
Nair, GOC Tiger Division and
Air Cmde AS Pathania, AOC,
Air Force station, Jammu 

Defence PRO, Lt Col
Devender Anand in a press
statement said, “After attending
a briefing, the Army Chief
accompanied by GOC Tiger
Division reviewed operational
preparedness in forward areas.
He interacted with the field
formation Commanders and
troops on ground during the for-
ward area tour.  The General also
visited the forward areas of
Gurj Division and was briefed by
Maj Gen YP Khanduri, GOC
Gurj Division.

The Army Chief also
addressed all ranks of Western
Command through video 
conferencing and lauded the
morale of the troops. He
expressed complete confidence
in Indian Army’s capabilities to
thwart any misadventure by the
enemies of our country and han-
dle any situation. 
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Swapna Suresh and Sandeep
Nair, who were arrested by

the National Investigation
Agency on Saturday from
Bangalore in connection with
Gold Smuggling through
Thiruvananthapuram Airport
were on Monday sent to NIA
Custody for eight days by a
Special Court at Kochi.

The NIA officials informed
the Court that both of them
have to be questioned in custody
as the charges against them
were grave and of national
importance. The duo have been
smuggling gold into the coun-
try using diplomatic channel
and the smuggled gold was
being used for anti-national
activities like terrorism and to
subvert the country’s economy.

The Agency also told that
Swapna, who was a former
employee of the UAE Consulate
had got counterfeit diplomatic
seals and certificates to smuggle
the gold through diplomatic
channel. She was helped in the
operations by Sandeep, said the
agency.

The Special Court judge P

Krishnakumar asked the NIA to
produce the duo before the
court on July21. The agency told
the court that it was in posses-
sion of all documents and evi-
dences to prove their charges..

The smuggling making use
of the diplomatic route was
happening since 2019, said the
agency officials. Swapna was a
former staff of the UAE
Consulate at
Thiruvananthapuram but her
services were terminated fol-
lowing charges of improper
conduct. She got the diplomat-
ic seal of the UAE Consulate
made through the contacts she
developed during her tenure in
the Consulate.

Meanwhile there are reports
that the NIA is likely to inter-
rogate some prominent per-
sons including film personalities
in connection with gold smug-
gling.  

Earlier in the day, Rameez,
a Malappuram based Muslim
League leader who was held by
the Customs officials in con-
nection with the smuggling
case was sent to the custody of
the Customs for seven days by
a special court in Kochi.
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The Travancore Royal Family, erstwhile rulers
of Kerala, expressed their satisfaction over

Monday's Supreme Court verdict that quashed
the 2011 Kerala High Court verdict which had
removed the Family's hold over the management
of the Sree Padmanabha Temple, the centuries
old shrine at Thiruvananthapuram. . “This is the
blessing by Lord Padmanabha and I don’t have
words to express our gratitude to the lakhs of
people who had prayed for us. We are the servile
of Lord Ananthapadmanabha  and will remain
so in future. 

This is a victory for Lord
Ananthapadmanabha and he has blessed his
devotees with this verdict,” said Aswathi
Thirunal Gowri Lakshmi Bayi , eminent writer
and a member of the Travancore Royal Family.

Kadakampalli Surendran, Kerala Minister
for Devaswom (temple administration) said the
Government welcomed the Supreme Court. “We
will take the future course of action after study-
ing the verdict,” said Surendran at
Thiruvananthapuram.

Govind Bharathan, senior advocate, Kerala
High Court , said the Supreme Court verdict

delivered on Monday is a victory  of not only
the Travancore Royal family but the Hindus in
the country too. “A secular government does not
have the right to meddle with the rituals asso-
ciated with the temple and this verdict sub-
stantiates and underscores that tradition. With
this judgement the Supreme Court has spoiled
the designs of the Kerala Government to take
control of the temple properties,” said Bharathan
who was in the forefront of agitations against
the attempts by various governments to take over
the temple.

K Ramkumar, senior advocate, Kerala High
Court welcomed the verdict. “The Supreme
Court has upheld the rights of the Travancore
Royal Family in the administration and man-
agement of the Temple. This is a victory for
Hindus and all believers in the State. The Kerala
High Court had taken the rights of the Royal
Family by its 2011 verdict, a painful chapter in
Kerala’s history. The Royal Family had dedicat-
ed everything under its possession for the wel-
fare of the people but the so called democratic
governments were trying to usurp the treasure
stored in the chambers of the Temple. The
Supreme Court has atoned for the action of the
Kerala high Court,” said Ramkumar. 
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Ahead of the arrival of tourists in Jammu
& Kashmir, via air route from July 14,

the situation is turning grim especially in
Kashmir valley.  On Monday, 314 fresh cases
of coronavirus were detected taking the total
tally to 10,827. Out of this, 4,545 are active
positive cases in the region. 

As most parts of Srinagar witnessed
complete lockdown across 88 containment
zones,  225 fresh cases of coronavirus were
detected in Kashmir valley alone. Out of this,
101 cases tested positive from Srinagar dis-
trict while eight more deaths due to Covid-
19 were reported from Kashmir division,
taking the total tally to 187. 

At present 1,236 cases were active pos-
itive in Srinagar district alone followed by
1326 cases in Baramulla and 1,021 in
Kulgam district. 

The downtown areas of Srinagar and the
main city centre, Lal Chowk observed
complete lockdown in the wake of a spike
in the number of cases of coronavirus.  

No official function was observed at the
Mazar-e-Shahuda located in Shehar-e-
Khaas. Concertina wires were spread and the
main gates also remained closed. No polit-
ical leader was permitted to offer floral trib-
utes inside the premises.

Anantnag, Kupwara and Ganderbal
districts also observed lockdown to contain
the spread of coronavirus.
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With the doubling rate for Covid-19 cases in the
country’s commercial capital having increased

to 50 days, Mumbai Municipal Commissioner IS
Chahal on Monday  made it clear that there is no
plan to re-impose lockdown in the metropolis.

“The coronavirus situation in Mumbai is total-
ly under control. There is no need for re-imposing
lockdown in Mumbai,” Chahal said, while talking
to a regional television channel.

In what has come as a big relief to the
Mumbaikars is that the doubling rate for Covid-19
cases – which was three days on March 22, rose to
15 days on April 5 and increased further to 30 days
on June 22 –has gone up 50 days on July 10.

In the case of suburbs like Bandra, Khar (east)
and Santa Cruz – which fall under H-East ward –
the doubling period has gone up to 154 days.

Chahal said that the testing done by the
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) had
gone up from 4,000 to 6,800 every day. “However,
the total number of positive cases has come down
from 1,400 to 1,200 now,” the city chief said.

Of these 1,200 to 1400 positive cases, the symp-
tomatic cases are less than 200. “That being the case,
the BMC needs only 200 beds daily,” Chahal said.

“We have put in place Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) to streamline allocation of Covid-
19 beds to the patients.  Now it is essential for the
private labs to submit reports of the patients with-
in 24 hours of testing. Soon after that we will under-
take contract tracing and isolate those who have
come in contact with the positive patients, “ Chahal
said.
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On Monday, the CLP passed a resolution support-
ing the Gehlot-led Government in the State after in a
major show of strength of 102 MLAs.

Congress sources claimed that the group support-
ing Pilot wanted key portfolios like Home and Finance
for its nominees and wanted the party to retain Pilot as
Rajasthan Congress chief. 

Sources also claimed that also on the table were
demands to make four MLAs, supporting Pilot, Ministers
in the Gehlot Cabinet as well as have a say in deciding
50 per cent of the candidates in the upcoming Panchayat
polls in the State. Pilot, so far, has not issued any public
statement in this political imbroglio. 

Sources have said at least 12 MLAs loyal to Pilot are
camping with him in Delhi, the Congress leader claims
to have the support of 30 legislators while he was simul-
taneously in touch with BJP which Pilot himself has
denied.

“The doors of the Congress were, are, and will be
open for Pilot to come and hold discussions,” Surjewala
said same time cautioning that personal ambitions of lead-
ers will not be allowed to destroy the party. A Pilot aide
said the CM’s back garden is not the place to prove major-
ity and it is done in the Assembly. “If they have num-
bers as claimed, why not do a head count and take them
to the Governor instead of moving them to hotel,” he said
on the claims of Gehlot and the Congress.

The resolution passed at the CLP meet said, “This
ripping off of democracy by BJP is insult to eight crore
people of Rajasthan, they’ll not accept it. CLP meet
expresses its confidence in Congress president Sonia and
leader Rahul, and unanimously supports the Government
led by Gehlot.” Soon after the CLP the Gehlot camp leg-
islators were put in a resort near Jaipur. Pilot has been
upset since he was denied the Rajasthan Chief Minister’s
post after the December 2018 Assembly elections. Pilot
has claimed that the Gehlot Government is in minori-
ty and that he has the support of over 30 MLAs in the
200-member Assembly.

According to sources, top Congress leaders who
spoke to Pilot have asked him not to rebel against the
Chief Minister and assured him that his grievances would
be redressed at the party level.

Pilot has raised a banner of revolt against Gehlot,
after the special operations group (SOG) of Rajasthan
Police sent a notice to him for appearing before it in the
case involving “horse-trading” of MLAs in the State. The
SOG has registered an FIR in this regard and has also
sent notices to the Chief Minister, chief whip of
Congress and some Ministers and MLAs.
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He said blaming the BJP would not do any good as
Gehlot has not been able to keep his Government intact
as “MLAs are not happy with him”. 

“The Congress State Chief himself feels sidelined,”
Mathur said. BJP Rajasthan president Satish Punia

claimed that young leaders have always been “neglect-
ed and sidelined” in the Congress and asserted that it is
time Congress government in Rajasthan should go “as
it has lost the confidence of people.”
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The sources said Sharma had received around Rs 96.7
crore from Mauritius and has stakes in the hotel. Sharma
and Vaibhav are allegedly business partners. Sharma was
summoned for questioning by the ED four days back and
Vaibhav is also likely to be summoned by the ED, sources
said. As many as 80 officers of IT Department were
involved in the searches launched early this morning in
Delhi, Jaipur, Mumbai and Kota and other places over
alleged tax case against the Congress leaders in Rajasthan.

Such moves in the midst of the political crises have
led to allegations of arm twisting the Opposition by
exploiting the investigative agencies under the Centre.
Several Congress leaders have said that the BJP was using
the probe agencies to deestablise a duly elected
Government.
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He added, however that “all angles are being inves-
tigated … things will be clearer after post mortem.”

Roy’s death is yet another instance of mysterious
hanging of BJP men after a couple of local saffron lead-
ers were found hanging from trees in Purulia district
in 2019.

Expressing shock at the “murder” of Roy, BJP pres-
ident JP Nadda said, “The suspected heinous killing
of Debendra Nath Ray, is extremely shocking and
deplorable. This speaks of the Gunda Raj and failure
of law and order in the Mamata Government.”

Dismissing North Dinajpur TMC president KL
Agarwal’s statement rejecting any foul play in Roy’s
death, Bengal BJP president Dilip Ghosh said, “The
cold-blooded murder of Hemtabad BJP MLA is shock-
ing and unfortunate. We demand a CBI investigation
as the State Government will not do fair enquiry. We
will launch protest movements all across the State.”

He wondered “how there was no mud or water
on a person’s clothing who committed suicide a mile
away from his house in a rainy night,” while Union
Minister and local MP Debashree Chowdhury who
rushed to the spot soon after smelt Trinamool
Congress’ “politics of systematic elimination,” behind
Roy’s death. “We want CBI investigation and not a
thing less,” she said. The State unit of the party has
requested President Ramnath Kovind for an audience
regarding the issue, Ghosh said.

The BJP which launched protest rallies through-
out Bengal on Monday called a 12-hour bandh in
North Bengal on Tuesday. From Wednesday onwards,
they will hold dharna outside police stations across
North Dinajpur District.

Refuting charges brought by the BJP senior Bengal

Minister, Firhad Hakim said, “It has been the tactic
of the BJP to play narrow politics with corpses. But
they will not succeed in this dirty game as truth will
definitely come out.” On demand of CBI probe he said,
“The Bengal Police is more efficient than the CBI and
has solved more cases than them. So the State police
will handle the case and bring out the truth.”

Meanwhile, the case was reportedly handed
over to the Criminal Investigation Department
(CID), sources said.
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In another post, PM Modi tweeted “During our
interaction, @sundarpichai and I spoke about the new
work culture that is emerging in the times of
COVID-19. We discussed the challenges the global
pandemic has brought to areas such as sports. We also
talked about the importance of data security and cyber
safety.” A statement from his office said that during
the interaction, the Prime Minister “remarked that
India is amongst the most open economies in the
world”.  The Prime Minister “discussed the issue of
data security and concerns around privacy,” adding
that “tech companies need to put in efforts to bridge
the trust deficit”.
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While making an interim arrangement to man-
age the affairs of the temple, the apex court said that
it will remain in force till a fresh committee is set up
and all the members of the committee must be Hindus.

The controversy over the administration and man-
agement of the historic temple was pending in the apex
court for last nine years in the wake of charges of
alleged financial irregularities.

Even after India’s independence, the temple con-
tinued to be governed by a trust controlled by the erst-
while royal family for whom Lord Padmanabha
(Vishnu) is their family deity.

The top court had on April 10 last year reserved
its judgment on the appeals against the high court’s
verdict. The high court had directed the State
Government to take steps to set up a body or a trust
to take control of the temple, its assets and manage-
ment and to run the temple in accordance with the
traditions. It had on May 2, 2011 stayed the high
court’s direction regarding taking over of the assets
and management of the temple. The top court had
also directed that there shall be a detailed inventory
of the articles, valuables, ornaments in Kallaras
(vaults).  On July 8, 2011, the apex court had said that
“opening of kallara ‘B’ is to be kept in abeyance till
further orders”. In July 2017, the apex court had said
it would examine the claims that one of the vaults the
temple contained extraordinary treasure with “mys-
tical” energy.
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With no major let up in the
Covid-19 situation in

Maharashtra, the total number
of infections crossed 2.6 lakh
mark on Monday, as 6,497
more people tested positive
for the pandemic, while 193
fresh deaths were reported
from various parts of the state.

With fresh infections and
fatalities, the total number of
infected cases mounted to
2,60,924, while the total deaths
jumped to 10482.

Of the total 193 deaths,
Thane accounted for 59 deaths
and for the fifth day this
month, and the city surpassed
Mumbai which today record-

ed 47 deaths
Apart from 59 deaths

recorded in Thane  and 47
deaths in Mumbai, there were 30
deaths in Pune, ten in Nashik,
eight in Jalgaon, seven Solapur,
six in Palghar, five in Raigad,
three each in Aurangabad,
Osmanabad and Sangli, two
each in Ahmednagar, Dhule,
Latur and Akola and one 1 each
in Amravati, Washim, Nagpur
and Bhandara.

With 47 deaths, the total
number of deaths in Mumbai
went up from 5,288 to 5,335
now, while the number of infect-
ed cases in the metropolis rose
by 1,158 cases to touch 94,146.

With 63778 infected cases
and 1705 deaths, Thane con-

tinued to be the second worst
hit district in Maharashtra.

Pune, which has emerged
as the third worst affected dis-
trict in terms of spread of the
pandemic, has recorded 40180
infections and 1127 deaths till
now.

In a related development,
the total number of   patients
discharged from various hos-
pitals after full recovery since
the second week of March this
year touched 1,44,507. The
recovery rate in the state stood
at 55.38 per cent. The mortal-
ity rate in the state is 4.02 per
cent. The state health authori-
ties pegged the number of
“active cases” in the state at
1,05,637.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) has arrest-

ed two accused in an Islamic
State Khorasan Province
(ISKP) case, including a jour-
nalism student, a 22 year old
girl from Maharashtra.

On Sunday, NIA teams
carried out searches in Pune
and arrested the two accused
persons—Nabeel S Khatri
(27), a resident of Pune and
Sadiya Anwar Sheikh (22)
who hails from Phulenagar,
Yerwada, Pune in connec-
tion with  Islamic State
Khorasan Province (ISKP)
Case, NIA Spokesperson said

in a statement.
Nabeel S Khatri runs a

gym in Pune while Sadiya
Sheikh is a 2nd year student
of Mass Communications and
Journalism at Baramati.

This case was initially
registered by Delhi Police
Special Cell on March 8 this
year after the arrest of a
Kashmiri couple —Jahanzaib
Sami Wani and his wife Hina
Bashir Beigh from Jamia
Nagar, Okhla Vihar, Delhi.

“The couple was having
affiliations with ISKP, which
is a banned terrorist organi-
sation and is a part of ISIS,
and was found to be involved
in subversive and anti-nation-

al activities. They were also
found to be in touch with
Abdullah Basith, who is
already lodged in Tihar jail in
another NIA case (ISIS Abu
Dabhi module),”  the
spokesperson said.

The investigation has
revealed that accused Sadiya
Sheikh was continuously in
touch with Jahanzaib Sami,
Hina Bashir  Beigh and
Abdullah Basith on various
secure messaging applications
and deliberating on ways to
propagate the ideology of
ISIS and further its activities
in India. 

They were trying to build
up a cadre of ISIS in India by
recruiting gullible youth for
terrorist activities, the agency
further said.

It has also come to light
that along with Jahanzeb Sami
and Abdullah Basith, accused
Nabeel Khatri was also active-
ly involved in the planning to
carry out violent terrorist
attacks in India by arranging
logistic support such as pro-
curement of weapons, fake
SIM cards and assembling of
Improvised Explosive Devices

(IEDs) to further the activities
of ISIS in India. 

He was continuously in
contact with Jahanzeb on var-

ious secure messaging plat-
forms, the official said.

It has also been revealed
that Sadiya Sheikh was in con-

tact with ISIS recruiters
through social media since
2015. She was planning to exe-
cute a terrorist attack in Jammu

& Kashmir and was detained
by J&K Police in 2018.

The two arrested accused
will be produced before NIA

Special Court, New Delhi.
Further investigation in the
case is continuing, agency
added. 
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Banned Pakistani terror
group Jaish-e-Mohammad’s

Chief Maulana Masood Azhar
has in a statement welcomed
conversion of Hagia Sophia
musuum into a mosque in
Turkey and expressed hope
that Ram Mandir in Ayodhya
would also become a mosque
at some point in time.

Ayodhya has been on the
radar of the JeM for a long time
and Azhar had issued a video in
2018 threatening to return the
then defunct mosque to the
Muslims. The issue has also
been exploited by the terror out-
fits, including JeM, to recruit a
section of the gullible youth
from a particular community to
join their ranks to further their

nefarious agenda in the country.
This besides, such fault lines are
also exploited by the Pakistan
Army-ISI and their jehadi
cohorts to get traction of the
fringe elements of the minority
community to disturb harmony
by enlisting their support for
logistics and supporting their
sleeper cells to carry out terror
attacks.

The JeM has been respon-
sible for major terror attacks in
India beginning from the hit on
the Parliament House in 2001 to

Pathankot Air Base  and Army
Base in Uri (2016) and Pulwama
(2019) among others.    

Intelligence assessments
here suggest the Jaish could tar-
get multiple controversial reli-
gious sites in the region, includ-
ing in India, ahead of Muslim
festival of Bakrid later this
month. The Intelligence agen-
cies are seized of the issue and
counter-measures are being
planned accordingly, sources
said.

Interestingly, Azhar has also
justified the hostage taking of
people, including seven Chinese
engineers, at Lal Masjid in 2007.
China had defended Azhar
against India’s bid to ban him by
the United Nations. Azhar is also
believed to be harbouring some
Uyghur groups that are waging

a struggle against Chinese
oppression in the Xinjiang
province.

Meanwhile, the Tahreek-e-
Taliban Pakistan (TTP) or the
Pakistani Taliban has upped
the ante against the Pakistani
security forces and fatally hitting
them almost on a daily basis.
The outfit is also opposed
against exploitation of the local
resources by the Chinese
through mining rights and other
projects in the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The Paksitan-Army and ISI
have also formed fictitious
Baloch groups to target Chinese
interests and extract more funds
from Beijing to provide securi-
ty to their business interests, a
counter-terrorism expert said.

The TTP operates along

the Pak-Afghan border inhab-
ited largely by the tribals and is
opposed to the oppression of
their lot by the Pakistani Army
and other agencies.

The way Azhar has force-
fully mentioned Hagia Sophia,
Babri Masjid and Lal Masjid in
his speeches and internal com-
munication indicates the terror
group, under the patronage of
the ISI, has hatched a grand con-
spiracy to execute some major
nefarious designs.

During the last six months,
both Azhar and Lashkar-e-
Tayyaba have praised the
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan about five to six times.
This could be an indication
that the terror masterminds see
a godfather in Erdogan. 
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The Supreme Court on
Monday said it would hear

on July 24 the pleas filed by for-
eigners challenging the Centre’s
orders that blacklisted more
than 2,700 citizens of 35 coun-
tries from travelling to India for
10 years for alleged involve-
ment in Tablighi Jamaat activ-
ities.

The matter came up for
hearing through video-con-
ferencing before a bench head-
ed by Justice A M Khanwilkar.

Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, representing the Centre,
requested the bench to adjourn
the matter for two weeks.

The bench said the matter
would be taken up for hearing
on Friday next week. 

The Centre had 
earlier sought dismissal of the
pleas and informed the top
court on July 2 that it has
issued individual orders on a
case-to-case basis for cancel-
lation of visas and blacklisting
of 2,765 foreign nationals.

As per the information
available, 205 FIRs have been
lodged against the foreign
Tablighi Jamaat members by
11 states and 2,765 such for-
eigners have been blacklisted
so far, the Centre had said in
its affidavit.

Of these, visas of 2,679 for-
eigners (including 9 Overseas
Citizen of India (OCI) card
holders) have been cancelled,
it had said, adding that
remaining 86 include Nepal
nationals who do not require
visa. 

The top court was also
informed by the Centre that
1,906 Look Out Circulars
(LOCs) were issued against
foreign Tablighi Jamaat mem-
bers and 227 left India before
the issuance of LOCs/Black
Listing.
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The Supreme Court
Monday asked the Madras

High Court to decide the
pleas, including one filed by
Tamil Nadu Government,
against the Centre’s decision
not to grant 50 per cent quota
to OBCs in medical seats
surrendered by the state in all
India quota for under gradu-
ate, post graduate and dental
courses in 2020-21.

A bench of Justices L
Nageswara Rao and Hemant
Gupta said the high court
should decide the plea of the
state government and others
irrespective of the pendency
of another case here.

In a hearing conducted
via video link, the top court
said, “All the contention
raised in petitions (before it)
should be decided by the
High Court” and requested
the High Court to deal with
the case.

Earl ier,  the State
Government had moved the
Supreme Court on July 2
seeking a direction to the
High Court to expeditiously
decide its plea challenging the
Centre’s decision not to grant
50 per cent quota to OBCs in
medical seats surrendered by
the state in all India quota for
UG, PG and dental courses in
2020-21.

It had assailed the June 22
high court  order which
refused to grant any interim
order on the OBC quota row
saying that a similar petition
was already scheduled to be
heard by the Supreme Court.

The apex court, which
was scheduled to hear the
case titled as Saloni Kumar
versus Union of Kndia on
July 8, has adjourned the hear-
ing and had fixed the case for
a later date.

The High Court had fixed
the state’s plea on quota on July
9.

The State Government
and some political parties such
as DMK, All India Anna
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK), CPI (M), Tamil
Nadu Congress Committee
and CPI had moved the high
court after the Supreme Court,
on June 11, refused to enter-
tain their petitions and asked
them to approach the high
court.

“Direct the High Court to
expeditiously hear and dispose
of the writ petitions...,” the
state government said in its
plea before the top court.

The High Court has in
effect declined to take up the
writ petitions in spite of the
fact that the Respondents
(Centre, MCI and others) had
virtually conceded to the
prayer sought for in the writ
petition.

“The High Court has
failed to appreciate that the
respondents are stalling adju-
dication of the issue. The

(High) Court has been misled
by the Respondent’s con-
tentions and has unjustifiably
kept the Petitioner’s writ peti-
tion in abeyance till this court
issues orders in an ostensibly
identical matter...,” it said.

The high court had
refused to pass any interim
order on the pleas after taking
note of the Centre’s 
submission that since 1986 no
reservation has been provided
in the AIQ (All-India quota)
seats for medical admission as
per the apex court directive.

“The same was modified
after 10 years, providing reser-
vation for SC/ST. In 2015,
pleas were moved seeking
OBC reservation, which is
still pending before the apex
court, which has to take a call
and modify the order,” the
counsel for the Centre had told
the High Court.

The State Government
and various political parties
have challenged the Centre’’s
decision not to grant 50 per
cent reservation to OBCs as
per Tamil Nadu law.
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The Centre on Monday said
that private hospitals

empanelled under the Central
Government Health Scheme
(CGHS) will charge from
beneficiaries the rates pre-
scribed by the Delhi
Government for COVID-19
treatment till their States fix
their own charges. 

Last  month,  the
Government had decided to
reimburse the cost of pulse
oximeter (per family) pur-
chased by Central
Government Health Scheme
(CGHS) beneficiaries in case
infected by the Covid-19.

An of f ice 
memorandum issued by the
CGHS director said the rates
for treatment of COVID-19 in
private-empanelled hospitals
for CGHS beneficiaries shall
be as per the package rate pre-
scribed by the state govern-
ment concerned.

“In case, no such rate has
been prescribed by the state
government in any CGHS
city, the rates prescribed by
the government of NCT
Delhi, shall be applicable till
rates are notified by the 
concerned state government,”
the memorandum dated July
10, 2020 read.

The Delhi Government
last month issued an order
fixing the cost of a Covid-19
isolation bed in any private
hospital in the range of Rs
8,000-10,000 and an ICU bed
with ventilator at �15,000-
18,000 per day.

According to the memo-
randum, the Union Health
Ministry had received repre-
sentations regarding clarifi-
cations and guidelines on
rates applicable for treatment
at  private healthcare 
organisations empanelled
under the CGHS, following
which the matter was
reviewed.

For non-Covid-related
treatment in private hospitals
empanelled under the
scheme, the normal CGHS
package rate shal l  be 
admissible, the memorandum
stated.

The Covid-19 test shall be
permitted as per the 
Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) guidelines
and the CGHS rate shall be as
per the rates fixed by state
governments or actual,
whichever may be less.

“If the State Government
has not notified such rates,
the rates prescribed by the
ICMR are applicable till rates
are notif ied by State
Government,” it said.
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Mothers, newborns, young
children and adolescents

are losing 20 per cent of their
health and social services due
to the Covid-19 pandemic
across the world, according to
the UN Secretary-General’s
Independent Accountability
Panel (IAP).

“Health systems in both
rich and poor nations are
massively struggling and the
services for mothers, new-
borns, young children and
adolescents are crumbling,”
said Elizabeth Mason, co-
chair of the UN Secretary-
General’s  Independent
Accountability Panel (IAP)
for Every Woman, Every
Child, Every Adolescent
reviewing the impact of
Covid-19 on these groups.

“Especially worrisome are
declines in access to life-sav-
ing vaccines for children and
maternal health services due
to closures and movement
restrictions. Immunisation

campaigns are being halted
and health workers are being
diverted from maternity to
COVID-19 units,” Dr Mason
added.

The Panel provided an
overview of estimated impacts
from COVID-19 pandemic
on women, newborns, young
children and adolescents since
its start in January. The data
was disturbing.

The report said that 5.3
million deaths in children
under 5 by pre-pandemic
estimates, and over 400,000
additional deaths due to the 
infection-related disruptions
in services. 

Similarly, 2.5 million
newborn deaths pre-pan-
demic, with a minimum of
168,000 additional deaths
estimated while 295,000
maternal deaths were pre-
pandemic, with an addition-
al 24,400 additional deaths
estimated. Atleast, 13.5 mil-
lion children missed vaccina-
tions against life-threatening
diseases while more than 20
countries reported vaccine

shortages caused by the pan-
demic.

Also,  said the panel
sround 42-66 million children
risk falling into extreme
poverty even as some 370 mil-
lion children are missing
school meals.

“These new findings show
how weak our health sys-
tems are at protecting moth-
ers, newborns, young children
and adolescents,” says Joy
Phumaphi, co-chair of the
Panel and former WHO
Assistant Director-General.
“We are at a point where
decades of progress for this
group could be easi ly
reversed.”

The COVID-19 pandem-
ic has interrupted steady
progress and has led to
increased poverty and unem-
ployment. 

Early data finds women
experience not only loss of
various categories of support
and social safety nets, but also
an inability to access
increased support, compared
to men.
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Becoming infected with
SARS-CoV-2 or Covid-19

not only triggers substantial
respiratory pathology, but also
results into plethora of extra-
pulmonary manifestations
such as thrombotic complica-
tions, myocardial dysfunction,
acute coronary syndromes,
acute kidney injury, gastroin-
testinal symptoms, hyper-
glycemia and ketosis, neuro-
logic illnesses, ocular symp-
toms, and dermatologic com-
plications among others.

According to researchers,
SARS-CoV-2 seems to employ
mechanisms for receptor
recognition similar to those
used by prior virulent coron-
aviruses such as SARS-CoV,
causing the SARS epidemic of
2003.

“The coronavirus spike
protein facilitates entry of the
virus into target cells. The
spike subunit of SARS-CoV
and that of SARS CoV-2
engage ACE2 (angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2) as an
entry receptor. In addition,
cell entry requires priming of
the spike protein by the cellu-
lar serine protease TMPRSS2
or other proteases.

“In addition, the efficien-
cy with which the virus binds
to ACE2 is a key determinant
of transmissibility, as shown in
studies of SARS-CoV. Recent
studies have demonstrated
higher affinity of binding of
SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2 than of
SARS-CoV to ACE2, which
may partially explain the
increased transmissibility of
SARS-CoV-2,” explained the
researchers.

Covid-19 seems to strike
the elderly and immunocom-
promised the hardest, along
with any of us with underlying
health conditions such as dia-
betes, heart and lung disease.
But the young shouldn’t take
anything for granted -- there
have been deaths among peo-
ple aged 20 to 50, as well.

T h r o m b o c y t o p e n i a ,
although often mild (in 5–36%
of admissions), is associated
with worse patient outcomes
while Acute kidney injury
(AKI) is a frequent complica-
tion of the infection and is
associated with mortality. In
China, the reported incidence
of AKI in hospitalized patients
with Covid-19 ranged from 0.5
per cent to 29 per cent. Studies
from the USA have reported
much higher rates of AKI.

The incidence of gastroin-
testinal manifestations has
ranged from 12% to 61% in
patients with COVID-
1 9 5 , 1 5 8 , 1 5 9 , 1 6 0 , 1 6 1 .
Gastrointestinal symptoms
may be associated with a
longer duration of illness but
have not been associated with
increased mortality, as per a
review article published in the
journal Nature (Medicine).

The researchers reviewed
a recent meta-analysis of 29
studies (of which the majority
are from China), the pooled
prevalence of individual symp-
toms was reported, including
that of anorexia (21 per cent),
nausea and/or vomiting (7 per
cent), diarrhea (9 per cent),
and abdominal pain (3 per
cent). In a study from the
USA, a higher prevalence of
these symptoms was reported
(anorexia, 34.8 per cent; diar-
rhea, 33.7 per cent; and nausea,
26.4 per cent).

SARS-CoV-2 may also
directly damage the biliary
ducts by binding to ACE2 on
cholangiocytes There is grow-
ing evidence of neurologic
complications of COVID-19.
Neurologic and ophthalmo-
logic manifestations of Covid-
19, said the researchers.
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The National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI)

on Monday said it will partner
with institutes like the Indian
Institutes of Technology (IITs)
for improving the road infra-
structure ecosystem. The objec-
tive is to leverage the intellec-
tual prudence of students and
faculty towards improvement
of the road infrastructure
ecosystem of the country.

“In its endeavour to pro-
vide world-class National
Highways (NH) network,
NHAI has approached all IITs,
National Institutes of
Technology (NITs) and reput-
ed engineering colleges to col-
laborate and adopt nearby
stretches of NH, on voluntary
basis, as part of Institutional
Social Responsibility (ISR),”
the NHAI said in a statement.

The institutes along with its
faculty and students have bet-
ter appreciation of local
requirement, topography,
resource potential, among oth-
ers, and these vital inputs can
be utilised by NHAI during dif-
ferent stages of pre-construc-
tion, construction and opera-
tion of NH stretches, it said.

This decentralised
approach, besides building a
sense of participation in deci-
sion making, also provides an
opportunity to the students
for hands-on-learning, option
for internship and future areas
of research, it said.

Besides, the adoption of
stretch by institutes opens
avenue for access to important
data, which can be used to
improve the quality and safety

aspects of NH and enhance
local capacity of institutes in
terms of advanced lab and
simulation systems. “Adoption
of NH stretch by an institute
would facilitate stakeholder
engagement and help to miti-
gate the routine local problems
such as traffic movement, con-
gestion and immediate identi-
fication of accident prone sites,”
the statement said.

The highway users become
more empowered in resolving
local problems through the
institute and the Authority, it
said, adding that such instances
would help NHAI in under-
standing the local needs both
in present and future projects,
improve maintenance and rid-
ing comfort, and develop way-
side amenities for enhanced
user experience. “The overall
outcome shall be commuter
friendly and enjoyable ride on
the NH stretch,” NHAI said.

The statement said large
number of IITs, NITs and engi-
neering colleges has opted to
join the scheme and NHAI
officers have started mutual
consultation with directors of
the interested Institutes.
Memorandums of
Understanding (MoUs) are
being signed between the indi-
vidual institutes and NHAI for
institutionalization of the
scheme and bring reformative
improvements in the road
infrastructure of the country.
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The Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs

(MoHUA) has issued a notice
to news agency Press Trust of
India (PTI) for allegedly vio-
lating terms of the lease under
which it was allotted land for its
Sansad Marg office in Delhi
and asked to pay a penalty of
�84.48 crore within a month. 

The notice dated July 7,
issued by the ministry’s Land
and Development Office,
warned that an additional 10
per cent interest may need to be
coughed out by PTI if it fails to
furnish the concerned amount
within the stipulated time peri-
od.

This comes two weeks after
the Prasar Bharati expressed
displeasure over the news
agency’s recent interview with
China’s ambassador to India,
who said India was the aggres-
sor in the June 15 skirmish in
Galwan Valley and said that it
is reviewing its annual sub-
scription with the news agency.
Prasar Bharati is among PTI’s
biggest subscribers.

According to the min-
istry officials, the PTI office
is built on land leased to the
agency by the government.
The officials said PTI had not
paid ground rent since 1984.
“Since 1984, PTI has not paid
the ground rent. Besides, they
have misused the land-allot-
ment terms by converting the
basement into an office and
several unauthorised con-
struction was undertaken.
Under the lease term, the
basement is to be used only
for storage purposes,” officials
said.

The notice that sought Rs

84,48,23,281 argues that “the
less will be pleased to regu-
larise the breaches in the
premises temporarily up to
14.07.2020 and withdraw the
right of re-entry of the
premises subject to the fol-
lowing conditions being ful-
filled by you within 30 days
from the date of issue of this
letter.”

The notice adds that the
news agency must give an
undertaking on non-judicial
stamp paper stating that it will
pay the difference of “mis-
use/damage charges” if the
land rates are revised with ret-
rospective effect from April 1,
2016, and will also remove the
“breaches” by July 14, 2020 ,
or get them regularised by
paying charges. The Land
and Development Office
added that if the amount is
not paid in the stipulated
time period, an additional
10% interest may be levied.

“Further action to execute
the lease deed shall be subject
to complete payment and
putting to use of the premis-
es as per permissible under
the master plan,” the notice
read. The notice added that if
PTI did not comply with its
terms, the “concession of lim-
iting the penalty” will be
withdrawn.

Officials said that an
amount of �84 crore penalty
includes all these violations,
which the agency has failed to
address despite several notices
from us in the past. The
notice also warns that further
action to execute the deed has
to be subject to complete
payment and putting the
premise to use according to
the masterplan.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
strong message to Beijing from
Ladakh some days ago and the
global support he has garnered for
calling out China’s belligerence

marks a much-awaited change in India’s
approach to the coercive tactics of this trou-
blesome neighbour. China’s attempt to re-
draw the boundaries in the Galwan Valley
last month is only the latest in a long list of
such incursions it has resorted to. While the
brave soldiers of the Indian Army chal-
lenged the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
men at the site, one has not seen similar
assertiveness among Indian politicians,
especially in the past. 

This is something that is going on from
the days of former Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru, who seemed to have some
totally impractical and unrealistic notions
of friendship with China. Strangely, he
believed that ties with our neighbour
would improve with the passage of time and,
therefore, he went out of the way to build
bridges with that nation. This included his
eagerness to see China as a member of the
United Nations Security Council.

However, China has never really reci-
procated. It has shown no inclination to
resolve border-related issues so that there
be any finality to the demarcation of terri-
tories. It has preferred a Line of Actual
Control (LAC) to a regular border as the
vagueness of the description of a line sep-
arating the two nations enables it to nibble
away at land on our side. It has kept the pot
boiling for over seven decades. Apart from
this, China has, over the years, befriended
Pakistan, supplied it with arms and aided
its nuclear weapons programme. It has also
turned a blind eye to the terror factories that
are run by Pakistan to wage a proxy war
against India.

What does all this amount to? The truth
is that China is an enemy nation and the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is an
enemy organisation, as noted lawyer
Mahesh Jethmalani has opined recently.

Prime Minister Modi’s ringing message
from Ladakh, his Government’s firm resolve
to ban Chinese apps and scrap many big
projects, which were being awarded to
Chinese companies, must have come as a
shocker for our eastern neighbour. Never
before had an Indian leader spoken and
acted with such sternness. Modi’s declara-
tion that “the era of expansionism is over”
is a sharp message to China that it must
change its ways. It is also a message to the
rest of the world that India will not put up
with this kind of bullying any more.

The Prime Minister reminded China
and the world that expansionist policies tend
to destroy humanity and pose a grave threat
to world peace. History has also shown us
that such powers, which believed in or
attempted hegemonistic policies, have been
destroyed or forced to mend their ways. 

Modi’s reference to “expansionism”

and its deleterious effects on
world peace brought back the
dreadful memories of World
War II. Modi was telling the
world, without naming China,
that that country, too, was
behaving in a crazy way, with
confrontationist policies
towards many nations.

Hitler’s expansionist policy
made the Germans believe that
they were invincible; that they
could gobble up all the neigh-
bouring nations; and destroy the
UK, Russia and the allies led by
America. Hitler began his hege-
monistic misadventure with
the invasion of Austria, Poland
and Czechoslovakia. Then came
Norway, Denmark and
Belgium, Yugoslavia and Greece
followed by Luxembourg and
the Netherlands. When he
invaded France and later,
Russia, he had bitten more than
he could chew. 

Looking back, one can say
that was an act of extreme
arrogance by a nation which
was convinced about its invin-
cibility. China’s attempt to pro-
voke India along the LAC
comes alongside its attempts to
challenge the maritime and
sovereign rights of Japan,
Australia, Vietnam, South
Korea, Singapore and many
other nations. The latest count
says China has disputes with 23
nations, apart from going back
on the promises made vis-a-vis

Hong Kong and Taiwan. This is
a reminder to the world of the
reckless and irresponsible
behaviour of the Nazis 80 years
ago. Many nations, including
the US, Australia, Japan, France
and several members of the
ASEAN, have been highly crit-
ical of China after India blew the
whistle. 

The Prime Minister also
sent across two other very
important messages from
Ladakh — that only strength
begets peace and that India has
stepped up and will continue to
step up development of infra-
structure along the LAC. These
are very significant messages
indeed and are meant for the
domestic audience, which has
been made to believe that
neighbours will reciprocate
decency and cordiality for
decades. This myth needs to be
busted once and for all. 

China’s response to the
Prime Minister’s speech is
laughable. After having set itself
on a confrontation course for
many months, the Chinese
Foreign Ministry issued a state-
ment, saying this was not the
time to ratchet up tensions
along the border. It said India
should avoid a “strategic miscal-
culation” with regard to China.
This is strange because the way
the dice has rolled out, it is
China which has made “a strate-
gic miscalculation” on India.

The Chinese Army got a
shock when Indian soldiers
stood up to their bullying tac-
tics at Galwan and gave them a
bloody nose. Till today, China
has not had the courage to tell
the world the number of casu-
alties it suffered at Galwan.
This speaks a lot about the inner
strength of that nation.

There comes a time in the
life of every nation when it must
say “enough is enough.” India
must now get “Galwanised” to
deal with a hostile China. It is
going to be a long haul but what
is a decade or two in the life of
a nation? We are a nation of
1,350 million and in a couple of
decades, we will be the most
populous nation in the world.
The time has come for the
world at large and the Chinese
in particular to absorb this fact.
As the sociologists say “demog-
raphy is destiny.”

While the talks are on to
disengage at the border and the
Chinese Ambassador has issued
a placatory statement appealing
to Indians not to view China as
a “war-like” country, we should
not lower our guard. As the
Prime Minister has said more
than once, we need not put up
with those who cast an evil eye
on us. Also, pusillanimity does
not bring peace. Strength does. 

(The writer is an author spe-
cialising in democracy studies.
Views expressed are personal.)
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Sir — It is ironic that the US, the
nation with the highest COVID-
19 tally, has decided to withdraw
from the WHO. US President
Donald Trump has alleged that
the world body has been func-
tioning at the behest of China, the
country which he believes is
responsible for the spread of the
virus. China   promptly defend-
ed the WHO with vehement crit-
icism of the US stand. 

As it is, the US has a tradition
of withdrawing from groups and
contracts. Ever since Trump
assumed office, this has become
the new norm. There is no deny-
ing the fact that the WHO’s asso-
ciation with China in the wake of
the calamity has not been above
suspicion. The WHO has avoid-
ed direct criticism of China. And
the latter has only good words to
describe the world health body
and it has, thus, often reciprocat-
ed China’s goodwill. 

Nevertheless, the US’ move to
withdraw from the WHO is a per-
fect example of the country pur-
suing unilateralism. The move
also illustrates the foreign policy
followed by Trump. At a time
when nations are fighting a health

crisis, its pullout will impact the
way the world fights the pandem-
ic. The worst-hit will be the
developing countries and the
ones having high infection cases. 

Venu GS
Kollam
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Encounter the truth” (July 11).
Without any doubt, gangster
Vikas Dubey deserved severe

punishment — death penalty or
life sentence — but this should
have been done after all judicial
processes were observed. Police
brutality is unwarranted. That the
police took the law into its own
hands to deliver instant justice is

not only barbaric but also uncon-
stitutional. It wouldn’t be an
exaggeration to say that the
police-criminal-politician nexus
works to settle personal scores.
Such encounters are used routine-
ly by the police to eliminate the
criminals on the whims and fan-
cies of those in power. This needs
to change. The judiciary must
intervene.

Rati Singh
Via email
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Encounter the truth” (July 11).
With the death of the dreaded
gangster, Vikas Dubey, many
questions will remain unan-
swered and unexplained. Nobody
has any sympathy for the gangster
but the incident gives a sad mes-
sage where the police has acted as
prosecutor, judge and execution-
er. No civil society can digest such
a scenario. We need to focus on
the politico-criminal nexus. Time
for a change now.

AF Nadwi
Mumbai
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On June 26, three days after the father-son
duo, P Jayaraj and Bennix, died after being
brutally tortured in police custody in

Sathankulam in Tamil Nadu (TN), a non-gov-
ernmental organisation (NGO), the National
Campaign Against Torture (NCAT), brought out
its annual report for 2019. It revealed that a total
of 1,731 people had died in custody in India dur-
ing 2019, which is a whopping five deaths every
day. A majority of these deaths, 1,606, happened
in judicial custody and 125 in police custody, like
the present ones. 

The methods of torture used, like driving
nails in the body or rods through the private parts,
burning or other atrocious methods of torment
would put even the medieval Inquisition to
shame. It also highlighted that 75 per cent of the
victims belonged to poor and marginalised com-
munities or minorities, who have practically no
access to legal remedies. 

Investigations into these cases almost always
lead to closure without any culpability being
established and instances when someone is actu-
ally punished for the deaths are extremely rare.
The deaths are attributed to either “natural caus-
es” like prior illnesses and “injuries sustained prior
to police custody” or “unnatural causes” like sui-
cides. As per the statistics provided in the
National Crime Records Bureau’s (NCRB’s) lat-
est report on Crimes in India, 2018, in cases of
70 deaths in police custody, not even a single
arrest was made, let alone conviction. 

As per the Constitution of the country,
policemen are public servants and a police sta-
tion is considered a public property. Therefore,
the duty and the behaviour of a policeman must
conform to the country’s law, respect basic human
freedom and obey as well as maintain law and
order. However, the ground reality is far from this
and time and again, policemen are involved in
custodial violence and deaths.

To prevent custodial violence, elaborate
guidelines to be followed in all cases of arrest or
detention were prescribed by the Supreme
Court in its 1996 verdict in the DK Basu vs State
of West Bengal case, and subsequent judgments
made in 2001 and 2015. These guidelines are
observed only in their breach. Any inquiry by a
human rights group through the Right to
Information (RTI) Act or otherwise almost always
draws a blank, with the information sought being
“unavailable.” 

In 2015, Section 176 (1) of the Criminal
Procedure Code (CrPC) was amended by replac-
ing the earlier provision of inquiry by an
Executive Magistrate with that by a Judicial
Magistrate. This also is rarely conducted or con-
ducted mechanically, only to satisfy the formal-
ities. Only after the nationwide outrage after the
Sathankulam incident, the Madurai Bench of the
Madras High Court ordered a Judicial Magistrate’s
inquiry into the incident and the five policemen
were arrested in the case and transferred to the
Madurai Central Jail from Tuticorin. Now, the
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) is prob-
ing the case.

In 2006, the apex court also directed that
every State should have a Police Complaints
Authority where anyone can lodge a complaint
against policemen. Only a few States such as
Kerala, Jharkhand, Haryana, Punjab and
Maharashtra have set up the authority. But that
has not prevented custodial deaths — Punjab,

along with Uttar Pradesh (UP) and TN,
recorded the highest number of deaths
in police custody in 2019.

In 1994, in its 152nd report, the Law
Commission had remarked that despite
all legal and constitutional safeguards,
“The growing incidence of custodial tor-
ture and deaths has become a disturb-
ing factor in society and the gory tales
of dehumanising torture, assault and
deaths in the custody of police are being
reported almost in every morning
newspaper.” It observed that inquiries
are conducted as a mere formality. Even
more than 25 years later, things have not
changed one bit on the ground. At best
a monetary compensation is offered by
the State. In the TN case, the State
Government announced a compensa-
tion of �20 lakh and the DMK’s
Thoothukudi MP Kanimozhi declared
a compensation of �25 lakh for the
bereaved family. However, this is not
enough to make up for the loss of the
main bread-winners of the family,
which is not backing off and is seeking
justice for the two men. 

But in other cases,  money usually
silences the victims’ families, who
mostly come from poor and margin-
alised backgrounds. In a rarest of the
rare instances of its kind, for torturing
a man to death in custody in 2006, a
Delhi Sessions Court sentenced five UP
policemen to 10 years of rigorous
imprisonment in 2019. They had
manipulated records to erase all evi-
dence of custodial death before closing
the case as a suicide.

The judge very aptly remarked on
that occasion, “One of the reasons for
custodial death is that the police feel that
they have the power to manipulate evi-
dence as the investigation is their pre-
rogative. And with such manipulated
evidence, they can bury the truth.
They are confident that they will not be
held accountable even if the victim dies
in custody and even if the truth is

revealed.” The fact remains that the
inter-departmental solidarity will always
tend to shield the perpetrators and give
them protection in such cases. This gives
them a sense of invincibility and gives
them a licence to kill with impunity. The
failure of the judicial system to bring the
culprits to book follows as a natural
corollary to the failure to fix account-
ability. 

Indeed custodial torture should
have no place in a civilised society but
in our criminal justice system, it has
been institutionalised. Torture and
extra-judicial killings deem even to have
acquired some legitimacy in the eyes of
the public, as shown in the Hyderabad
killing of four gang-rape accused by the
policemen last December.

Whitewashing and covering up are
the norms. After the Sathankulam inci-
dent, the top police brass was busy try-
ing to cover up the case, citing esoteric
procedures. The Judicial Magistrate
inquiring into the murders was intim-
idated by three police officers, the cru-
cial CCTV footage in the police station
was erased and the woman constable,
who courageously deposed against her
colleagues and whose testimony final-
ly nailed the murderers, was under con-
stant threats and intimidation. 

It was only the widespread public
anger that forced the TN Government
to arrest the five culprits, transfer the
probe to the CBI and take the extraor-
dinary step of transferring the
Santhakulam Superintendent of Police
to keep him under “compulsory wait”
at the DGP office, probably the first ever.
This, however, is no punishment, and
once the public anger subsides, it will
be business as usual. 

In the US, the 46-year-old George
Floyd had struggled for nine minutes
under the knee of the white Minneapolis
police officer, Derek Chauvin, beseech-
ing and begging for his life — “I can’t
breathe.” Actually the chokehold has

been suffocating the US justice delivery
system for the Blacks for a long time but
the incident triggered the pent-up
anger and resentment, leading to
protests and violence that spread like
wildfire across the globe.

The ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement
upset many Indians, too, who voiced
their anger on the social media. But no
protests against police atrocities have
erupted across our cities after the
deaths of P Jayaraj and Bennix. Either
we are too scared or we just don’t care
if cops go on a rampage. In the US, it
has led to calls for police reforms and
defunding the police. Use of chokeholds
has been banned and it has also forced
US President Donald Trump to issue an
executive order for establishing a data-
base to track police officers with a his-
tory of “excessive use-of-force com-
plaints” in their records. Derek Chauvin
had a history of using excessive force;
such persons in future would carry it in
their service records. This will likely
serve as an effective deterrent.

The 18th Century French political
philosopher Montesquieu wrote in his
magnum opus, The Spirit of Laws,
“There is no greater tyranny than that
which is perpetrated under the shield
of the law and in the name of justice.”

If we aspire to have some semblance
of a civilised society, we must eradicate
such tyranny. The only way to prevent
and eliminate custodial deaths is to
make the senior police officers direct-
ly accountable whenever such incidents
occur in police stations under their
jurisdictions. A death should be reflect-
ed in their service records and should
carry a negative weightage in their pro-
motions and postings. Senior police offi-
cers alone can prevent this, and only
when they are made directly account-
able will this scourge stop. 

(The writer is a former Director
General at the Office of the CAG of India
and an academic.)
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The wilful, negligent and unmind-
ful attitude of the Chinese
authorities has led to the cata-

strophe of COVID-19. While some
consider the inaction and lackadaisi-
cal behaviour of China coupled with
suppression of information as “treason
against humanity”, the possibility of
maintaining a successful lawsuit
against our neighbour has to be
explored rigorously. 

There have been a couple of
instant suits filed against China, seek-
ing compensation for the political
opacity and lack of response by the
Chinese authorities, which have caused
humongous damage to human life and

economies across the globe. There have
been charges alleging creation and
release, accidental or otherwise, of the
Novel Coronavirus and of unleashing
biological warfare. In all probability,
positive outcomes of such legal chal-
lenges are highly sceptical.

Undeniably, the Chinese author-
ities have deliberately chosen denial,
have behaved irresponsibly through-
out the saga and deserve the condem-
nation of the entire world. The regime
of transferring patently false informa-
tion all this while has made things
unnecessarily worse as we stand today.
Legal liability, however, is a disparate
phenomenon. Here we need to realise,
that the Government of China is pro-
tected by the ambient sovereign immu-
nity, and misconduct, even if proved,
will not be able to cater to sufficient
grounds for a waiver of that indemni-
ty. 

Sovereign immunity is not just a
judicial favour for foreign regimes.
International treaties of shared under-

standing and reciprocity not allowing
people to sue the country primarily
guide it. The difficulty at this stage aris-
es as the act of China, despite being in
the nature of criminal negligence, fails
to fall in the bracket of exception laid
down by the international law to the
immunity enjoyed by the States.
Rather, there is a specific bar upon the
exercise or performance or the failure
to exercise discretionary powers
regardless of whether the discretion is
being abused. Possibly, the reckless
behaviour of the Chinese Government
is baked into the very idea of sovereign
immunity. 

The next leg of the argument
revolves around the proposition that
China did very little to stop the spread
of the virus. Unfortunately, the thrust
of the argument on legal principles is
tremendously weak. Sovereign immu-
nity does not work on benevolence but
reciprocity. China has been rejecting
all such allegations and is certain to
junk every summon it receives, ulti-

mately making the entire exercise a
futile thing. The World Health
Organisation’s (WHO’s) International
Health Regulations, 2005 is being
referred to in order to assert that China
violated its international obligations.
Articles six and seven of the WHO reg-
ulations make timely notification and
information-sharing obligatory on
the country where an outbreak takes
place. Consequently, China has been
denying all such allegations, which in
turn nullifies the violation as the legal
liability could only be fixed if the coun-
try consents to it. There is a very minor
and primarily a technical gateway to
drag China to the International Court
of Justice (ICJ) over the Coronavirus
pandemic provided in the WHO’s
Constitution. This provision does not
require the consent of the defendant
country. A member country will have
to establish or create a doubt that
China deliberately withheld informa-
tion from the WHO and the interna-
tional community at large. Article 63

of the WHO’s Constitution provides
the legal basis for this route.

Tort law generally rests on the
proposition that people will take rea-
sonable care if they know there is an
inherent danger that could cause
harm to others. Under sovereign
immunity, the costs of misbehaviour
of the Government tend to lie where
they fall. The concept of internation-
al terror and henceforth laws to tack-
le it were conceptualised a few years
back. However, the absence of robust
legislations possibly will not entail any
punishment for another country’s
recklessness and the motive is appo-
site to be political.

Nevertheless, for the massive eco-
nomic fallout, China cannot be allowed
to go scot-free. Perhaps, world leaders
have to work in mutiny to diplomat-
ically pressurise China for causing the
pandemic and the present situation.
On the contrary, China has called the
allegations xenophobic, which inval-
idates all possible actions undertaken

as of now. Further, the most difficult
part of the regime is to prove the delib-
erate intention of China in causing all
the trouble the world is in at present. 

In a nutshell, China has a strong
position to rescind all legal allegations
brought against it by world players,
including India. It is a very bleak
proposition to contemplate that China
will eventually compensate for the
major fallout and global recession
caused by its laxity and disregard for
the state of affairs. However, the legal
remedy of filing lawsuits seems to be
futile and superfluous without much
possibility of any fruitful upshot and
conclusion. Nevertheless, how good
the sequel stands will be eventually
proven, as and when the lawsuits
already instituted, are heard by the
judiciary, while the wise option would
be to avoid any bulging aspiration to
be accrued from the judicial reaction
to the legal battle. 

(The writer is Managing Partner at
KS Legal)
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Script Open High Low LTP
RELIANCE 1908.50 1947.00 1900.10 1934.30
IBULHSGFIN 238.05 250.55 235.70 238.25
BAJFINANCE 3364.00 3380.00 3212.80 3233.25
SBIN 198.30 199.75 191.65 192.60
HDFCBANK 1109.00 1114.05 1071.20 1080.40
IDEA 9.99 10.09 9.50 9.76
LT 937.20 944.40 925.25 928.60
KOTAKBANK 1359.90 1364.20 1323.90 1335.20
TATAMOTORS 109.00 112.10 106.85 107.95
INDUSINDBK 548.80 554.55 534.50 539.60
BIOCON 455.00 455.00 412.60 414.60
INDIAMART 2228.70 2228.70 2181.00 2205.00
RBLBANK 185.00 185.95 177.10 177.90
ICICIBANK 364.60 367.00 352.50 353.55
HINDUNILVR 2241.00 2274.00 2236.75 2264.70
TATASTEEL 342.30 347.20 338.60 342.00
FCONSUMER 10.90 11.95 10.85 11.80
AXISBANK 442.60 446.20 432.75 440.35
HDFC 1896.00 1909.75 1840.10 1846.50
BHARTIARTL 575.00 589.10 570.00 586.75
IOC 86.70 87.80 86.25 87.45
JINDALSTEL 170.70 172.75 168.30 170.00
TECHM 570.00 601.55 570.00 600.10
IRCTC 1442.15 1443.00 1387.05 1396.35
SAIL 38.90 38.90 35.55 35.75
BATAINDIA 1276.50 1280.00 1245.25 1252.25
MARUTI 6005.00 6057.00 5930.00 5992.65
INFY 790.00 804.90 787.55 796.70
DMART 2210.00 2302.00 2182.00 2232.45
AUROPHARMA 825.00 828.25 806.85 809.20
TCS 2225.00 2244.50 2210.75 2219.55
FLUOROCHEM 345.00 349.05 335.60 344.65
BANDHANBNK 378.50 382.50 367.45 370.00
BHEL 42.30 43.00 41.80 42.55
BAJAJFINSV 6579.00 6588.00 6401.00 6460.50
M&MFIN 207.00 208.70 203.15 203.95
LICHSGFIN 277.00 281.50 273.50 275.05
GLENMARK 428.00 431.65 413.55 415.45
ESCORTS 1140.00 1206.90 1124.40 1128.60
ITC 196.00 198.75 195.35 197.45
HCLTECH 584.90 604.75 583.80 602.60
HINDPETRO 210.00 214.90 209.40 210.75
COLPAL 1400.00 1436.05 1395.75 1431.85
SRTRANSFIN 704.10 713.00 682.05 688.95
NESTLEIND 16830.00 17090.00 16830.00 16965.00
DEEPAKNI 532.90 554.55 525.05 551.75
BHARATFORG 361.75 377.60 359.70 369.10
JSWSTEEL 196.00 199.85 195.50 198.35
PEL 1451.20 1480.75 1420.30 1432.20
DLF 149.00 149.00 141.75 142.90
SUNPHARMA* 493.50 501.45 492.65 499.65
VEDL 111.00 114.25 111.00 112.45
HINDALCO 165.00 170.45 164.15 169.15
CEATLTD 899.40 907.05 882.35 894.00
ACC 1310.00 1353.80 1310.00 1345.65
GRANULES 235.25 244.85 235.05 244.00
FRETAIL 103.50 111.00 103.50 111.00
TITAN 975.75 975.75 959.20 966.00
TATACONSUM 430.25 433.40 422.05 424.40
ZEEL 173.00 174.80 170.80 173.65
BRITANNIA 3760.00 3834.70 3752.65 3798.70
POWERGRID 172.70 174.20 168.25 169.20
WIPRO 224.00 229.00 222.75 227.55
APOLLOHOSP 1409.10 1442.00 1407.95 1431.95
ONGC 78.65 79.55 78.45 78.90
DRREDDY 3920.00 3925.00 3875.00 3898.60
STAR 423.40 424.00 414.25 418.00
ADANIGREEN 380.00 382.35 361.60 364.40
PIDILITIND 1391.00 1404.80 1383.00 1395.50
JUBLFOOD 1628.10 1648.05 1596.25 1630.15
DIVISLAB 2223.00 2240.00 2198.15 2235.25
HDFCLIFE 595.00 604.00 584.05 600.30
EICHERMOT 19560.00 19729.45 19455.75 19650.90
UPL 438.50 444.80 435.60 439.75
TATAPOWER 51.00 51.00 49.15 49.60
NTPC 90.65 92.80 89.50 89.85
TATAELXSI 924.90 924.90 900.05 902.80
ITI 128.15 133.65 127.50 131.80
LAURUSLABS 607.90 628.00 599.20 623.55
BANKBARODA 52.10 52.45 50.10 50.55
HEROMOTOCO 2681.00 2713.05 2672.10 2688.60
L&TFH 70.40 70.40 67.80 68.30
ASIANPAINT 1704.00 1732.00 1700.85 1706.00
IGL 409.00 411.95 401.95 405.75
BPCL 376.75 384.15 375.70 379.50
FEDERALBNK 54.70 54.90 52.80 53.10
CIPLA 641.90 645.90 636.75 638.15
MUTHOOTFIN 1097.00 1121.20 1080.60 1113.50
PNB 35.40 35.50 34.30 34.55
CANBK 106.45 106.45 102.80 103.35
BOSCHLTD 13550.00 13950.00 13346.00 13849.25
INDIGO 1016.25 1028.70 1008.95 1014.45
PVR 1050.00 1062.70 1041.60 1051.60
JAICORPLTD 98.65 102.25 96.30 98.45
M&M 561.00 561.00 549.35 555.85
COALINDIA 131.30 132.40 130.35 130.50
INFRATEL 209.90 212.55 208.25 210.65
MCX 1340.00 1340.00 1270.95 1318.10
CHOLAFIN 212.00 212.55 204.50 205.15
ASHOKLEY 51.85 52.45 50.65 50.80
BALKRISIND 1264.00 1295.00 1261.50 1279.45
UBL 1028.05 1044.90 1002.60 1009.35
IDBI 41.50 43.35 41.20 41.20
EQUITAS 60.25 61.05 57.60 58.40
RAMCOCEM 648.00 672.00 642.00 666.60
GNFC 180.00 180.00 170.10 171.00
MINDTREE 1013.00 1025.90 1002.45 1013.60
SUNTV 391.05 396.65 387.80 389.75

BBTC 1244.00 1269.40 1224.00 1229.90
MRF 65400.00 65579.90 64391.45 64724.70
ULTRACEMCO 3812.00 3835.00 3780.00 3788.10
MOTHERSUMI 97.00 98.25 95.45 96.05
RAIN 92.75 101.90 88.70 100.35
SBICARD 707.00 708.95 692.65 697.80
AMBUJACEM 197.55 199.70 193.90 198.60
LUPIN 865.00 876.95 858.45 870.40
UJJIVAN 262.70 262.70 252.30 256.15
HDFCAMC 2464.50 2477.25 2420.00 2445.90
EMAMILTD 232.00 248.00 228.35 244.90
KTKBANK 49.10 49.75 47.00 47.20
DABUR 475.30 485.95 475.05 484.25
LTI 2139.00 2230.00 2119.45 2192.70
SIEMENS 1145.00 1149.35 1122.15 1142.00
BEL 100.00 101.15 97.75 98.45
IDFCFIRSTB 27.45 27.60 26.65 26.90
BDL 409.60 422.00 395.95 397.70
GAIL 104.40 104.40 100.35 101.10
BASF 1208.40 1343.70 1204.50 1327.10
CONCOR 433.15 437.05 423.75 425.30
MANAPPURAM 160.30 162.60 156.80 157.80
BAJAJCON 144.40 159.90 143.45 157.55
IRB 126.70 127.00 122.35 123.20
SWSOLAR 221.00 238.60 221.00 225.00
SRF 3890.00 3941.85 3818.00 3839.00
BAJAJ-AUTO 2895.00 2910.00 2877.20 2905.35
NIITTECH 1590.00 1632.30 1580.70 1587.20
BLISSGVS 106.40 111.25 105.40 106.85
MGL 974.80 982.65 963.65 969.30
GRASIM 610.60 617.85 608.30 611.30
SHREECEM 22442.10 22627.90 22240.25 22298.65
SWANENERGY 145.00 149.80 143.55 146.90
PIIND 1775.00 1775.00 1674.20 1692.35
NAM-INDIA 296.50 297.80 284.20 286.60
AUBANK 625.20 648.00 610.00 625.35
PFC 83.05 84.45 82.40 83.25
TATACHEM 300.30 303.85 297.60 298.10
NCC 33.50 34.05 32.75 32.90
ADANIPORTS 335.50 339.45 331.50 332.30
HATHWAY 34.05 35.15 32.80 34.75
JUSTDIAL 374.60 378.50 366.65 369.90
BSOFT 99.70 105.75 98.10 103.35
MIDHANI 215.00 218.70 213.35 214.00
CAPPL 350.00 378.60 343.00 372.80
GODREJPROP 918.90 918.90 886.25 895.00
LTTS 1413.15 1456.80 1413.15 1437.45
LALPATHLAB 1819.00 1918.05 1800.00 1885.00
SCI 59.50 62.50 57.90 61.65
HINDZINC 190.00 196.50 189.55 195.20
ICICIPRULI 424.20 425.25 419.00 424.50
CENTURYTEX 316.50 318.00 309.00 311.50
NAVINFLUOR 1720.50 1733.75 1661.40 1669.10
SBILIFE 868.00 868.00 848.50 866.00
INDIACEM 121.90 122.10 117.70 119.90
RELAXO 637.00 641.30 622.55 625.90
GODREJCP 697.50 704.10 690.20 693.70
RAYMOND 269.90 269.90 256.10 259.90
ALKYLAMINE 2465.00 2467.00 2361.10 2401.00
RECLTD 105.50 105.70 103.05 104.95
SOUTHBANK 8.05 8.10 7.80 7.82
ADANIENT 163.40 163.40 154.30 156.00
RADICO 376.80 390.00 376.80 381.75
PETRONET 264.75 268.00 262.45 265.15
THYROCARE 538.00 600.45 536.00 588.30
VOLTAS 565.10 565.65 548.70 553.30
NATIONALUM 36.95 37.00 35.30 35.65
ABFRL 121.00 122.55 119.15 120.25
CADILAHC 358.70 360.30 356.15 358.00
HEG 799.00 804.15 771.00 774.25
AVANTI 483.20 484.40 466.05 468.90
BOMDYEING 77.10 77.75 74.30 75.60
DIXON 6265.00 6497.50 6150.00 6465.05
COROMANDEL 756.25 774.00 747.00 749.30
IRCON 97.30 99.45 93.05 93.75
SPANDANA 705.35 705.35 693.10 705.35
TVSMOTOR 387.00 391.70 384.25 390.25
FSL 44.15 44.30 42.50 42.75
NOCIL 102.90 103.25 99.25 100.25
WOCKPHARMA 267.20 267.20 253.35 255.10
COCHINSHIP 325.70 331.40 319.50 327.80
JUBILANT 720.00 720.00 692.80 697.05
POLYCAB 838.00 845.60 816.00 820.00
CANFINHOME 368.00 368.00 358.20 362.10
BERGEPAINT 501.45 507.80 498.05 499.00
OIL 103.90 103.90 97.40 97.75
GUJGAS 309.50 314.90 304.10 309.65
TATACOMM 646.00 667.20 637.00 667.20
SYNGENE 449.45 452.00 428.70 436.50
METROPOLIS 1500.00 1595.00 1486.00 1585.95
TV18BRDCST 35.60 35.85 34.65 35.10
KEI 384.20 397.00 384.20 387.85

SUZLON 5.20 5.30 4.90 4.92
HEXAWARE 347.90 348.00 343.35 348.00
MARICO 342.10 347.85 342.10 346.90
HAL 945.90 964.80 924.00 930.60
TORNTPHARM 2375.00 2380.00 2340.00 2358.75
ADANIGAS 152.80 157.50 152.00 153.85
JMFINANCIL 82.35 84.00 80.65 83.00
STRTECH* 138.00 139.70 136.75 137.55
JKLAKSHMI 270.35 294.25 270.35 284.55
APLLTD 949.80 969.85 937.00 944.95
CUMMINSIND 393.30 399.70 387.40 389.00
FORTIS 121.60 124.45 121.60 123.35
VARROC 234.00 240.15 217.35 218.00
JINDALSAW 62.30 63.25 60.30 60.75
OFSS 2775.70 2840.00 2739.80 2820.00
GSFC 62.95 63.10 61.15 61.60
GODFRYPHLP 969.70 977.05 960.00 963.35
RITES 258.90 258.90 247.00 247.85
SPARC 170.00 172.10 166.50 167.35
CYIENT 254.00 269.95 249.45 267.05
ABBOTINDIA 15512.00 15664.35 15445.05 15522.95
NMDC 84.25 86.40 84.05 85.20
APOLLOTYRE 113.30 115.20 112.35 114.00
ICICIGI 1260.00 1287.00 1251.00 1271.80
BEML 647.65 649.00 636.40 638.00
HAVELLS 593.00 593.00 576.95 587.90
INDHOTEL 81.20 81.70 79.60 80.05
RAJESHEXPO 477.00 481.95 470.55 471.35
PFIZER 4112.15 4145.00 4081.05 4133.20
MFSL 564.85 564.85 551.30 560.00
RCF 50.60 51.80 50.15 50.35
EXIDEIND 155.05 156.60 154.00 156.35
AMARAJABAT 697.00 712.10 694.30 698.35
ABCAPITAL 63.50 63.50 59.65 60.25
DALBHARAT* 703.55 706.90 690.40 698.00
TORNTPOWER 328.25 331.10 323.95 329.35
IPCALAB 1664.35 1676.10 1636.45 1642.15
ISEC 510.05 518.00 504.70 509.50
JKPAPER* 102.00 102.70 101.00 101.50
WELCORP 88.00 89.10 85.55 85.85
REDINGTON 92.55 99.00 91.60 96.05
ADANITRANS 231.05 253.55 231.05 248.65
OBEROIRLTY 369.50 376.00 360.05 367.50
CGCL 170.60 175.00 167.30 171.45
NBCC 26.65 26.65 25.05 25.15
DCBBANK 83.90 84.45 82.50 82.70
TATACOFFEE 83.10 84.40 79.70 80.20
KSB 553.45 575.40 547.00 555.85
GRAPHITE 181.95 182.90 177.00 177.75
TATAMTRDVR 42.50 43.60 42.10 42.50
KAJARIACER 388.45 393.75 385.35 390.75
DCAL* 154.50 158.00 149.50 154.80
PGHL 4158.00 4158.00 4085.60 4107.65
BALRAMCHIN 130.40 130.40 125.60 126.15
TRIDENT 6.53 6.64 6.53 6.63
IDFC 19.70 19.70 19.10 19.35
LINDEINDIA 700.00 717.00 695.45 697.40
MEGH 57.00 57.45 55.10 55.45
PTC 49.55 50.00 48.80 49.05
3MINDIA 19520.00 20000.00 19427.65 19935.65
AEGISLOG 179.50 189.90 179.35 186.70
AFFLE 1800.00 1814.00 1700.00 1707.25
GMRINFRA 20.40 20.45 19.85 19.90
BANKINDIA 49.50 49.95 48.00 48.30
J&KBANK 19.45 19.45 17.95 18.00
AARTIIND 940.00 947.60 926.00 929.60
BAJAJHLDNG 2722.20 2764.00 2681.65 2719.95
ADANIPOWER 35.35 35.35 34.35 34.70
UFLEX 260.70 266.55 258.05 262.15
SKFINDIA 1770.00 1801.30 1750.00 1756.95
PHILIPCARB 108.55 108.65 104.55 106.10
CHAMBLFERT 156.75 157.00 153.60 155.05
CUB 133.60 133.95 127.45 127.80
EDELWEISS 57.70 57.70 55.65 56.70
NATCOPHARM 682.30 684.50 673.45 675.00
JBCHEPHARM 724.00 724.00 713.85 715.20
ENGINERSIN 73.50 73.50 72.00 72.35
HAWKINCOOK 4135.00 4180.00 4075.00 4080.00
VENKYS 1092.10 1102.85 1051.00 1062.65
LEMONTREE 23.80 25.10 23.80 24.30
HUDCO 37.50 37.50 36.10 36.40
DHANUKA 773.95 773.95 741.05 747.70
IBREALEST 70.95 71.55 66.20 66.40
UNIONBANK 32.45 32.45 31.40 31.65
DBL 291.30 295.75 285.00 285.20
NAUKRI 2910.00 2915.00 2825.45 2840.85
BAYERCROP 5851.00 5884.00 5681.50 5703.00
UJJIVANSFB 39.05 40.00 36.15 36.85
INDIANB 65.00 65.00 62.60 62.75
KALPATPOWR* 266.00 266.00 259.50 260.40
PAGEIND 19892.00 20106.10 19700.00 19972.75
ASTRAZEN 3423.00 3436.05 3330.90 3343.50
DISHTV 7.97 8.00 7.69 7.77
DBCORP 84.75 84.80 79.10 80.35
SPICEJET 50.60 50.60 49.55 49.60
AJANTPHARM 1423.30 1423.30 1383.35 1395.00
SUMICHEM 275.90 278.00 273.00 274.85
ASTRAL 923.00 944.65 919.35 944.65
EIDPARRY 267.30 274.70 262.10 269.15
PERSISTENT 715.00 730.20 699.60 721.80
JTEKTINDIA 64.15 68.85 64.15 67.95
BIRLACORPN 581.00 603.95 581.00 592.65
JKTYRE 66.90 67.75 65.80 66.20
VRLLOG 161.95 161.95 155.20 156.05
IOB 10.76 10.88 10.51 10.59
CESC 641.00 662.20 630.05 656.00
ARVINDFASN 169.00 169.00 157.10 157.10
RVNL 20.30 20.30 19.70 19.70
ALKEM 2449.00 2449.00 2353.00 2410.80

TRENT 625.30 625.30 609.05 615.00
SUNTECK 200.00 200.85 189.50 190.80
GMDCLTD 41.65 42.90 41.30 42.20
APLAPOLLO 1777.00 1796.00 1738.40 1780.00
GLAXO 1499.90 1516.00 1491.75 1506.55
GHCL 160.00 162.25 155.10 156.05
CROMPTON 241.40 253.90 239.50 245.95
NHPC 20.40 20.40 20.20 20.25
ORIENTELEC 179.95 180.50 173.65 174.50
ABB 920.00 925.35 910.00 912.45
DEEPAKFERT 119.00 119.60 116.55 117.95
REPCOHOME 127.05 131.50 126.70 127.95
SUDARSCHEM 418.00 418.00 400.30 406.80
FINOLEXIND 490.25 490.25 466.60 470.30
MAHSCOOTER 3246.55 3311.00 3050.00 3083.45
GRSE 220.00 221.50 213.00 214.20
DELTACORP* 93.00 93.00 91.00 91.40
MAHABANK 11.46 11.60 11.20 11.25
MINDAIND 300.20 307.10 300.20 305.00
PNBHOUSING 212.00 219.00 208.00 209.65
NLCINDIA 46.00 46.40 45.05 45.25
PGHH 10475.95 10522.65 10272.05 10332.10
HINDCOPPER 39.25 40.70 39.20 39.45
VSTIND 3285.00 3457.00 3285.00 3391.60
PARAGMILK 92.90 92.90 88.90 89.50
IFCI 7.35 7.44 7.00 7.08
SUPRAJIT 155.70 165.30 154.80 157.30
CASTROLIND 124.80 124.80 121.70 122.25
RALLIS 271.80 274.50 268.65 270.45
VIPIND 257.90 258.65 253.00 253.60
QUESS 331.30 344.80 331.30 334.45
WHIRLPOOL 2222.00 2222.00 2185.25 2186.00
PCJEWELLER 15.80 15.90 15.10 15.30
JSLHISAR 78.45 79.45 75.00 75.35
IEX 185.25 187.80 182.95 185.75
MINDACORP 74.70 74.70 70.95 71.65
KRBL 268.95 270.90 260.00 262.85
SHK 67.90 69.30 66.70 67.70
INFIBEAM 67.25 69.35 65.10 67.45
CREDITACC 601.25 607.35 567.50 568.85
ITDC 215.90 224.30 208.85 224.30
HEIDELBERG 183.80 183.80 176.05 177.60
BAJAJELEC 396.85 404.65 393.60 396.15
DCMSHRIRAM 304.00 311.05 303.00 305.55
HSCL 51.20 51.30 49.55 50.35
GSPL 210.25 216.75 206.00 206.65
GRINDWELL 516.95 527.15 505.00 522.40
SANOFI 7660.00 7667.10 7596.10 7596.10
MOTILALOFS* 739.00 739.00 666.00 667.35
SOBHA 236.80 238.05 231.00 232.10

CHENNPETRO 80.05 82.10 79.95 80.30
CSBBANK 186.95 187.15 178.05 179.80
SONATSOFTW 235.95 238.90 233.80 235.65
JKCEMENT 1448.50 1474.70 1406.30 1422.00
TASTYBIT 12537.95 12950.20 12201.00 12400.00
GALAXYSURF 1516.65 1599.00 1516.65 1589.00
FDC 238.10 244.00 238.10 239.80
ASHOKA 63.20 63.30 61.85 62.15
NESCO 439.00 439.00 430.90 435.95
FINEORG 2019.70 2043.90 1979.95 1982.00
TIMKEN 1003.15 1035.00 1003.00 1017.20
TNPL 116.70 119.30 115.60 115.75
VINATIORGA 1025.00 1025.00 995.00 999.90
GODREJAGRO 462.00 462.00 449.00 449.00
SUNDRMFAST 386.80 396.80 373.75 386.95
JSWENERGY 46.05 46.75 45.10 45.70
CRISIL 1786.00 1805.00 1760.00 1772.10
ESSELPRO 196.60 201.00 191.80 192.75
GMM 4199.90 4299.00 4150.15 4173.70
LAXMIMACH 2813.15 2890.00 2782.00 2855.85
GODREJIND 380.65 380.65 361.80 365.35
ALLCARGO 92.50 97.50 92.50 95.40
CARBORUNIV 258.75 258.75 249.30 249.95
SHANKARA 365.30 365.30 350.00 352.90
THERMAX 785.00 789.90 767.40 784.00
CARERATING 425.15 434.90 411.70 425.65
VBL 683.85 689.35 669.45 683.65
WESTLIFE 320.50 323.50 304.65 307.70
PHOENIXLTD 600.05 606.25 589.80 594.30
NIACL 116.80 116.80 113.20 113.50
SUPREMEIND 1110.00 1134.00 1104.00 1117.40
INOXLEISUR 233.00 236.00 226.00 227.75
TATAINVEST 745.00 767.00 745.00 751.60

HFCL 14.45 14.45 13.35 13.50
UCOBANK 14.13 14.13 13.66 13.76
MMTC 20.25 20.90 19.85 20.00
PRESTIGE 197.15 197.15 187.15 188.50
CENTURYPLY 133.00 133.95 130.40 132.20
IFBIND 409.95 412.15 391.05 397.25
JYOTHYLAB 119.00 119.35 116.15 117.05
INTELLECT 114.85 115.85 113.75 115.70
GICRE 156.00 157.00 152.60 153.05
GILLETTE 5098.05 5108.95 5050.55 5050.55
MAHLOG 335.00 351.40 328.00 330.70
MPHASIS 948.00 948.00 911.45 931.95
ATUL 4729.95 4729.95 4600.00 4610.00
BALMLAWRIE 111.80 111.80 108.85 109.40
HONAUT 28690.00 29109.40 28690.00 28934.05
MRPL 36.05 36.85 35.65 35.65
ZYDUSWELL 1424.95 1424.95 1322.40 1330.00
ORIENTCEM 65.00 68.30 63.85 65.55
MAHINDCIE 112.20 117.10 112.20 115.45
SYMPHONY 886.00 902.00 877.05 878.50
KEC 281.60 281.60 271.15 272.90
GULFOILLUB 612.00 612.00 590.10 590.10
TAKE 46.00 46.00 42.00 43.55
NILKAMAL 1211.80 1221.10 1183.20 1199.00
GESHIP 212.85 216.65 209.00 214.65
GEPIL 521.30 522.50 506.10 513.50
EIHOTEL 66.40 66.80 65.20 65.35
PNCINFRA 149.00 149.15 144.65 146.20
SHOPERSTOP 167.10 167.10 159.45 162.00
GREAVESCOT 87.85 88.50 85.60 86.25
WELSPUNIND 32.60 33.40 31.30 31.80
FINCABLES 298.15 298.15 285.00 286.35
TATAMETALI 521.30 521.45 502.65 505.65
FORCEMOT 970.00 972.80 956.55 964.00
JAMNAAUTO 33.00 33.00 31.30 31.40
NBVENTURES 51.35 51.35 49.05 49.80
AMBER 1578.95 1578.95 1526.85 1536.75
ENDURANCE 929.05 944.45 903.45 916.50
MOIL 152.10 152.65 146.75 148.05
VMART 1910.00 1930.00 1765.10 1826.00
GPPL 83.50 83.50 81.70 82.75
NH 294.00 294.00 279.35 282.95
SJVN 22.45 22.50 22.10 22.30
KANSAINER 443.95 446.75 431.55 441.65
BRIGADE 145.00 145.00 139.25 141.60
JSL 40.90 41.15 40.70 40.80
MASFIN 691.50 691.50 648.85 665.00
TCIEXP 678.00 678.00 640.05 643.90
LUXIND 1214.05 1218.10 1179.00 1191.90
GUJALKALI 345.85 346.70 337.35 338.50
ASTERDM 126.90 126.90 122.70 123.00
ERIS 449.20 462.95 447.20 456.65
AKZOINDIA 1821.25 1862.00 1790.00 1859.80
ORIENTREF 169.00 171.60 165.50 166.20
ECLERX* 485.00 488.70 479.00 481.10
KNRCON 212.75 213.00 204.00 205.30
VAIBHAVGBL 1315.65 1320.55 1290.05 1295.00
SHRIRAMCIT 710.35 719.00 695.40 696.50
KPITTECH 64.50 65.50 62.35 64.60
WABAG 111.85 112.65 108.50 112.10
TVTODAY 204.15 211.30 204.05 207.95
LAOPALA 194.00 200.55 194.00 197.95
JAGRAN 42.00 42.00 40.20 40.45
MAHSEAMLES 232.00 233.20 225.80 228.00
VGUARD 171.00 173.60 170.15 171.75
ADVENZYMES 163.00 167.10 163.00 164.00
STARCEMENT 92.00 92.35 88.40 89.50
TCNSBRANDS 357.00 357.60 345.00 349.50
CENTRALBK 17.35 17.65 17.15 17.30
GARFIBRES 1525.00 1559.85 1508.45 1514.55
TIMETECHNO 36.35 39.60 36.35 37.50
SCHNEIDER 83.00 83.65 81.60 81.60
BLUESTARCO 494.95 494.95 479.50 481.00
SFL 1464.75 1464.75 1413.90 1450.00
TIINDIA 446.80 450.00 443.40 444.60
IIFLWAM 951.10 975.90 930.00 949.00
TVSSRICHAK 1457.00 1484.70 1432.00 1432.00
TEAMLEASE 1815.00 1826.80 1795.05 1798.10
TTKPRESTIG 5365.00 5417.35 5337.40 5399.90
IIFL 76.50 77.15 74.30 75.05
GET&D 82.15 82.35 79.10 80.50
INDOCO 204.10 206.45 202.20 205.90
ZENSARTECH 128.45 129.15 125.65 128.70
MHRIL 194.00 194.00 165.90 165.90
GDL 89.20 90.00 88.75 90.00
PRSMJOHNSN 50.00 51.85 50.00 50.40
NAVNETEDUL 77.70 77.70 75.00 76.50
AAVAS 1322.00 1332.70 1289.95 1296.80
SIS 370.00 380.00 370.00 375.35
HIMATSEIDE 59.80 59.90 58.30 58.60
CHOLAHLDNG 331.60 332.95 326.55 332.55
POWERINDIA 850.40 852.95 847.00 850.00
HERITGFOOD 242.40 255.15 242.40 250.95
KPRMILL 495.00 495.00 462.05 473.50
RATNAMANI 1029.60 1045.40 1010.25 1026.70
INDOSTAR 276.90 283.00 273.00 273.00
CCL 253.00 253.00 237.50 245.00
SCHAEFFLER 3621.70 3621.70 3562.05 3605.65
VTL 675.70 675.70 657.90 664.05
SOLARINDS 1004.25 1011.35 991.55 995.90
SOMANYCERA 118.65 119.80 117.10 118.35
AIAENG 1642.60 1656.20 1635.00 1654.30
BLUEDART 2018.05 2020.50 2003.00 2003.00
MAHLIFE 218.50 220.55 215.20 217.50
JCHAC 2242.00 2250.00 2218.05 2228.90
WABCOINDIA 6918.95 6935.95 6915.00 6920.00
ESABINDIA 1381.00 1387.35 1368.00 1369.00
OMAXE 75.85 75.85 75.85 75.85
CERA 2230.00 2230.00 2205.10 2218.90
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 10851.85 10894.05 10756.05 10815.20 47.15
TECHM 571.95 601.80 570.50 600.50 31.50
HINDALCO 165.30 170.50 164.10 169.90 6.20
HCLTECH 585.00 605.00 583.35 604.00 21.75
JSWSTEEL 195.40 199.80 195.25 199.60 6.30
RELIANCE 1903.35 1947.70 1900.00 1938.70 60.65
WIPRO 223.95 229.00 222.55 227.80 5.70
BHARTIARTL 574.50 589.00 570.00 586.60 11.90
ZEEL 172.80 174.90 170.60 173.60 3.50
BRITANNIA 3760.00 3835.00 3750.25 3799.00 72.35
VEDL 111.20 114.20 111.10 112.40 2.05
INFY 788.00 805.35 786.05 796.10 14.25
HINDUNILVR 2239.00 2275.00 2235.00 2263.00 39.20
ITC 195.90 198.75 195.10 197.75 3.40
IOC 87.00 87.75 86.20 87.30 1.15
TATASTEEL 343.30 347.00 338.50 342.60 3.90
EICHERMOT 19610.00 19729.00 19450.00 19634.10 186.25
SUNPHARMA 495.00 501.70 492.30 498.35 4.45
BPCL 378.00 384.20 375.45 379.60 3.25
MARUTI 6000.00 6059.25 5927.80 6006.20 50.55
INFRATEL 209.10 212.75 208.05 210.80 1.75
UPL 440.00 444.95 435.50 440.00 3.50
NESTLEIND 16885.00 17098.00 16875.05 16950.00 116.90
TATAMOTORS 108.85 112.10 106.85 108.30 0.70
DRREDDY 3915.30 3928.95 3874.00 3904.00 23.55
ONGC 79.20 79.55 78.40 78.85 0.30
TITAN 973.95 973.95 959.00 965.05 3.20
AXISBANK 443.95 446.40 432.75 441.00 1.40
BAJAJ-AUTO 2898.90 2910.00 2876.80 2903.10 8.40
HEROMOTOCO 2701.95 2714.35 2670.35 2688.00 6.75
BAJAJFINSV 6574.00 6592.40 6400.00 6499.35 15.55
ASIANPAINT 1708.00 1732.90 1700.00 1705.00 1.50
GRASIM 614.40 617.95 607.55 611.85 0.40
SHREECEM 22460.00 22627.85 22250.00 22300.00 4.60
TCS 2220.00 2244.95 2210.00 2222.25 -0.10
CIPLA 641.00 646.00 636.60 638.85 -0.05
INDUSINDBK 549.70 555.00 534.50 539.10 -0.15
LT 940.00 944.80 925.00 931.00 -1.15
ULTRACEMCO 3820.00 3837.80 3778.00 3790.00 -8.50
M&M 560.00 560.50 549.20 553.50 -1.35
COALINDIA 131.80 132.45 130.30 130.65 -0.55
ADANIPORTS 336.25 339.65 331.50 332.70 -2.25
NTPC 91.05 92.85 89.50 89.75 -0.65
KOTAKBANK 1360.00 1364.90 1324.10 1333.80 -15.55
GAIL 103.95 103.95 100.30 101.15 -1.25
SBIN 198.80 199.80 191.60 193.00 -2.60
ICICIBANK 364.10 367.00 352.50 354.15 -6.20
HDFC 1905.00 1907.20 1840.00 1853.65 -32.35
HDFCBANK 1109.90 1113.00 1071.30 1083.55 -21.55
BAJFINANCE 3360.00 3378.00 3216.20 3244.60 -69.55
POWERGRID 172.60 174.20 168.20 168.80 -3.80

SE 500B
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 26351.70 26376.70 26092.85 26299.05 90.40
ADANITRANS 243.95 253.15 240.10 252.95 11.85
BOSCHLTD 13498.00 13960.00 13335.00 13911.00 578.85
HINDZINC 190.80 196.40 190.10 196.00 6.80
OFSS 2765.00 2845.00 2732.35 2838.00 80.35
COLPAL 1396.00 1436.85 1395.00 1432.00 39.80
MUTHOOTFIN 1090.30 1121.00 1080.30 1113.00 28.70
ACC 1310.25 1353.50 1310.25 1344.00 33.75
DABUR 474.95 486.00 474.60 484.50 10.35
HDFCLIFE 593.95 603.75 584.00 603.60 11.10
ICICIPRULI 420.00 425.25 419.00 424.50 7.05
DIVISLAB 2220.00 2240.00 2197.20 2240.00 36.90
PETRONET 263.00 268.30 262.60 265.60 4.00
ICICIGI 1270.95 1288.00 1251.05 1278.00 17.90
NMDC 84.20 86.35 84.00 85.40 1.10
LUPIN 868.85 877.00 858.35 871.95 10.85
MARICO 343.05 348.00 342.10 347.65 4.05
HAVELLS 587.90 589.25 577.00 586.35 6.10
PIDILITIND 1390.00 1405.00 1383.00 1395.10 12.25
HINDPETRO 210.05 214.95 209.20 211.35 1.45
SBILIFE 867.85 867.85 848.15 866.00 5.80
AMBUJACEM 197.20 199.70 193.75 198.40 1.20
CADILAHC 357.90 360.15 356.00 357.95 1.55
PFC 84.15 84.55 82.35 83.95 0.35
SIEMENS 1143.40 1149.75 1121.70 1141.95 4.10
TORNTPHARM 2370.00 2384.00 2340.50 2360.00 7.00
MOTHERSUMI 97.25 98.25 95.50 96.45 0.25
NHPC 20.35 20.50 20.20 20.30 0.05
BIOCON 446.95 446.95 412.75 415.00 0.70
PAGEIND 19996.50 20124.95 19675.05 19910.50 17.75
BERGEPAINT 499.55 507.95 497.50 498.80 0.25
ABBOTINDIA 15512.00 15650.00 15450.00 15500.00 -12.60
INDIGO 1020.00 1029.70 1008.10 1014.05 -2.70
GODREJCP 704.95 704.95 690.00 694.50 -2.75
HDFCAMC 2472.00 2478.75 2418.30 2449.00 -9.65
PGHH 10412.00 10646.00 10250.20 10339.00 -43.10
IGL 408.00 411.85 402.00 405.55 -2.20
BAJAJHLDNG 2765.00 2765.00 2681.20 2716.00 -16.75
MCDOWELL-N 641.00 645.00 622.15 630.00 -6.10
PEL 1464.00 1481.90 1420.00 1434.95 -13.90
SRTRANSFIN 706.00 712.85 682.00 691.00 -7.90
NAUKRI 2910.00 2925.00 2822.75 2839.85 -32.55
AUROPHARMA 827.10 827.70 806.60 810.55 -10.20
GICRE 155.00 157.55 152.50 153.25 -1.95
BANDHANBNK 378.00 382.75 367.35 368.95 -5.00
PNB 35.40 35.45 34.30 34.55 -0.50
CONCOR 435.00 437.85 422.40 423.10 -7.05
UBL 1033.20 1045.00 1002.80 1009.65 -21.75
BANKBARODA 52.00 52.45 50.15 50.50 -1.10
DLF 148.85 149.20 141.65 142.80 -4.95
DMART 2210.05 2304.95 2180.00 2223.00 -99.70
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Retail inflation rose by 6.09
per cent in June, mainly on

account of higher prices of food
items, the Government data
showed on Monday.

Food inflation in June
increased by 7.87 per cent,
according to Consumer Price
Index (CPI) data.

The inflation figures are
based on data collected from
limited markets in view of the
restrictions imposed on
account of coronavirus pan-
demic,  the Ministr y of
Statistics & Programme
Implementation said in a

release. The data collected,
however, did not meet the
adequacy criteria for generat-
ing robust estimates of CPIs at
the state-level, it added.

The retail inflation
based on Consumer Prince

Index was 3.18 per cent in June
2019.

The Government had
released truncated CPI data for
April and May in the backdrop
of the lockdown to contain
COVID-19 pandemic.
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The DPIIT would soon
approach the Union

Cabinet to seek approval for
relaxing norms to allow up to
74 per cent foreign direct
investment (FDI) in defence
manufacturing under the auto-
matic route, with a view to
attract overseas players in the
sector, sources said.

They said the Department

for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT) has
discussed the matter with the
Defence Ministry. The decision
to permit up to 74 per cent FDI
in the defence manufacturing
through the automatic route
was announced by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
in May while announcing the
fourth tranche of the �20 lakh
crore stimulus package for the
coronavirus-hit economy. 

As per the current FDI pol-
icy, 100 per cent overseas
investments are permitted in
the defence industry - 49 per
cent under the automatic route,
while beyond that the govern-
ment approval is required.

In July 2018, the
Government had relaxed foreign
direct investment norms in the
defence sector by allowing up to
49 per cent FDI under the auto-
matic route. 
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Gold prices jumped �120 to
�49,960 per 10 gram in the

national capital on Monday fol-
lowing gains in global prices,
according to HDFC Securities.

In the previous trade, the
precious metal had closed at �
49,840 per 10 gram. Silver also
rose by �858 to �53,320 per kg
from � 52,462 per kg in the pre-
vious trade. In the international
market, gold was trading with
gains at USD 1,805 per ounce,
while silver was quoting at
USD 19.03 per ounce. 
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Traders’ body CAIT, which
has called for the boycott of

Chinese products, on Monday
said it has resolved for a
“Hindustani rakhi” next month
and dent China’s estimated Rs
4,000 crore of trade during the
festival. The Confederation of
All India Traders (CAIT)
would also hand over more

than 5,000 rakhis to Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh to be
further sent to soldiers guard-
ing the country’s borders.

The CAIT, which has
40,000 trade associations and
seven crore members across
India as its members, has
resolved for a “purely
Hindustani Rakhi festival” on
August 3 and dent China’s esti-
mated Rs 4,000 crore trade dur-
ing the festival, it said in a state-
ment. 

“This time any rakhi
made by China or any rakhi-
related product from China
will not be used! In order to
encourage the brave soldiers
who are guarding the borders
of the country, the women’s

wing of the CAIT will give
5,000 rakhis to Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh for the
soldiers,” the traders’ body
said.

The CAIT said that
according to an estimate a
trade of Rs 6,000 crore takes
place every year in India on
Raksha Bandhan in which
China alone contributes about
Rs 4,000 crore.

“Not only is finished rakhi
imported from China but also
rakhi-making products like
foam, paper foil, rakhi thread,
pearls, drops, decorative items
for rakhi are also imported.
Due to CAIT’s campaign to
boycott Chinese goods, no
Chinese goods will be used in

rakhi this year and we are con-
fident that China is set to lose
about Rs 4,000 crores of busi-
ness,” Sushil Kumar Jain, the
Delhi-NCR unit convenor of
the CAIT, said. He said the
CAIT has sent a message to all
its state chapters and other
major associations working in
all the states that Chinese
rakhi or related products
should not be sold.

“CAIT has also urged var-
ious state chapters to get peo-
ple working in raw settle-
ments in the cities, self-help
groups of women, women
working in anganwadis, small
artisans and others to make
rakhis and sell them in mar-
kets which will also be a great

help to people of all these
classes,” Jain said.

At the same time, CAIT
has also urged small scale
industries to make Rakhis
using Indian goods, he added.
The trade body said that its
women wing would also give
rakhis to soldiers posted at
military hospitals in each city
of the country.

The women wing of CAIT
in every city of the country,
will also tie rakhi to police
personnel engaged in safety
and security of citizens there-
by giving a message that every
person of the country stands
firmly with the Army and the
police force of the country, the
statement said.
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The rupee settled on a flat
note at 75.19 against the US

dollar on Monday amid high
volatility in the domestic equi-
ty market.

The � traded in a narrow
range as investors awaited retail
inflation data for further cues,
forex dealers said. 

During the four-hour
trading session, the domestic
unit witnessed an intra-day
high of 75.08 and a low of 75.21
against the US $.

The rupee closed at 75.19
against the US dollar, up by just
1 paisa over its previous close.
It had settled at 75.20 against
the greenback on Friday.

While weak US currency
supported the local unit, for-
eign fund outflows and con-
cerns over rising COVID-19
cases weighed on investor sen-
timent, traders said.

Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the green-
back’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, fell 0.03 per
cent to 96.62.

Equity benchmarks Sensex

and Nifty came off the day’s
highs due to losses in finan-
cial stocks. The BSE Sensex
settled 99.36 points, or 0.27
per cent, higher at 36,693.69
- giving up about gains of
330 points from its intra-day
peak.

The NSE Nifty closed
34.65 points, or 1.15 per cent,
up at 10,802.70.

Foreign institutional
investors were net sellers in the
capital market as they sold
shares worth �1,031 crore on
Friday, according to provi-
sional exchange data. Brent
crude futures, the global oil
benchmark, fell 1.25 per cent to
USD 42.70 per barrel.

Meanwhile, the number of

cases around the world linked
to the disease has crossed 1.29
crore and the death toll has
topped 5.69 lakh.

In India, the death toll due
to COVID-19 rose to 23,174
and the number of infections
spiked to 8,78,254, according to
the Health Ministry. 

“Rupee consolidated in a
narrow range ahead of the
important inflation number
that will be released today
evening. 

Expectation is that it could
grow at 5.30 per cent in June
compared to growth of 5.84 per
cent in the previous month,”
said Gaurang Somaiyaa, Forex
& Bullion Analyst, Motilal
Oswal Financial Services.
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London: Scientists have
demonstrated that two small,
stable antibody variants derived
from the South American
mammals llamas can neutralise
the novel coronavirus in lab-
cultured cells, an advance
which may lead to the devel-
opment of new therapeutics
against COVID-19.  

The study, published in
the journal Nature Structural &
Molecular Biology, noted that
the ‘nanobodies’ can prevent
infection with the novel coro-
navirus SARS-CoV-2 by block-
ing its interaction with the
protein ACE2, which it uses as

a gateway to enter and infect
cells.

According to the scien-
tists, including those from The
Rosalind Franklin Institute in
the UK, passive immunisa-
tion, which involves giving a
patient virus-neutralising agent
-- either from people previously
infected with SARS-CoV-2 or
purified antibodies -- can be a
useful therapy for COVID-19. 

They said antibodies
against the 2002-03 SARS pan-
demic virus could prevent
infection of cells by blocking
the binding of the virus’ spike
protein to ACE2.  PTI 

Terre Haute (US): A US district
judge on Monday ordered a new
delay in federal executions,
hours before the first lethal
injection was scheduled to be
carried out at a federal prison in
Indiana. 

The administration imme-
diately appealed to a higher
court, asking that the executions
move forward.

US District Judge Tanya
Chutkan said there are still legal
issues to resolve and that “the
public is not served by short-cir-
cuiting legitimate judicial
process.” The executions, pushed
by the Trump administration,
would be the first carried out at
the federal level since 2003.
The new hold on executions
came a day after a federal appeals
court lifted a hold on the exe-
cution of Daniel Lewis Lee,
which is scheduled for 4 pm
EDT on Monday. AP

Kabul: Taliban insurgents
launched a complex attack on
an intelligence compound in
northern Afghanistan on
Monday that began with a sui-
cide bombing and killed at least
11 intelligence agency person-
nel, officials said.

The attack took place in
Aybak, the capital of the
Samangan province. Sediq Azizi,
a spokesman for the provincial
governor, said another 63 peo-
ple were wounded in the attack
and the ensuing clashes.

A suicide bomber struck
the compound, followed by two
insurgents who opened fire.
Both were killed in the gunbat-
tle, Azizi said. The blast from the
initial bombing could be heard
miles (kilometers) away and
damaged several nearby build-
ings. Abdul Khalil Musadiq, a
provincial hospital chief, said
many of those wounded were
civilians, including children.

The Taliban claimed the
attack. The insurgents have

continued to regularly target
Afghan security forces despite
signing a peace agreement with
the US in February that was
intended to pave the way for an
end to decades of war.

On Sunday, the Taliban
attacked checkpoints in the
northern Kunduz province,
killing at least 14 Afghan secu-
rity forces, according to
Esmatullah Muradi, a
spokesman for the provincial
governor.

The Taliban said they were
behind the attacks but claimed
government forces fired mortar
shells in response, hitting civil-
ian homes — a claimed dis-
missed by the Defence Ministry.

The Taliban and govern-
ment forces have been trading
blame over a recent surge in
violence across Afghanistan
— even as efforts continue to
try and bring about the start of
direct peace talks between the
government and the insur-
gents. AP

Beijing: China on Monday
imposed visa restrictions on
some top US officials and politi-
cians in the latest tit-for-tat
response to America’s move to
sanction several Chinese offi-
cials for alleged human rights
abuses targeting ethnic minor-
ity groups in the Muslim-major-
ity Xinjiang province.

Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Hua Chunying
told the media here that the
behaviour of the US officials and
politicians, and visa ban on
some Chinese officials from
Uyghur Muslim dominated
Xinjiang province “severely
damaged China-US relations,”
and should be condemned.

Hua made the comments in
response to US sanctions and
visa restrictions on three senior
officials of the ruling Chinese
Communist Party from
Xinjiang for alleged human
rights abuses targeting Muslim
Uyghurs.

China has decided to
impose sanctions starting from
Monday against US
Congressional-Executive
Commission on China (CECC),

US Ambassador at Large for
International Religious Freedom
Samuel Brownback,
Congressman Chris Smit and
US Senators Marco Rubio and
Ted Cruz.

The CECC is headed by
Rubio, a vocal critic of China.

Announcing the ban on
US officials, Hua reiterated
“Xinjiang is entirely the internal
affair of China, and the US has
no right to interfere. The
Chinese government’s deter-
mination to protect its sover-
eignty, and crackdown against
terrorism, separatism and
extreme religious forces is
unshakeable.”

Hua said China would take
further measures based on the
situation. This is the first-time
China has banned top US politi-
cians in its retaliation to US
sanctions and visa bans on
Chinese officials from Xinjiang,
Tibet and over the new nation-
al security law in Hong Kong.

Beijing’s move comes days
after the US on Thursday
slapped sanctions on some
Chinese officials in-charge of
Xinjiang Uygur autonomous

region who were “believed to be
responsible for, or complicit in,
the unjust detention or abuse of
Uygurs, ethnic Kazakhs and
members of other minority
groups in Xinjiang”.

The three officials banned
by the US are Chen Quanguo,
CCP Party Secretary of the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region; Zhu Hailun, Party
Secretary of the Xinjiang
Political and Legal Committee;
and Wang Mingshan, the cur-
rent Party Secretary of the
Xinjiang Public Security Bureau.

China has been saying it
would retaliate with similar
bans on US officials with “egre-
gious behaviours”.

Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo while announcing
sanctions on Chinese officials
in Xinjiang on Thursday said
“the United States is taking
action against the horrific and
systematic abuses in Xinjiang
and calls on all nations who
share our concerns about the
CCP’s attacks on human rights
and fundamental freedoms to
join us in condemning this
behaviour”. PTI
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Turkey and the European
Union clashed on Monday

over Ankara’s decision to
change the status of Hagia
Sophia from a museum to a
mosque and its continued
energy exploration in disput-
ed Mediterranean waters.

After their their first face-
to-face meeting in months,
the 27 EU foreign ministers
said that they “condemned the
Turkish decision to convert
such an emblematic monu-
ment as the Hagia Sophia,” EU
foreign affairs chief Josep

Borrell said.
“This decision will

inevitably fuel the mistrust,
promote renewed division
between religious communities
and undermine our efforts at
dialog and cooperation,” he
said after the meeting of EU
foreign ministers.

He said there was “broad
support to call on the Turkish
authorities to urgently consid-
er and reverse this decision.”
Hagia Sophia was originally
built in Istanbul as a Christian
cathedral, and the pope and
others have expressed their
sadness and criticism of the

move by President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.

Greek Government
spokesman Stelios Petsas said
Monday that the EU was
“faced with a challenge and
insult” meted out by Erdogan.

Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu hit back
and rejected international
intervention concerning its
decision to convert Hagia
Sophia back into a mosque.

“Hagia Sophia was left as
a legacy as a mosque and must
be used as a mosque,”
Cavusoglu told state broad-
caster TRT. 
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The postal voting for over
700,000 Sri Lankan officers,

who will be on duty on August
5 for the parliamentary polls,
began on Monday amidst spe-
cial security measures, follow-
ing a sudden spike in COVID-
19 cases in the country.

The voting will go on for 5
days with two days reserved
next week for those who fail to
cast their vote this week. Over
700,000 officers who will be on
election duty on August 5 are
eligible to cast their vote.

The election authorities

said the voting in the north
central town of Rajanganaya
was indefinitely postponed 
due to a COVID-19 threat.
According to the health 
officials, a cluster has been
forming in the area since 
last week with the infections
from a drug rehabilitation 
center at Kandakadu in
Polonnaruwa district.

Nearly 500 new infection,
including 70 students, were
detected from Kandakadu 
cluster. Around 600 close 
contacts of those who tested
positive have been sent for
quarantine. 

Beijing: Over 140 people have
died or are missing in the cat-
astrophic floods that have
been wreaking havoc in China
since last month, affecting
more than 37 million and
damaging 28,000 houses,
media reports said on Monday.

China’s State Flood
Control and Drought Relief
Headquarters upgraded the
emergency response for flood
control from level III to level
II on Sunday, as incessant
downpours continued across
vast stretches of the country.

Over 2.24 lakh people
have been relocated as China
faces “flood catastrophe” with
433 rivers in spate, testing the
strength of some of the water
barrages including the world’s
largest Three Gorges Dam.

The floods have affected
37.89 million people in 27
provinces, autonomous
regions and municipalities.
Since June, 141 people are
dead or missing, and 28,000
houses have collapsed,  state-
run CGTN quoted the
Ministry of Water Resources
as saying.  PTI

Washington: A Republican
governor rumoured to be eye-
ing a run for the White House
in 2024 said Sunday that the
GOP needs to be a “bigger tent
party” after President Donald
Trump leaves office.

Maryland’s Larry Hogan,
who has been known to break
with Trump, told NBC’s “Meet
the Press” that he doesn’t
“know what the future holds in
November.”

“But I know that the
Republican Party is going to be
looking at what happens after
President Trump and whether
that’s in four months or four
years,” Hogan said. 

“And I think they’re going
to be looking to, ‘How do we go
about becoming a bigger tent
party?’” The rebuke was a rar-
ity from Republicans, who have
largely been afraid to criticize
a president still popular with
the GOP rank-and-file despite
questions about how he has
handled the COVID-19 pan-
demic.

Hogan did not rule out
voting for Joe Biden, the
Democrat challenging Trump
in the November election. In
2016, Hogan wrote in the
name of his father, a former
Republican congressman from
Maryland.

“It’s a difficult choice,” he

said. “I think most people
would like to see something
different, and maybe we’ll fig-
ure that out in 2024.” 

The governor pointed to
his 2018 reelection as a model,
when he won in deep-blue
Maryland by almost 12 per-
centage points “by reaching
out, by trying to find that mid-
dle ground where people can
stand together” and by eschew-
ing “divisive rhetoric.” He also
noted that he did well with sub-
urban women, a group that
polls suggest has largely aban-
doned Trump. AP

New York: A top prosecutor for
special counsel Robert Mueller
has a book coming out this fall
about the two-year investigation
into the alleged ties between
Russia and the 2016 campaign
of President Donald Trump.

Random House announced
Monday that Andrew
Weissmann’s “Where Law Ends:
Inside the Mueller Investigation”
will be published Sept. 29. 

Weissmann, often the target
of criticism from Trump sup-
porters, is calling the book a
meticulous account of the
Mueller team’s probe and its
ongoing battles with the Trump

administration.
“I felt it was necessary to

record this episode in our his-
tory, as seen and experienced by
an insider,” he said in a state-
ment.  “This is the story of our
investigation into how our
democracy was attacked by
Russia and how those who con-
doned and ignored that assault
undermined our ability to
uncover the truth. My obliga-
tion as a prosecutor was to fol-
low the facts where they led,
using all available tools and
undeterred by the onslaught of
the president’s unique powers to
undermine our work.

“I am deeply proud of the
work we did and of the unprece-
dented number of people we
indicted and convicted — and in
record speed. But the hard truth
is that we made mistakes. We
could have done more. ‘Where
Law Ends’ documents the choic-
es we made, good and bad, for
all to see and judge and learn
from.”  Weissmann, who worked
as an FBI general counsel under
Mueller, gained prominence as
a prosecutor investigating organ-
ised crime in New York City and
for his leadership of a task force
looking into the Enron scandal.
AP
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Afghanistan’s exports to
India will restart from July

15 through Wagah border as
part of Covid-19 management
mechanism with Pakistan,
Afghan Ambassador to
Pakistan Atif Mashal has tweet-
et. Pakistan had closed down
the Wagah border with India in
mid-March in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic.

“At the special request of
the Government of Afghanistan
and with a view to facilitating
Afghanistan’s transit trade,
Pakistan has decided to resume
Afghan exports through Wagah
border crossing from July 15,
2020, after implementing Covid
related protocols,” the Foreign
Office (FO) of Pakistan said in
a statement. Pakistan’s Foreign
Office stated that with this
step, Pakistan has fulfilled its
commitments under the
Pakistan-Afghanistan Transit
Trade Agreement (APTTA).
Last month, Pakistan had
reopened the Torkham crossing
in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
province, Chaman point in
Balochistan and Ghulam Khan
in North Waziristan to Afghan
traders.
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Moscow: The clinical trials of
the world’s first coronavirus
vaccine on volunteers has been
successfully completed at
Sechenov First Moscow State
Medical University, Sputnik
news agency reported quoting
an official.

The Sechenov First
Moscow State Medical
University began clinical trials
of the vaccine produced by
Russia’s Gamalei Institute of
Epidemiology and
Microbiology on June 18.

“Sechenov University has
successfully completed tests
on volunteers of the world’’s
first vaccine against coron-
avirus,” Vadim Tarasov, the
director of the Institute for
Translational Medicine and
Biotechnology, said. The first
group of volunteers would be
discharged on Wednesday and
the second on July 20, he
added.

According to Alexander
Lukashev, the director of the
Institute of Medical
Parasitology, Tropical and
Vector-Borne Diseases at
Sechenov University, the objec-
tive of this stage of the study
was to show the vaccine’’s safe-
ty for human health, which was

successfully done.
“The safety of the vaccine

is confirmed. It corresponds to
the safety of those vaccines that
are currently on the market,”
Lukashev told Sputnik.

The further vaccine devel-
opment plan is already being
determined by the developer’’s
strategy, including the com-
plexity of the epidemiological
situation with the virus and the
possibility of scaling up pro-
duction, Lukashev added.

“Sechenov University in a
pandemic situation acted not
only as an educational institu-
tion but also as a scientific and
technological research center
that is able to participate in the
creation of such important and
complex products as drugs ...
We worked with this vaccine,
starting with preclinical studies
and protocol development, and
clinical trials are currently
underway,” Tarasov noted. ANI
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Washington: The Republican
National Committee and
President Donald Trump’s
campaign say they have now
hired 1,500 field staffers, aim-
ing to convert their financial
advantage over Democrats into
votes in November.

Trump Victory, the joint
field effort of the two organi-
sations, announced Monday
the hiring of an additional 300
staffers set to hit 20 target states
by Wednesday in the largest
field operation over mounted
by a Republican. AP
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Amid pervasive backsliding
on social distancing,

Britain and France are weigh-
ing whether to require people
to wear masks in public places.

Scientists say the two
countries’  governments
should have done so ever
since they started easing lock-
downs — like many other
European nations did –
instead of exposing their pop-
ulations to the risk of infec-
tions from mass dance parties
and summer vacationers who
think there’s no longer any-
thing to worry about.

Whether to make masks
mandatory isn’t just a matter
of debate in the United States,
where infection rates are still
climbing fast.

British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson urged U.K. res-
idents Monday to wear face
coverings in shops and other
tight indoor spaces — but
stopped short of making it
compulsory. Critics have
accused Johnson’s government
of failing to provide clarity on
mask-wearing in the days
since he began backtracking
on its previous advice that
suggested face covers were
not necessary. After the prime
minister then was pho-

tographed wearing one in a
shop, government ministers
appeared on TV urging per-
sonal choice in the mask issue.

Meanwhile, France’s gov-
ernment said Monday it’s con-
sidering requiring masks in all
indoor public places amid
signs of a small rise in con-
firmed virus cases – and a big
drop in public vigilance. 

French scientists have
pushed for such a requirement
in recent days as families
crisscross the country for
summer vacations, but the
government has remained
cautious. Local mayors have
already started requiring
masks,  notably in the
Mediterranean city of Nice,
where images of thousands of
people dancing at an outdoor
DJ performance this weekend
provoked nationwide con-
cern. Elsewhere in Europe,
where the virus curve largely
flattened out months ago,
most governments made
masks mandatory as soon as
they started reopening their
economies, requiring their
use in shops and other indoor
public spaces and on public
transportation. 

Some nations have
imposed mask requirements
as new outbreaks emerged in
recent days or weeks.

Britain and France, which
have reported some of the
world’s highest numbers of
coronavirus cases and deaths,
took a more relaxed attitude,
recommending masks but not
requiring them.

At least until now.
“As the virus comes down

in incidence and we have
more and more success, I
think face coverings are a
kind of extra insurance we can
all use to stop it coming back
and stop it getting out of con-
trol again,’’ Johnson said. 

“To be absolutely clear, I
do think that face coverings
do have a real value in con-
fined spaces and I do think the
public understands that.”
Mask requirements could help
the government get the coun-
try back on track from the
severe downturn — in March
and April alone, the U.K.
economy shrank 25%. 

Many economists think
unemployment could more
than double to over 3 million
this year, levels last seen in the
1980s. Speaking with reporters
during a visit to the London
Ambulance Service, Johnson
said people “should start to
think about getting back to
work” if their employers have
made their workplaces safe
against the coronavirus.
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BERLIN (AP): German is aiming to make its six-month pres-
idency of the European Union “climate neutral,” by organising
events in such a way as to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
offsetting any that can’t be avoided, officials said Monday.

The Environment Ministry said the voluntary move builds
on earlier efforts by Austria and Finland to reduce the carbon
footprints of their presidency. Countries that hold the rotating
position usually engage in a flurry of diplomacy, hosting hun-
dreds of events with participants from across the 27-nation bloc.

Germany said the practice of emission offsetting — paying
for projects such as reforestation that capture or prevent the same
amount of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere — will
be extended to include catering for events, not just travel.

The Environment Ministry said it plans to offer only vege-
tarian meals at its events, though other ministries may choose
to serve meat and fish, which have a bigger carbon footprint.

Germany, Europe’s biggest economy, accounts for about 2%
of global greenhouse gas emissions. The government wants to
cut the country’s emissions by at least 55 % in 10 years compared
to 1990 levels, and ensure that the entire federal administration
is “climate neutral.”
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Stoking a potential contro-
versy, embattled Prime

Minister KP Sharma Oli on
Monday claimed that the “real”
Ayodhya lies in Nepal, not in
India and that Lord Ram was
born in Thori in southern
Nepal.

Condemning Oli for his
remarks, BJP national
spokesperson Bizay Sonkar
Shastri said that the Left par-
ties even in India played with
people’s faith, and the
Communists in Nepal will be
rejected by the masses in the
same way they have been here.

“Lord Ram is a matter of
faith for us, and people will not

allow anybody, be it prime
minister of Nepal or anyone, to
play with this,” he said in New
Delhi.  

Speaking at an event on the
birth anniversary of Nepalese
poet Bhanubhakta at the Prime
Minister’s residence in
Kathmandu, Oli said that
Nepal “has become a victim of
cultural encroachment and its
history has been manipulated.”

Bhanubhakta was born in
1814 in Tanhu of western
Nepal and is credited for trans-
lating Valmiki’s Ramayan into
Nepali language. He died in
1868.

“Although the real
Ayodhya lies at Thori in the
west of Birgunj, India has

claimed the Indian site as the
birthplace of Lord Ram,” Oli
said.

“We also believe that deity
Sita got married to Prince Ram
of India. Actually, Ayodhya is
a village lying west of Birgunj,”
he said, adding that the mar-
riage between bride and bride-
groom at such a distance was
not possible at the time when
there was no communication
and transportation system.

“The place called Thori,
near Birgunj is the real
Ayodhya, where Lord Ram
was born. In India there is great
dispute on Ayodhya. But, there
is no dispute in our Ayodhya,”
Prime Minister Oli was quot-
ed as saying by his press advi-

sor Surya Thapa.
“Valmiki Ashram is also in

Nepal and the holy place where
King Dasharath had executed

the rites to get the son is in Ridi,
which is in Nepal,” he said.

As Dasharath was the ruler
of Nepal, it is natural that his
son Ram was also born in
Nepal, Oli argued. Therefore,
real Ayodhya lies in Nepal, he
claimed.

Many scientific inventions
and knowledge originated in
Nepal, but unfortunately such
a rich tradition could not con-
tinue later, Oli said.

Prime Minister Oli, under
growing pressure to resign
amidst a rift in the ruling
Nepal Communist Party over
his style of functioning, has
alleged that some of the ruling
party leaders are aligning with
the southern neighbour to

remove him from power after
his government issued a new
political map incorporating
three Indian territories of
Lipulekh, Kalapani and
Limpiyadhura.  

His allegations have been
criticised by senior NCP lead-
ers, including former prime
minister ‘Prachanda’, who
demanded Prime Minister Oli’s
resignation, saying his recent
anti-India remarks were “nei-
ther politically correct nor
diplomatically appropriate.”

The India-Nepal bilateral
ties came under strain after
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh inaugurated a 80-km-
long strategically crucial road
connecting the Lipulekh pass

with Dharchula in Uttarakhand
on May 8.

Nepal reacted sharply to
the inauguration of the road
claiming that it passed through
Nepalese territory. India reject-
ed the claim asserting that the
road lies completely within its
territory.

Later, Nepal updated the
country’s political map through
a Constitutional amendment,
incorporating three strategi-
cally important Indian areas.

India termed as “unten-
able” the “artificial enlarge-
ment” of the territorial claims
by Nepal. India has handed
over a diplomatic note to Nepal
over the map issue, Nepalese
media reports said.
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Director, Radiation
Oncology
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Different types of beer, wine, or malt liquor can have very dif-
ferent amounts of alcohol content. It’s important to know

how much alcohol your drink contains.  In the US, one standard
drink (or one alcoholic drink equivalent) contains roughly 14
grams of pure alcohol, which is found in: 4.2% alcohol content:
some light beers, 12 ounces of regular beer, which is usually about
5% alcohol, 5 ounces of wine, which is typically about 12% alco-
hol, 1.5 ounces of distilled spirits, which is about 40% alcohol.

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism
(NIAAA) defines moderate drinking as up to four alcoholic drinks
for men and three for women in any single day and a maximum
of 14 drinks for men and seven drinks for women per week. 

There are various health problems associated with alcohol
intake as depression, dementia, mental health problems, alco-
holic hepatitis, anemia, arrhythmias, cirrhosis, fatty liver, gout,
high blood pressure, nerve damage, seizures, stroke, chronic dis-
ease of the heart muscle, known as cardiomyopathy, some types
of cancer. All types of alcoholic drinks, including red and white
wine, beer, cocktails, and liquor, are linked with cancer. The more
you drink, the higher your cancer risk.

There is consistent evidence that alcohol is a carcinogen. 3.5
% of all cancer-related deaths were because of alcohol consump-
tion. 5.5 % of all new cancer occurrences and 5.8 % of all can-

cer deaths worldwide were
attributable to drinking alcohol.
But in spite of this only 13% of
people understand that cancer
is one of the health risks asso-
ciated with alcohol consump-
tion. Ignorance is a lot like alco-
hol. The more you have of it,
the less you can see its effect on
you. 

There is evidence that alco-
hol consumption increases the
risk of seven different types of
cancers — that of the mouth,
throat, voice box, esophagus,
bowel, liver and breast.
Whereas smoking is linked to
at least 15 types of cancer, the
most common being lung can-
cer.  It may also increase the risk
of cancers of the skin, pancreas
and prostate. Even low levels of
drinking (up to two drinks a
day) were associated with an 8
to 23 % higher risk of prostate

cancer when compared to no drinking. Alcohol is thought to be
the cause of between 5% to 11% of all breast cancer cases.

A recent BMC Public Health study suggest that the cigarette
equivalent of a bottle of wine is five cigarettes for men and ten
for women. The authors estimate that in non-smoking men, the
absolute lifetime risk of cancer-that is, the risk of developing can-
cer during one’s lifetime-associated with drinking one bottle of
wine per week is 1.0%. For women, it is 1.4%. Thus, if 1,000 men
and 1,000 women each drank one bottle of wine per week, around
10 extra men and 14 extra women may develop cancer at some
point in their life. In men, this risk appears to be associated pri-
marily with cancers of the gastrointestinal tract, whereas in
women, 55% of cases appear to be associated with breast can-
cer. The authors also found that drinking three bottles of wine
per week  — a level known to increase the risks of a wide range
of different health problems — was associated with an increase
of absolute lifetime cancer risk to 1.9% in men and 3.6% in wom-
eny. This is equivalent to smoking roughly eight cigarettes per
week for men and 23 cigarettes per week for women. 

We all know drunkenness is nothing but voluntary madness.
Drunk never looks good. So, please take a pause and think. Less
drinking more thinking. Try a big cup of sobriety — now that’s
a good stuff. Wake up with no hangover. 
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��������A cherry is a stone
fruit. These tiny fruits are
loaded with Vitamins and
antioxidants that help in
reducing skin’s
signs of aging
and making
it look
fresh and
glowing.

It also
helps in regu-
lating blood
pressure because
of the high potassium content.
The phytosterols in cherries
help reduce bad cholesterol
levels.

They work wonders as
sleep stimulators. If you want
to have a good night’s sleep
then grab a cup of cherry juice
before going to bed and after

waking up in the morning.
Cherries are a good source of

melatonin, which
helps us regulate
our sleep cycles.
Cherries have
also been found

to help with
jet lag.

Sweet
c h e r r i e s
have a low

g l y c e m i c
index of 22 —

lower than apricots,
grapes ,and peaches. This
makes them a better snack than
many other fruits, especially for
diabetics.

Furthermore, these small
berries are good enough to
keep you hydrated and ener-
getic throughout the day.

If you feel COVID-19 is a respi-
ratory disease then you need to
think again. As a day passes, it

has been emerging as the biggest
threat to trigger a huge range of
neurological disorders. Stroke, anx-
iety, confusion and fatigue are the
few names from the long list.
There are many instances when
people have complaint of chal-
lenges in staying focused, problems
with the memory and extreme
tiredness after the mild illness.

Neurological experts suggest
that earlier nobody realised that the
virus does cause problem in the
brain and after much analysis they
realised that there could be many
factors including lack of oxygen
flow to the brain, blood-clotting
and a hyper-inf lammatory
response of the immune system
that a patient might be going
through. However, it is still not
clear whether the novel virus itself
is affecting the brain too. Though
the recovery rate from the coron-
avirus infection has gone up, many
believe that getting back home
from the ICU is the beginning of
much neurological disorder that a
patient never had before.

There have been evidences
from the past that how a massive
lockdown had affected the brains
of the people. During the end of
World War I, a mysterious neuro-
logical syndrome known as
encephalitis lethargica appeared
and went on to affect more than a
million people worldwide. There is
limited evidence of its causes, and
whether the trigger was influenza
or a post-infectious autoimmune
disorder is still unknown. Some
patients had movement disorders
that looked like Parkinson’s disease,

which affected them for the rest of
their lives.

What researchers say?
Neurologists are working hard

to have a better understanding of
how coronavirus infection is affect-
ing their patients when various
researches have estimated that the
deadly virus is causing neurologi-
cal impact.  A recent researchers at
the University College London
(UCL) have studied the brain of 43
patients with confirmed or suspect-
ed COVID-19 infections who
developed neurological symptoms,
like inflammation, psychosis and
delirium. The scientists identified
10 cases of temporary brain dys-
function with delirium, 12 cases of
brain inflammation, eight cases of
strokes and eight patients with
nerve damage. Most of those with
inflammation were diagnosed with
acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis (ADEM), a rare
disease that the researchers said has
increased in prevalence during the
pandemic.

Whereas, when the research
was conducted in aged patients,
with an age group of 60 and above,
it has been seen that they didn’t
develop any respiratory problem
but with the neurological disorder
instead becoming “the first and
main” symptom of COVID-19.

Even a study in China, has
found out finds that the strokes,
altered consciousness and other
neurological issues are relatively
common in more serious cases of
COVID-19. They studied the 214
cases of severe coronavirus illness
treated in Wuhan city during the
early phase of the global pandem-
ic, doctors reported that 36.4 per
cent of patients displayed neurolog-

ical symptoms including disorien-
tation or confusion, headaches or
even seizure. Some even had
impairments in taste or smell

As the disease has been around
for a matter of months, we might
not yet know what long-term dam-
age COVID-19 can cause. Doctors
need to be aware of possible neu-
rological effects, as early diagnosis
can improve patient outcome.
We’ve already seen evidence that
COVID-19 can evoke an extreme-
ly strong immune response, which
is called a cytokine storm. During
a cytokine storm, the body over-
produces immune cells and pro-
teins to the point where they can
attack tissues, leading to blood clots
and organ failure in some cases. At
this point, there’s so little data on
these patients that these explana-
tions are only ideas.

We now need detailed studies
to understand the possible biolog-
ical mechanisms ... so we can
explore potential treatments. A
prospective, observational study
with a larger number of patients
that includes more specific neuro-
imaging and other diagnostic tests
is warranted for more conclusive
evidence. Research should focus on
if responses like the cytokine storm
can actually explain these neuro-
logical symptoms.

Similar to the UK, which has a
surveillance programme called
CoroNerve, India should also have
such program on an urgent basis so
that the physicians can report neu-
rological symptoms of COVID-19
with the hope of better understand-
ing the effect of the coronavirus on
the brain.
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Monsoon is a welcome
change after the
scorching hot sum-

mer days. Unfortunately, it
brings with it a woe of prob-
lems not to mention diseases
like Dengue and Malaria.
Prevention is better
than cure. Here
is what people
need to do to
ensure that
their sur-
r o u n d i n g
and homes
are free from
mosquitoes.

The most
important thing to
keep in mind is to get
rid of all the water that has
been standing in tubs and
planters. Fill in fresh water. If
you use a cooler, drain out all
the water. Let it dry before you
fill fresh water.

Did you know that Tulsi

keeps the mosquitoes away?
Just keep shrubs of the plant at
the entrance door and win-
dows to keep the mosquitoes
at bay.

Camphor is another home
remedy that will help in

getting rid of mos-
quitoes. Close all

of the doors
and then light
c a m p h o r .
After about
30 minutes,
there won't

be any mos-
quitoes

Believe it or
not garlic is a great

way to get rid of the
peskies. Crush a few cloves and
boil them in water. Pour the
solution in a spray bottle and
spray it around. The solution
kills mosquitoes instantly.
Don’t worry, the house will not
reek of garlic.

Rains bring along a plethora of
diseases like dengue and malaria.

The adage ‘prevention is better
than cure’ can’t be truer when it

comes to these two illnesses.
ROSHAN DEVI shares tips that

can help keep the pesky pest away

DadiKaKehna

There are many arguments
regarding the best diet.

Nevertheless, health and well-
ness communities admit that
diets highlighting fresh, whole
ingredients and minimising
processed foods are excellent
for overall wellness of the body.

The whole-foods, plant-
based diet does just that.
Dropping the phrase “plant-
based diet” is in a buzz when
talking about nutrition these
days. But why is it so hot right
now? Because it focuses on
minimally processed foods,
specifically plants, and can
improve your health, boost
energy levels, and prevent
chronic diseases. Plant-based
diets also offer all the essential

protein, carbohydrates, fats,
vitamins, and minerals for
optimal health, and are also
higher in fiber and phytonutri-
ents. 

Plant-based VS vegan: 
The vegan doesn’t con-

sume any animal products,
including meat, eggs, milk,
dairy, and honey. Yet, a vegan
diet is not always as nutrition-
ally virtuous as a plant-based
lifestyle. The focus of vegan is
usually set to avoid animal
products, but the priority is not
set on unprocessed whole

foods based on plants.
On the contrary, fully

avoiding animal products
dosen’t mean following a plant-
based lifestyle (like a vegetari-
an or vegan). In fact for plant-
based eaters, animal proteins
can happily fit into the lifestyle,
yet they typically serve as more
of a supporting role to your
veggies and whole grains.
Therefore, a plant-based
includes not only fruits and
vegetables, but also nuts, seeds,
oils, whole grains, legumes,
and beans. Overall, plant-based

lifestyle is more of a flexible and
broad way of thinking about
nutrition and ingredient qual-
ity. Moreover, with a plant-
based diet, the focus is on sim-
ple, nutritious and whole foods.

So if you’re probably think-
ing that moving to a plant-
based diet sounds like a great
idea, but you don’t know where
to start. Don’t worry, we’ve got
you covered. 

Eat ample vegetables. At
lunch or dinner, fill half your
plate with vegetables at lunch
and dinner. Try to include
plenty of colours when picking
your vegetables. Enjoy vegeta-
bles as a snack with salsa,
hummus or guacamole.

Include whole grains for
breakfast: Start with quinoa,
oatmeal, buckwheat, or barley.
You can also add some nuts or
seeds along with fresh fruit.

Go for greens: Try a vari-
ety of green leafy vegetables
such as kale, collards, spinach,
and other greens every day.
Steam, grill, braise, or stir-fry
to preserve their nutrients and
flavour.

Besides all these, the most
effective and nutritious plant
based food is Hemp and hemp
seeds. It is because, they are one
of those few superfoods which
are incredibly healthy. 
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At this time, the world is facing the
COVID-19 pandemic, a crisis that has

never been seen before. Today, wearing a
mask is one of the most effective ways to
combat the spread of the virus. No mat-
ter wherever you go, the Government has
now mandated customers and visitors to
cover their mouth and nose with a mask
or any piece of clothing. Masks keep us off
from touching our face constantly. Which
is the  most common habit to spread this
deadly virus. Also, if someone is cough-
ing or sneezing, it provides a guard
against spreading droplets to get contact
with other individuals. But wearing the
mask for prolonged periods can cause a
lot of skin problems for many people.

Wearing face masks for a long dura-
tion can cause flare up of acne problems.
Sweat, oil and makeup are present on the
skin and when we cover them with a mask,
it becomes occluded. And when we
breathe into the mask, the humidity
develops in the mask, increasing the
chances of acne.

There has been an increase in cases of
perioral dermatitis. Moisture and vapour,
as well as any secretions such as saliva or
mucus, are trapped inside the mask. It acts
as an irritant dermatitis to the skin and
upset the natural balance of the skin layer
around the mouth. This results in rash-
es, redness, irritation and scaling around
the nose and mouth. Sometimes tiny pim-
ples or pustules appear in clusters around
the skin of the lips.

Humidity due to wearing masks for
longer duration makes the skin layer too
moist, trapping all this moisture inside the
mask. It is almost like diaper dermatitis.
But when the skin is in that moist envi-
ronment and then we take the mask off
and let the air out, then sometimes it can
become too dry also and cause dryness of
the skin with itching and redness.

There are many simple things we can
do to protect our face from the side effects
of wearing masks. Sometimes, it also
depends on the type of mask we are wear-
ing. If it’s a cloth mask, you need to wash
it on a regular interval.

�If you are at home, where not many
people are present, then avoid wearing
masks for extended periods of time.

�If your skin seems too much on the
dry side, use a gentle, hypoallergenic mois-
turiser. Don’t use something such as
witch hazel or rubbing alcohol that will be
even more irritating to the skin layer.

�Use a neutral cleanser, a mild soap
or good face wash to clean your skin.

�If you’re using disposable masks then
after using it, hang it up in a sunny place
to dry for a day or two before using it
again. 

�Consult a dermatologist if you do
not know how to manage your condition,
without waiting for it to aggravate.
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UNMASK YOUR
SKIN PROBLEMS
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Muslim society in India remains in
a state of denial when it comes to
nikah halala. The Quran allows

divorce twice. After that the spouses
either live together happily or divorce
gracefully. Nowhere does it allow marriage
with a pre-arranged date of divorce to a
new man only to go back to the former hus-
band.

Nikah Halala: Sleeping with a Stranger
by Ziya Us Salam is a probing exercise that
exposes the cycle of instant triple talaq fol-
lowed by a fake marriage, which too ends
with another instant triple talaq that
allows the woman to marry the former hus-
band. While the holy book does not men-
tion instant triple talaq, this tradition is
unique to the Indian subcontinent that
claims to bring squabbling couples togeth-
er but ends up making a mockery of the
faith and punishes women for the crimes
of men.

The first-ever book to talk of the sub-
ject, Nikah Halala presents the sordid real-
ity of mock marriages against the back-
ground of Quranic injunction on the sub-

ject and exposes the departure in practice
from the teachings of the holy book that
gives divorced women complete freedom
to follow their path.

An extract:

Islamuddin was not one to rest on his
laurels. Through one member of his grow-

ing circle of friends, he heard of a possi-
ble vacancy at a mosque in Bombay. It was
at Dharavi. The friend put in a good word
and Islamuddin started for Bombay. But
before that, he packed off his wife and chil-
dren to Sasaram. He was now single in the
big, bad city. He got the job all right but
found himself lost and overawed by the

pace of life. It was then that
an uncle of his friend,
through whom he got the job,
put his hand over his head.
He told him about what to
expect from worshippers,
how people often moved out
at the end of the prayer with-
out waiting for a collective
dua to begin. One day, he
came up with a proposal that
was to change how
Islamuddin looked at his wife,
his children and, indeed,
Islam itself. The uncle, clear-
ly in the late 50s, and mani-
festly prosperous, suggested
he marry a girl. Startled,
Islamuddin reminded him,
‘Aapko toh pata hai hum biwi-
bachche wale hain.’ (You
know, I am married with a

wife and kids.)
‘I know. I am only suggesting a one-

day nikah.
That is all,’ the uncle cleared the pic-

ture.
‘Is it not haram?’
‘You are like a son to me. Will I ask my

son to do anything haram? This is only to
help a fellow Muslim brother to save his
family. You will be helping a fellow Muslim
in distress,’ the uncle insisted, adding, ‘Her
husband might give you some nazrana.’
(Gift.)

‘Let me speak to my wife,’ Islamuddin
said.

‘What for? How will she know? If a
man wants, he can keep four wives. And
it is just for a day. You are a young man.
Your hair has not gone grey. Your wife is
sitting a thousand kilometres away...’ Uncle
was not about to give up.

‘But I have no place to bring a wife
here, you know that.’

‘Yes, I know. I will ask her former hus-
band to arrange a room in the vicinity or
a hotel.’ Uncle solved another problem.

Two days later, Islamuddin got mar-
ried. Again. Without his wife’s knowledge
or permission.

To whom?
‘I do not remember her name. She was

from Vapi, I think. It was in 1991 or early
1992.’ That is all he can recall in 2019.

A day later, he divorced her. The mar-
riage was consummated. Divorce effected
faithfully.

It was to be the first nikah halala of his
life. Neither before nor afterwards was he
sure of the religious validity of the act.

A couple of years later, in 1994, he mar-
ried another woman. ‘She was from Surat.
Her husband was well-educated. He used
to teach in a college in Jaipur, I remember.
He came with the proposal,’ Islamuddin

reveals.
‘To you directly?’
‘No, to the uncle. Nobody ever came

to me directly. It was always through that
uncle.’

Did uncle solemnise the nikah halala
himself?

‘Who else would do it? Something like
this is like charity. One hand should not
know what the other has given.’

Sometime in mid-1998, Islamuddin
was joined by his wife and children, effec-
tively putting an end or at least a comma
to his career as a halala husband.

‘Do not say that. It was always to help
out, to protect families. Otherwise, is there
a dearth of women for sex in a place like
Mumbai? I left my family more than 40
years ago but never touched a girl out of
wedlock.’ Fake wedlock, he might clarify.
Islamuddin, as we said, always looked for
avenues for growth. He learnt from anoth-
er friend in Mumbai that Dubai offers
much more money for the same job.

‘But for better chances to find an open-
ing, you will have to shift to Delhi. The
agents first come to Delhi. It is only if they
do not get qualified people there that they
go elsewhere,’ he was told.

Once again, Islamuddin packed off his
wife to Sasaram; his daughter and elder son
were anyway married and settled in
Sasaram and Patna respectively.

Once in Delhi, he found a job first in
Nizamuddin, then a little later at a small
mosque in central Delhi. He was paid bet-
ter, given accommodation too. Even as he
waited for a Dubai opening, a halala oppor-
tunity arose.

In July 2019, a man working in the
fashion industry had divorced his wife
through instant triple talaq. Some three
months later, he wanted her back. Once
again, through word of mouth, Islamuddin
was approached. This time he readily
agreed.

Will you not ask your wife?
‘No, no, it is not needed.’
‘Will you charge anything for it? How

much will be the mehr?’
‘Jo unke husband ki marzi ho, de dijiye-

ga.’ (Give whatever her husband wishes.)
We cannot stay here, I am old now. So the
nikah will have to be solemnised some dis-
tance away. And they will have to book a
room in a hotel and bear the expenses. But
what about the mehr?’

‘Woh bhi humein hi dena hoga?’ (I will
have to give that too?)

‘Yes, Sir. In Islam, marriage cannot be
solemnised without mehr.’

‘Yes, I know. Make it �500. But make
it fast. I might have to go to Dubai any day.
I want to finish your job before going.’

Islamuddin was a seasoned halala hus-
band.

Anniversaries, birthdays,
meeting long lost friends, no

mood for cooking — all were
good reasons to eat out, but
heading out to restaurants does-
n’t seem to be a viable option
these days amid the pandemic
scare. Isn’t it? However, that
does not mean that you miss out
on dishes that you savour. 

Most of the five star hotels
have tapped the delivery route to
dish out the favourites of their
patrons. In keeping with ITC
Hotels’ commitment towards
enhancing gourmet experiences,
the chain announced its partner-
ship with Zomato, food delivery
platform, to offer customers
responsible dining experiences in
the comfort of their home.
Zomato, as an online aggregator,
will not only enable ‘contactless’
deliveries on all pre-paid orders,
but will also provide patrons the
option of ‘takeaway menus’ via
this platform. The association
further strengthens the hotels’
pan India distribution footprint
for home delivery and takeaway.
This will widen the outreach of
the chain’s signature culinary
offerings to thousands of cus-
tomers.

The ten-year strong ethos of
‘Responsible Luxury’ under-
scores the chain’s culinary brands
and initiatives to present inno-
vative cuisine experiences while
adhering to superior standards of
food safety and hygiene. In keep-
ing with the same, the hotel has
introduced two unique gourmet
experiences — Gourmet Couch
and Flavours.  The former
encompasses a luxury dining
experience with exclusively
curated menus delivered at the
guest’s residence under stringent
‘WeAssure’ hygiene and safety

protocol. The latter showcases an
array of authentic global culinary
delights and also celebrates
indigenous flavours of the region

with the chain’s culinary initia-
tive — ‘Local Love’. Thus, diners
can enjoy the subtle flavours of
different cuisines, authentic to a

region and culinary style.
Anil Chadha, COO of ITC

Hotels, said, “We have always
showcased the finest culinary

traditions through our globally
acclaimed signature brands.
However, in a world where
change is the order of the day, it
has been our endeavour to
ensure our patrons continue to
enjoy their favourite cuisines
through an outreach dining
experience in the comfort and
safety of their homes. As part of
ITC Hotels, Responsible Luxury
initiative, the ‘WeAssure’ pro-
gramme follows a stringent

hygiene and safety protocol for
pan-India home delivery of food
to their valued guests. The col-
laboration with Zomato will fur-
ther assist us in responsibly
delivering our unique culinary
experiences using their advanced
distribution network across the
country.”

“ITC Hotels are known not
just for their luxurious hospital-
ity but also for their culinary
delights. We are glad to partner
with them. With the growing
trend of celebrations at home, we
believe that ITC’s exclusive
gourmet and indigenous food
offerings powered by our wide
on-ground delivery network will
offer great food delivery options
for consumers celebrating small
or large occasions. Zomato will
ensure that its safety measures
are well implemented in every
delivery,” added Mohit Sardana,
COO, Food Delivery, Zomato.

Zomato has implemented
eight Max Safety measures to
ensure utmost safety of food.
These measures include —
restaurants follow WHO prac-
tices; contactless delivery; both
restaurant staff and delivery
partners wear masks; tempera-
ture checks and sanitisation sta-
tions for both kitchen staff and
delivery partners and mandato-
ry use of Aarogya Setu app.
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The fight against COVID-19
continues to take place all

over the world. With most of us
homebound owing to the home-
sheltering and social restric-
tions, we have been able to
spend quality time with the fam-
ily.

For those with young chil-
dren, managing work from home
as well as keeping the little ones
occupied has been challenging.
Children are often bored at
home and wish to go out, play
and meet their friends, however,
that’s best restricted right now.
Thankfully, children do not seem
to have suffered serious illness-
es owing to this pandemic, but its
best to equip them with informa-
tion about the right way of safe-
guarding themselves against dis-
eases.

Parents have a major role to
play while teaching and inculcat-
ing these good habits. To make
optimum utilisation of the lock-
down, Dr Gurudutt Bhat,

Consultant Pediatrician, Fortis
Hospital Kalyan and Dr Jesal
Sheth,  Sr.  Consultant,
Pediatrician and Neonatal
Intensivist, Fortis Hospital
Mulund, suggest some habits
that you could gradually incul-
cate in your child:

�Hand-washing properly with
soap and water for at least 20 sec-
onds is the cornerstone of our
efforts to avoid all illnesses not
just COVID-19.
�Follow this with sanitisation of
hands multiple times a day.
�Follow social distancing while
visiting public places. This habit
will have to be practiced for a
long time to come.

�Always maintain a distance of
two metres or six feet between
yourself and the other individual
when you go out or even see your
friends.
�Always follow cough etiquettes,
which means that you cough or
sneeze in your elbow sleeves.
�The virus enters the body if we
touch our nose, mouth and eyes.
So always wear a face mask that
covers the nose and mouth while
outdoors and do not touch you
face. Do not remove your mask
or touch it till you reach home.
�Take bath if possible when
you come home, if not, wash
your hands thoroughly.
�Eat healthy, home cooked
immunity boosting food, includ-
ing vegetables,  fruits  and
legumes.
�Continue to be in touch with
their peers and family members,
not physically but by digital
means.
�Inculcate a habit of physical
activity comprising fun indoor

exercises.
�Proper use of the internet and
online tools with appropriate
use of child-safe tools must be
taught.
�Instill in them the habit of
reading, writing or following a
hobby of their choice
�This is the best time to get to
know your kids. Understand the
challenges that they might be fac-
ing. It is recommended to talk
about the importance of mental
health, especially during these
challenging times
�Pray and respect for all service
workers that are helping
COVID-19 patients.

While you are at home, make
the most of your time and teach
your children life lessons by set-
ting an example by things you
regularly do. It could be spiritu-
al, reading to them or even as
basic as dinner table discus-
sions.

—IANS
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Manchester City’s two-year
UEFA ban from European
football has been overturned

by the Court of Arbitration of Sport
(CAS), the Lausanne-based court said
on Monday.

The CAS ruled that the English
Premier League runners-up did not
breach financial fair play (FFP) rules by
disguising equity funding as sponsor-
ship, and also imposed a lower €10 mil-
lion ($15.7 million) fine for failing to
co-operate with the continental football
governing body.

“The club welcomes the implica-
tions of today’s ruling as a validation of
the club’s position and the body of evi-
dence that it was able to present,” City
said in a statement.

The decision means Pep
Guardiola’s team will compete in next
season’s Champions League, for which
they have qualified by finishing second
to Liverpool in the Premier League.
They also lead Real Madrid 2-1 in this
season’s round of 16 after the away leg.

City were accused of deliberately
inflating the value of income from
sponsors with links to the Abu Dhabi
United Group, also owned by City
owner Sheikh Mansour, to avoid falling
foul of FFP regulations between 2012
and 2016.

The case against City was reopened
when German magazine Der Spiegel
published a series of leaked e-mails in
2018.

“Most of the alleged breaches
reported by the (UEFA) adjudicatory
chamber of the club financial control
body were either not established or
time-barred,” CAS said in a statement.

UEFA had ruled in February that

City had committed serious breaches
of FFP regulations and failed to coop-
erate with its investigation, handing
them a ban and a €30 million fine.

City denied any wrongdoing and
their appeal was heard over three days
by the CAS last month.

Without Champions League foot-
ball, the side could miss out on at least
£100 million ($175.3 million) in prize
money and broadcast revenue, as well
as match day and other income.

The FFP regulations are designed
to stop clubs running up big losses
through spending on players. They also
ensure sponsorship deals are based on
their real market value and are genuine
commercial agreements — and not
ways for owners to pump cash into a
club to get around the rules.

City cheered the decision that will
have huge ramifications on the club’s
finances and potentially the future of
Spanish manager Pep Guardiola and
star players such as Kevin de Bruyne
and Raheem Sterling.

“While Manchester City and its
legal advisers are yet to review the full
ruling by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport, the club welcomes the implica-
tions of today’s ruling as a validation of
the club’s position and the body of evi-
dence that it was able to present,” City
said in a statement.

Since Sheikh Mansour’s takeover 12
years ago, City’s fortunes have been
transformed from perennially living in
the shadow of local rivals Manchester
United to winning four Premier League
titles in the past eight years among 11
major trophies.

Last Saturday, they secured quali-
fication for the Champions League for
a 10th consecutive season with a 5-0
win at Brighton.
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Dominic Solanke scored
twice as Bournemouth’s bid

for Premier League survival was
boosted by a 4-1 victory over
Champions League-chasing
Leicester, which was reduced to
10 men.

They were the striker’s first
goals since joining from
Liverpool in January 2019
after failing to score in his
38 previous league
appearances.

At Dean Court,
Leicester scored after 23
minutes as Jamie Vardy
bagged his 23rd league
goal of the season to
extend his lead in the Golden
Boot race.

But Bournemouth turned
the game on Sunday in its favor
during a two-minute spell which
saw Leicester lose a player.

In the 66th minute, Leicester
keeper Kasper Schmeichel boot-
ed a goal-kick into Wilfred
Ndidi’s back, forcing his team-
mate to trip Callum Wilson.

Junior Stanislas stepped up
to score the resulting penalty and
101 seconds later Dominic

Solanke’s weak shot trickled
under Schmeichel’s woeful
attempt to save.

Leicester defender Caglar
Soyuncu sent off for kicking
Wilson as he attempted to
retrieve the ball from the net
after Solanke’s goal.

Bournemouth’s luck was in
and Stanislas’s strike went in off

Leicester’s Jonny Evans
for an 83rd-minute own
goal before Solanke’s
composed finish made it
four in the 87th minute.

Bournemouth’s first
win in 10 games, a
drought stretching back
to February 1, moved
them to within three

points of 17th placed Watford,
with three games left for all the
teams in the relegation fight.

Fourth-placed Leicester will
drop to fifth if Manchester
United beat Southampton on
Monday, leaving their hopes of
Champions League qualification
in danger.

“I didn’t see that coming but
we are not good enough to get
too comfortable. We will finish
where we deserve to,” Leicester
manager Brendan Rodgers said.
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The FIFA U-17
Women’s World

Cup will be held behind
closed doors only in
the worst-case scenario,
All  India Football
Federation general sec-
retary Kushal Das said
on Monday amid a con-
tinued rise in the coun-
try’s Covid-19 case
count.

Already postponed
once, the tourney is to
be held from February
17 to March 7 next year
as per the revised
schedule.

“In the worst case
scenario, we will have to
do it behind closed
doors and that will be a
pity (especially after the
grand success of the

men’s U-17 World Cup
in 2017), but human
lives are of course most
important,” Das said.

The pandemic has
so far claimed more
than 22K lives with the
number of positive cases
crossing 8.5 lakh.

The camp for the
tournament is likely to
begin in August with
Jharkhand emerging as
the frontrunner to be
the host. The state’s chief
minister Hemant Soren
has taken it upon him-
self to play host.
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Paris Saint-Germain routed
second division Le Havre

in a friendly on Sunday
remarkable not for the 9-0
score, but because it drew the
biggest crowd for a match in
one of Europe’s Big Five foot-
ball nations since early March.

The French Government
relaxed the health protocols
before the weekend to allow
for a total attendance of 5,000,
including players, journalists
and staff, at games and while
the match at Le Havre was not
the first to be played, the oth-
ers involved only lower-divi-
sion clubs.

For the game at Le Havre,
the tickets, priced between 30
euros ($34) and 60 euros, sold
out in six minutes.

“It is a victory for French
football, sport in general,” said
outgoing Sports Minister
Roxana Maracineanu who was
at the match.

“I am delighted that foot-
ball in France can resume in
a popular way, with more
people in the stadiums. It is the
only country in western
Europe to be able to do this.”

Unlike Germany, England,

Italy and Spain, France aban-
doned its league season in the
face of the coronavirus pan-
demic, but when the other
four countries resumed their
leagues, they did so behind
closed doors.

Although social distanc-
ing rules were in place, fans
took a few liberties once they
were in the 25,000-capacity
Stade Ocean on Sunday.

On the field, Neymar and
Mauro Icardi each scored
twice and Kylian Mbappe once
before PSG made 10 changes
leading 5-0 at half time.

Pablo Sarabia, with two,
Idrissa Gueye and Arnaud
Kalimuendo scored in the
first 15 minutes of the second
half to complete the rout as
PSG started to warm up for
a busy few weeks in late July
and early August.

PSG are due to play Saint-
Etienne in the French Cup
final on July 24 and Lyon in
the French League Cup Final
on July 31 before resuming
their Champions League cam-
paign away to Atalanta on
August 12.

Both French finals will be
at the 80,000-seat Stade de
France in Paris.

�
����� AC Milan kept their
hopes of European football
alive on Sunday with a 2-2
draw at Napoli that leaves
them with a strong chance of
reaching the Europa League.

Franck Kessie’s penalty
17 minutes from time gave
Milan a battling point in
Naples after Giovanni Di
Lorenzo and Dries Mertens
had put the hosts deserved-
ly ahead with an hour gone.

The draw leaves Napoli
in sixth place and the final
Europa League spot, but as
Gennaro Gattuso’s side have
already qualified for the
competition’s group stage by

winning the Italian Cup, sev-
enth place currently offers a
place into the qualifying
rounds.

Milan, who are two
points and one place behind
Napoli, are favourites to take
the third spot in the Europa.

“When you get results
and put in strong perfor-
mances against this kind of
opponent, it really boosts
your confidence,” said Milan
coach Stefano Pioli.

Theo Hernandez gave
the away side the lead against
the run of play with 19 min-
utes gone when he met Ante
Rebic’s brilliant cross with a
thumping volley, but Napoli
responded brilliantly to
going behind.

They were deservedly
level 14 minutes later thanks
to a fizzing free-kick delivery
from Lorenzo Insigne which
Gianluigi Donnarumma pat-

ted out to Di Lorenzo, who
tapped home.

Mertens put the hosts
ahead on the hour mark
when he met Jose Callejon’s
low cross with a shot that
was def lected past
Donnarumma by Alessio
Romagnoli.

From there it looked
like there would only be
one winner but they were
given the perfect chance to
equalise when Nikola
Maksimovic brought down
Giacomo Bonaventura in
the area. Kessie made no
mistake from the spot, rifling
his finish past David Opsina.
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Sevilla all-but secured Champions
League qualification by beating rele-

gation battlers Real Mallorca 2-0 on
Sunday in La Liga.

Lucas Ocampos scored a first-half
penalty before Youssef En-Nesyri added
a second late on to move Sevilla nine
points clear of fifth-placed Villarreal.

With three games left and the supe-
rior head-to-head, Villarreal are not
mathematically out of contention but
they would have to take maximum
points and see Sevilla lose both of their
remaining matches.

“Champions League qualification
was our objective,” said
Sevilla’s Fernando Reges.

“We are very close
and now we just have
some small steps left to
make it.”

Finishing in the top
four would be an impres-
sive achievement for Sevilla and their
coach Julen Lopetegui, who took over last
year following his nightmares in charge
of Spain and Real Madrid.

They could even yet finish third,
given they sit level on

points with
Atletico Madrid.

Defeat dam-
ages Real

Mallorca’s fading
hopes of avoid-

ing relega-
tion.

T h e y
r e m a i n
t h r e e

p o i n t s
behind Alaves,
who have a supe-
rior record head-
to-head and a
game in hand
against Getafe on

Monday.

����������� New Zealand’s
top cricketers returned to
squad training on Monday
at the country’s High
Performance Centre in
Lincoln after a prolonged
break caused by the Covid-
19 pandemic.

In a statement issued
on Monday, New Zealand
Cricket (NZC) announced
that six national camps
will be conducted till
September. 

“New Zealand’s top
male and female crick-
eters will return to squad
training at the NZC High
Performance centre in
Lincoln this week, in the
first of six national camps
scheduled for the coming
winter months,” read the
release from NZC.

“The South Island and
Wellington based BLACK-
CAPS and WHITE

FERNS will train at the
Canterbury hub this week,
while a larger second camp
for players further North
will commence at Bay
Oval in Mount Maunganui
from July 19,” it added.

The male players who
trained on Monday were
Tom Latham, Henry

Nicholls, Matt Henry and
Daryl Mitchell. Skipper
Kane Williamson will be
part of the batch that will
start training next week in
Mount Maunganui.

New Zealand’s
women’s team’s official
Twitter handle posted pic-
tures of the players train-

ing in Lincoln. The men’s
team players trained in
the second half of the day.

New Zealand’s first
camp in Lincoln will get
over on July 16. It will be
followed by training
camps in August (10 to
13) and September (dates
not yet decided). PTI
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England’s batting continues to
remain their “nemesis” despite

the focus being on stand-in cap-
tain Ben Stokes’ questionable
decisions in the opening Test
against the West Indies, feels for-
mer skipper Nasser Hussain.

Questions were raised even
before the match began as senior
pacer Stuart Broad was dropped
from the crucial encounter. Stokes
then handed the visitors the ball
after winning the toss under grey
skies, resulting in England being
bowled out from 204 in the first
innings.

“Let’s not get lost with the
Broad issue or the toss issue.
England having batted first were
bowled out for 204 — that is still
their nemesis,” Hussain was quot-
ed as saying by Sky Sports.

“They did well in South
Africa, but in England, against the
Dukes ball, they often find them-
selves 20-3, 30-3, and without

Root in the side this week that was
a nightmare. That is still the
issue for England,” he added.

The two teams head to
Manchester to play the second
Test of the three-match series,
starting on Thursday, and Hussain
feels England need to replicate the
series-winning batting perfor-
mance they put up earlier this year
against South Africa.

“They are going to a good
surface at Old Trafford. Root is
back and they have to bat like they
did in South Africa this winter
and at points in New Zealand. Not
by being 204 all out.”

Hussain said maybe England
underestimated West Indies, cit-
ing that had it been the Ashes,
Broad would have been a definite
starter.

“All I would say about Broad
is that if this had been the first Test
of an Ashes series, would he have
been playing. I would say, yes, 100
per cent? So why wasn’t he play-
ing against the West Indies?”

“Was it because we underes-
timated West Indies and took
them lightly? They hold the
Wisden Trophy — we have under-
estimated them in the past and
they have beaten us, so why do it
here?”

Hussain said the West Indies
played “exceptional cricket” and
the win will boost heir confidence
heading to Manchester.

“It’s great for West Indies on
so many different levels. They
deserve it for coming over to
England (amid the coronavirus
pandemic) and doing what they
have had to (quarantine and be in
a bubble).

“Winning like that was
absolutely phenomenal — and
that’s why it was an important
win. Imagine doing all that and
then losing after bossing this
game. They would then have dri-
ven up to Manchester thinking
‘we have done all the right things
and we are 1-0 down’,” Hussain
added. 

�
����� Manuel Pellegrini’s main
goal in his new coaching job with
Real Betis is to make the Spanish club
a regular in European competitions. 

Pellegrini was officially intro-
duced as Betis’ new coach on
Monday after signing a three-year
deal that will begin next season. 

“This is a team that has to be
fighting for European competitions,”
the Chilean coach said. “It needs it
as an institution and it will be my
main objective to help the club take
that leap and achieve better results
on the field.”

Pellegrini helped Villarreal
thrive in Europe more than a decade
ago, making it to the Champions
League semifinals in 2006 and quar-
terfinals in 2009. He also led the club
to a runner-up finish in the Spanish
league in 2008.

“If they told me before arriving
at Villarreal that we would play in
the semifinals and quarterfinals of
the Champions League, or that we
would finish second in La Liga,

people would have said that that
was crazy,” the 66-year-old
Pellegrini said.

Betis  last  played in the
Champions League in 2005-06. It
made it to the Europa League in
2013-14 and 2018-19.

Pellegrini said he hoped to
achieve with Betis the same success
he had with his previous clubs in
Spain.

“I'’m convinced that Betis has
a squad with a lot of quality and
that can achieve great things,”
Pellegrini said. “I will try to help
with my experience to try to get
the most out of the team.” AP
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��������Manchester City’s success in
overturning its Champions League
ban on Monday has huge ramifica-
tions on the Premier League and the
remaining two teams that will quali-
fy for Europe’s top club competition.

Chelsea, Manchester United and
Leicester — and maybe
Wolverhampton Wanderers and
Sheffield United, too — are now
fighting for two qualifying spots
instead of three with two weeks of the
season remaining.

The fight for a top-five finish has
reverted back to needing to be in the
top four to join champion Liverpool
and City, already secured in second
place, in earning tens of millions of

dollars in UEFA prize money next sea-
son.

The most concerned team is like-
ly to be Leicester.

In the top four since September —
and, in December, even looking like
the most realistic title challenger to
Liverpool — Leicester has imploded,
collecting only two wins from its last
11 league games stretching back to the
end of January.

After losing to relegation-threat-
ened Bournemouth 4-1 on Sunday,
Leicester will find itself in fifth place
if Man United beats Southampton on
Monday.

United appears much more like-
ly to secure a top-four finish and

return to the Champions League after
a season’s absence.

With four straight wins ahead of
the Southampton game, United is the
form team in the league and also has
the most benign remaining schedule
with upcoming matches against
Crystal Palace and West Ham before
what could be a winner-takes-all
game game at Leicester on the final
weekend of the season.

Making it all the more intriguing
is the fact that another final-day
match is between Chelsea and Wolves.

Chelsea is currently in third place,
one point ahead of Leicester, but will
drop into fourth if United beats
Southampton. AP
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���� ������� The All
India Football
Federation plans to go
ahead with the 2020-
21 I-League season
even if the clubs’ star
foreign recruits are
unable to make it due
to the coronavirus-
forced travel restric-
tions.

I n t e r n a t i o n a l
flights remain sus-
pended since March

owing to the Covid-19
pandemic.

“The league must
go on even if without
foreigners. But there
are other people
including the league
committee chairman,
Mr Subrata Dutta
(who will also be need
to be on same page),”
AIFF general secre-
tary Kushal Das said
on Monday. PTI
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